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Editor's Introduction

This issue of Alternate Routes appears at a time marked by a continuing

rightward drift within North American politics. Backed by recent electoral

successes, the self-proclaimed 'revolutionaries' ofthe Right are busily setting

about to dismantle what little remains ofthe post-War consensus. They have

zealously begun their project of "re-inventing" government by slashing

welfare rates to pay for upper class tax breaks, repealingemployment and pay

equity programs, attacking immigration and refugee policies, and abandon-

ing the social programs and services that were designed, albeit imperfectly,

to nevertheless increase the equality of opportunity amongst all citizens.

The sheer scope of this recent ideological and intellectual assault has

successfully drowned out many progressive voices. And as the emerging

regime of privatization and deregulation gains greater hold, the few public

spaces currently available for those of us committed to an alternative social

vision will continue to shrink. That is why it is important for us to

maintainAltemate Routes as a forum in which critical scholars can present

research and engage in debate that is both challenging and politically

motivating. I think all the essays collected here fulfill that mandate.

Hamid Abdollayan, a Ph.D. student in Sociology at Carleton Univer-

sity, asks why underdevelopment remained a problem in Iran after the

economy moved from pre-capitalist to capitalist production. He concludes

that chronic underdevelopment persisted in Iran because of the new domi-

nance of international capital and the subsequent penpheralization of the

rural economy.

Susan Dodd, a doctoral candidate at York University, details how

transnational corporations have successfully evaded legal accountability for

their negligent actions. Examining the cases of the Union Carbide gas leak

in Bhopal, India and the sinking of the Ocean Ranger oil rig off the coast of

Newfoundland, Dodd proposes a number of concrete actions states can take

to better police corporate behaviour.

Todd Dufresne, a graduate student at York University, surveys the

appropriation (or lack thereof) of Jacques Dernda's deconstruction by

anthropologists. Dufresne argues that a better appreciation ofDernda's work

can help anthropologists overcome some of the persistent debates appearing

within the "invention of culture" literature
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In his commentary piece, however, Wade Deisman shows less enthusi-

asm with Derrida's work. By comparing and contrasting Derrida's

deconstruction with Theodor Adorno's concept of "negative dialectics,"

Deisman concludes that the latter's work is more valuable as he avoids the

"abyss of endless analysis" associated with post-structuralism.

Finally, three brief articles drawn together from a work-in-progress

seminar held at Carleton University last year provide key insights into

contemporary debates within critical feminist theory. Catherine Browning's

article surveys the difficult issue of same-sex partner abuse and details the

special problems confronted by abused lesbians. Diane Enns provides an

insightful overview of recent feminist debates on the "body," and Dominique

Masson challenges us to re-think traditional feminist conceptions of the

"state."

DC. Robinson

June, 1995

Ottawa



Capital Accumulation, Technology

Transfer and the Peripherilization of

Sharecropping Agriculture in Iran

Hamid Abdollahyan

Carleton University

Changes in the chronic patterns of capital flow from the rural economy

of Iran in the traditional (pre 1950s) and capitalist (post 1950s) eras is the

central focus of this paper. 1

I will develop the argument that chronic

underdevelopment in rural areas of Iran prior to the 1 950s can be attributed

to the dominance of absentee landlords who transferred rural capital into the

urban economy, rather than to the structural characteristics of rural econo-

mies in general. 2 The structural incapacities of rural economies to engage in

the development process was an assumption that was incorporated into the

Iranian state's development planning by giving priority to land reform

programs. As it was assumed that the rural economy was structurally

incapable ofdevelopment due to the prevalence of low-productive practices,

the only solution to low productivity, and consequentially, to underdevelop-

ment, was seen to be an often radical transformation of the structure of

agricultural production (e.g. Kazemian, 1968, Ajami, 1976: 131-7; Baldwin,

1967:70). This paper will argue that chronic underdevelopment persisted

well into the late 1970s because the conditions of capital accumulation that

existed prior to land reform remained intact: not still, however, in the form of

traditional landlord-merchant relations, but rather as an extension ofmodem
international capital.

Two socio-economic p rocesses have cont r i buted to the 1ow p roducti vity

and underdevelopment of rural Iran: a) the dominance of merchant capital on

the Iranian economy prior to the 1950s and its affect on the rural economy

through landlord-merchant relations; and b) the dominance of international

capital and the peripherilization of the rural economy in the post- 1 950s

period. The first process that affected capital accumulation in the rural

Alternate Routes, Volumne 12, 1995
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economy prior to World War II can be identified within the social relations

of agricultural production. The domination of absentee landlords and their

close relations with the urban merchant class caused a shift of capital from

the rural to the urban sphere. In the second process, it was the development

of dependent capitalism in Iran and the priorities of international capital that

affected capital accumulation in rural Iran (e.g. Foran, 1993 and Clawson,

I980).
1 These two processes of loss of capital in rural Iran will be briefly

discussed in this paper in order to: (i) examine the question oflow productivity

in the pre-capitalist agriculture of Iran: this is a question that has been

answered in the development literature by examining the inability of agricul-

tural production for mass production (as described by Todaro, 1989); (ii)

examinenew forms of capital loss in the post-land-reform period ofrural Iran;

and (iii) finally, to indicate that the underdevelopment of agriculture in the

pre-capitalist era should be assessed by a reference to rural-urban exploita-

tive relations in the pre-land-reform period. Similarly, the continuity of

agricultural underdevelopment in the post-land-reform era should be viewed

via a reference to the process of dependent capitalism in the same period.

Agricultural Production and

the Problem of Capital Accumulation Prior to 1960

The 1950s mark a critical transitional period in the socio-economic forma-

tions of Iran, because not only did it coincide with the changes ofthe post-war

international division of labour that would redefine the position of Iran in the

world economy, but also it was the period of a coup and the transformation

of power The internal consolidation of the Shah's power and his new close

relations with the U.S. affected the objectives and direction of post-war

development processes (Katouzian, 1981)

It was not until the beginning of the 1 960s however that these changes

really began to redirect socio-economic formations in Iran. It is because ofthe

significance of this time period that an analytical distinction is made between

the post 1 950s in general, or the period after 1 960 in particular, and the period

before the 1950s.

Agricultural production in Iranpriorto I960 was dominated by the pre-

capitalist mode of production known as'sharecropping. ' Under this system,

absentee landlords contributed to the production process by leasing their land

and, sometimes, other means ofproduction to peasants and then appropriated

surplus product The surplus was appropriated either as rent or as a share of
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the product (Amid, 1990:47; Hooglund, 1 982: 1 1 ; Vali, 1980:23, 32-49). At

the same time, the rural dominant classes (i.e the absentee landlords) were

themselves subject to domination by merchant capital for two reasons. First,

the merchants were becoming a new force in agricultural production and were

gaining control over the land (Lambton, 1 969 : 262-263 ; Hoogl und, 1982:12).

Perhaps it was because ofthe effects of the changing structure of the landed

property class that a great number of landowners lived in urban areas and

were often involved in other economic activities there (Amid, 1990:9;

Hooglund, 1982: 12). Second, the merchants were dominant over the market

in which the agricultural product had to be marketed (Vali, 1980:36). The

dominance of merchant capital, therefore, meant that the contributions of

absentee landlords were directed more toward the urban economy than

toward agriculture. This landlord-merchant dominance has had repercus-

sions on the land concentration and exploitation of the peasant labourers in

Iran.

Kautsky (1980) argues that 'land,' one of the fixed means of produc-

tion, can not be exploited for generating more than a specific amount of

surplus product unless it is enlarged through land accumulation (see also

Newby, 1978; Najmabadi, 1987:143). But this is not the case with 'labour'

or other qualitative and variable means of production. Sodagar ( 1990: 1- 12)

describes the process ofthe transformation of labour into value as a primary

characteristic of the capitalist mode of production. If the creation of surplus

in the production process happens as a result of the undervaluation or the

exploitation of labour this could be true of a pre-capitalist mode (see Vali,

1980:13).

For example, in the sharecropping system five factors of production,

i.e., land, water, oxen, seed and labour are combined to organize production.

At harvesting time, when the division of the product is carried out, each

factor's contribution to the production process is evaluated evenly regardless

ofthe fact that most ofthe time labour's actual contribution might vary (e.g.

Najmabadi, 1987; Vali, 1980:32-38).

Historically, the dominant classes of Iranian peasantry accumulated

land and left the peasants dependent on land and land-use rights (Lambton,

1969:261-262; Hooglund, 1982:10-35). Hooglund (1982: 12) points out that

in the twentieth century the large landowners who constituted only 2 per cent

of all landowners controlled 55 per cent of all cultivated land.
1 As a result,

the concentration of land and consequent competition (Hooglund, 1982: 1 1)

overland-use rights (i.e. 'Nasaq') reinforced a particular type of communal
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organization of production known as 'buneh' or sharecropping (Hooglund,

1 982:23).
5

In the sharecropping system of production, the need of the

dominant classes for extraction oftheprofit from the production process was

met through exploitation ofthe labourer (as opposed to land). In other words,

in this system the varying labour input was evaluated the same as the fixed

land and water input into the production process. But as Lambton( 1969:295-

296) indicates, without the labour input the land would not have been

productive. Therefore, regardless of the amount of labour that the labourer

embedded into the production process, the land, water and the labourer were

allocated the same share from the product. There is also much evidence that

indicates that the labourer could not even get the same share as the landowner

received, because;

Various subterfuges were devised which effectively permitted

landlords to keep up to three-quarters of the entire harvest by the

twentieth century (Hooglund, 1982: 1 1).

Hooglund argues that these conditions worsened in the twentieth century as

a result ofgreater concentration of landownership and an increase in the rural

population He concludes that "[t]he peasants' economic dependence facili-

tated their political acquiescence to a highly disadvantageous agricultural

regime," (Hooglund, 1 982: 1 1 ). Thus, the peasant did not gain the full value

of his or her labour because of the dominance of the landlord over the

production process.

Most of the time the Nasaq-holder's right (i.e. land-use right) to

cultivation, which was attached to the landowner's land drove him to engage

in a contract with the landowner, who controlled land and water. The labourer

never calculated how much labour he or she had to invest in the production

process. It is inferred that regardless of the extent of labour that the labourer

(peasant) put into the pi oduction process it transpired that he or she won only

a fifth or less share of the product.
6 The reason for this calculation and the

undervaluation of labour power was that labour was contrasted with land

In other words, while land was a fixed and objective factor which could be

presented as the object of ownership, labour was a varying factor that could

only be identified when it was attached to the labourer and to 'land
'

Therefore, the labourer could not make a visible and measurable factor out

of his or her labour in order to compete with the landlords who owned land

and water The invisibility of labour in relation to land and water gave a

secondary significance to the role of labour power in the production process
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This secondary role of labour power was combined with its need (i.e., the

labourer's need) for subsistence and put the labourer in the position where he

or she was seen as an individual who was obliged by need to use the land even

under these conditions (see also Vali, 1980:32-38).

In Iran ideological rhetoric surrounding the peasant's participation in

the production process suggested to the peasant that he or she was not being

exploited, but rather was fortunate for being able to work on the land. Being

able to participate in the production process was considered a privilege since

the peasants did not own the land and not many peasants had the chance to

work on the land. Hooglund (1982:22) indicates that about 60 percent ofthe

rural population were the sharecroppers (i.e. nasaq-holders) in addition to

another 40 per cent of the households which constituted the landless labour-

ers:

While peasants thus constituted an absolute majority of all

villagers, it is reasonable to assume, given the size of the popula-

tion without cultivation rights, that possession of 'nasaq' was a

valuable asset.

Thus, the ownership of land and water and the abundance of labour

power (in relation to the available land) brought the landowners such power

that they were ableto impose their terms on the labourers. Usually the process

ended in the peasants receiving an unequal share that would keep them at the

subsistence level (Hooglund, 1982:25-28). Their economic status placed

them where they could not make ends meet and had to turn to the moneylend-

ers or the landlords (Amid, 1990:42-47; Najmabadi, 1987:54-57; Vali,

1980:32-38). The landlords, however, received sometimes four-fifths of the

product as their share and had the opportunity to accumulate wealth and

power as the elites of the village (Hooglund, 1982:26).

The position of landlords and peasants outlined above leads to the

conclusion that the realization of surplus product became possible after the

following relations were met: 1 ) the existence of power differentials over the

production process that derived from the land-ownership status; and, 2) the

reproduction of the sharecropping system of production and its relations of

production that guaranteed the dependency ofthe peasants on production and

the dominance ofthe landlords. The question that remains is what happens to

the surplus product and how does it contribute to the reproduction of the

system?
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From the late nineteenth century to the beginning of the land reform

programs in 1%2, the surplus product was marketed through landlord-

merchant relations
'
Tliis linkage between the pre-capitalist mode of produc-

tion and merchant capital had two effects on the rural and urban economies.

On the one hand, it further contributed to the concentration of land in the

hands ofa few landlords (Amid, 1 990:28-33 ) because land accumulation was

historically the only way by which the peasantry was dispossessed and

became dependent on its labour power. Further, the exploitation of the

agricultural labourer was facilitated by the dispossession of the peasants

from the land. Once the collective labour power of the peasants was linked

together and once the labour power was undervalued through factor-evalu-

ation,
8 then the generation of surplus product became inevitable. Hence, the

concentration of land and the exploitation of peasants' labour became the

necessary condition for the realization of surplus product. In other words, in

order for the surplus to be produced and appropriated by the landlords and

be marketed by the merchants, more land had to be accumulated.

On the other hand, landlord-merchant relations also facilitated the

concentration ofmerchant capital in the urban areas, which contributed to the

failure of the development of the means of production and the productive

forces in the rural economy (Vali, 1980:32-49). Amid (1990:9) notes that

absentee-landlordism and the fact that many landlords were involved in the

economic activities of the cities (i.e., in cooperation with the merchants),

resulted in a lack of capital and investment in the rural economy (see also

Hooglund, 1982:12)

Tliis had serious consequences for the rural economy. While more than

65 per cent ofthe population of Iran in the 1 960s lived in rural areas (Amid,

1990:4), the productivity of the rural economy was so low it caused severe

poverty and undevelopment (Ibid:44-48).

A number of theoretical approaches have sought to further understand

thesituation. Marxists assumed that traditional agriculture failed to approach

the qualities of the development of a higher stage of feudalism 9
(there is still

controversy over the nature of pre-capitalist formations in many third World

countries including Iran) '" This stage was considered to be a necessary stage

for the total transformation of feudalism to capitalism in which the develop-

ment ofproductive forces was crystallised in the conflict between new classes

which were not historically present in the former modes of production

(Nakhaie, 1986 78-84)
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The developmental! st view, on the other hand, equated a development

of social and economic structures and an upgrade in living standards with the

level of production (see Todaro, 1989; Jenkins 1987). This development

would occur primarily in industry and also in agriculture with the intensive

application of modern technology (Jenkins, 1987; Kazemian, 1968:12-15;

Najmabadi, 1976:105). Tofigh (1976:57-67), for example, compares eco-

nomic growth to level of urbanization, the growth of the labour force, the

growth of GNP and the growth of agricultural production which by any

means can be put into one sentence, i.e., the growth of production in

agriculture and in industry.

These two different views (i.e., Marxist and developmentalist) never-

theless share the assumption that the penetration of the pre-capitalist modes

of production was an historical consideration that originated, in one way or

another, from the differential levels of progress between the capitalist and

pre-capitalist modes of production. In other words, there was a gap between

two different modes of production whose conception was based on 1 ) a lack

oftechnological advancement, and, 2) the presence oflow productivity on the

part of pre-capitalist modes of production. In Free Trade theories of

development, for example, it was a necessity for the pre-capitalist economies

to be penetrated by the senders of high technology (e.g. see Jenkins," 1 987

and Todaro, 1989). These theorists even suggested that not only should the

Third World states not resist the effects of this penetration, but rather should

cooperate so that the proper transfer of technological progress might be

facilitated (see Todaro, 1989; Jenkins, 1987).
12

Basing their critiques on the assumptions of the lack oftechnological

capabilities and the existence of low productivity, the two approaches came

to the same conclusion: the necessity of transformation by external forces. 13

In fact, it was not the existence of low productivity in agriculture that

rationalized thepenetration oftheThird World economies. Marxists and non-

marxist researchers neglected the fact that low productivity in pre-capitalist

sharecropping in Iran was caused by the process of capital outflow from the

rural economy and the accumulation of capital in the urban economy."

Accordingly, it is wrong to assess the efficiency of Iranian sharecropping on

the basis of low productivity, because this low productivity was not a

consequence of the practice of sharecropping. In short, the low productivity

of agriculture was not a structural problem embedded within the rural

economy. As noted earlier, in the period before the 1 950s, the surplus product

of agricultural production in Iran was extracted from the rural economy and
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was transformed into mercliant capital ." Hence, this part ofthe surplus could

not contribute to increased agricultural production. Thus, the low-productiv-

ity assumption based on historical evidence is unsupported on the grounds

that it was not a consequence of production process, but rather it was a result

of outward capital flow.

The outflow of capital took place where the agricultural commodity had

to be marketed under landlord-merchant relations. As a result ofthe transfor-

mation of agricultural products into merchant capital, investment in and the

development of agricultural technology was limited (Amid, 1990; Vali,

1 980:32-49). It is for this reason that attributing the low-productivity to the

embedded factors within the production process, without referring to the

larger context of rural-urban relations, is flawed

Disregarding these exploitative relations between the urban and rural

economies of the p re-World-War II era, the development literature blamed

the structure ofthe rural economy for the failure ofthe national economies of

the Third world (see Todaro, 1989). The problem of low socio-economic

standards that existed in the rural economy was well noted in this literature.

They also identified the inability of the rural economy to improve the

peasants' socio-economic standards. These facts, however, were theoreti-

cally misunderstood.

The exploitative relations between rural and urban economies existed

where merchant capital was imposing its own terms on agricultural produc-

tion.
l6

It was an indication ofthe dominance ofmerchants who were thus able

to determine the level of capital accumulation in the rural economy (see

Najmabadi, 1987:44). This is a unique situation where merchant capital

controlled accumulation in the rural economy without exerting actual politi-

cal power, as opposed to the typical landlords elsewhere whose presence in

the rural economy was known by their economic and political power

(Hooglund, 1982).

What has been the import ofthis misplacement of low productivity and

low living standards on understanding of the post- 1950s socio-economic

development of [ran? One concrete effect was that the government of Iran

deemed necessary the transformation (i.e. capitalist penetration) of agricul-

ture as a prerequisite for the elimination of low-productivity and low living

standards (see Kazemian, 1968).

The development literature of the 1950s which suggested that a

penetration of Iranian pre-capitalist agriculture by the capitalist economies

was a necessity (see Kazemian, 1 968) was based on a flawed understanding
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of the situation.
17

It was this misinterpretation of the rural economy that led

both state officials and scholars to conclude that capitalist penetration was a

necessity. The historical consequence ofthis was the development of depend-

ent capitalism and the emergence of a dependent bourgeoisie in Iran.

Post-war development also highlighted the fact that only the patterns of

capital loss from various sectors of the economy changed In other words, a

new socio-economic underdevelopment took place that did not alter the

conditions (i.e., loss of capital) under which the destruction of the former

agricultural-based economy was considered a necessity The new patterns

only differed in that the rural and the urban economic development processes

were even more closely integrated. This was because the forms of capital

appropriation from the rural economy had expanded to an appropriation of

capital from the national economy in which a distinction between the rural and

the urban economies hardly existed

Capital Movement, Technological Change, and

New Modes of Capital Outflow

There is considerable evidence which documents the growth of manufactur-

ing products and rise in GNP in Iran in the 1970s (see Najmabadi, l
c)76) %J^

Compared to the previous periods, a different type of capital accumulation

was occurring and the economy was functioning in an environment com-

pletely different from the earlier one—i.e., under the direct domination of

merchant capital. But, many of the same sources also indicate much higher

inflation rates, unemployment, and unequal distribution of incomes in the

post-penetration era (Looney, 1975:3 and 1 982:3-5). IK We have already seen

that the assumption of agricultural inefficiency was put forward by the post

World War II development literature, where it was assumed that the

successor of the traditional agriculture would improve rural conditions

(Todaro, 1989:62-78). But, as Looney (1982) indicates, it was not necessar-

ily the case, at least not in Iran, and certainly not in the instances of income

distribution and unemployment. The gap between rural and urban income

groups widened (Mohtadi, 1986; Looney, 1982:247) and unemployment,

especially in the modem sectors, increased (Looney, 1982:3-5). This is

contradictory to the development objectives of the post-World War Two
period and should be addressed.

The inconsistency between the assumption of agricultural inefficiency

and the historical evidence can be addressed as a reflection of inconsistency
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in the practices based on the flawed premises of post-war development

literature The post-war development process in Iran indicates that the

problem of agricultural inefficiency had not been conceptualized properly.

That is, as the development plans, inspired by the assumption of the

inefficiency of the pre-capitalist mode were implemented, the economy

developed new problems which were not supposed to exist. There is, then, a

link between improper conceptualization of inefficiency in the pre-capitalist

modes, the qualities of the post-war development process (i.e. choosing

import-substitution industrialization and land reform policies) and the emer-

gence of these new problems.

How can these new problems be conceptualized? One possible answer

is that since the 1950s, the economy has been transformed into a dependent

capitalist economy and centre-periphery relations have developed (or were

reinforced) between Iran and the capitalist economies. I situate myself in this

theoretical framework where the post-war inefficiencies in the economies of

the Third World are addressed by a reference to the exploitative relations

between these economies and the capitalist countries (e.g. described by

Turner, 1984: 13-14; Foran, 1993). There are two points that should be made

here in order to shed more light on the theoretical position of the debate as

follows:

1

)

The post World War II development literature lacked original-

ity in the sense that it was based on a flawed conception of the

historical phase with which some of the LDCs were dealing.

2) They reflected the requirements of a new phase of capitalist

development which was based on the extraction of profit from

foreign countries by the capitalist countries.

Having clarified the theoretical position of the debate, it is necessary to

further explore the new forms of capital outflow from the unified national

economy of the 1970s. 1 '' A review of how pre-capitalist agriculture was

treated in the development literature (including Marxist and non-Marxist)

reveals the shortcomings ofthe current studies.
2 'The majority ofthese studies

deal with pre-capitalist agricultural production as a transitional stage in the

history of socio-economic progress (described by Vali, 1980:37). Nakhaie

( 1 986:4), for example, tends to contribute to the orthodox Marxist discourse

and attributes feudalism to thepre-capitalist relations of agricultural produc-
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tion in Iran. And he looks at the current changes (i.e. from 1960 on) as a

transitory period that failed to replace feudalism.

Consequently, from this point of view, the changes that occurred in the

1960s and 70s (i.e. land reform and the modernization of Iranian industry)

were those historically lacking the typical characteristics of a post-feudal

society because they deviated from the historical process of development. 21

This stream of thought assumed that this happened because the latest

structures of agricultural production (prior to land reform) lacked the

characteristics compatible with a feudal-based society. The Iranian agrarian

case did not reach the mature level of feudalism and was, instead, penetrated

by international capitalism. This meant that the external factors (as opposed

to internal forces) contributed to change in the pre-capitalist mode of

production. This approach identified a lack of the developed productive

forces prior to the implementation of land reform in Iran. It was considered

the missing factor that contributed to the establishment of dependent capital-

ism in Iran. Because ofthis loss, the development ofcapitalism (similar to that

which occurred in the European context) with an involvement of the Iranian

national bourgeoisie was out ofthe question. 22 But, this premise of Orthodox

Marxism (i.e. transitory character ofpeasant economies) has been challenged

by Taylor (1979) who believed in the persistence of agricultural-based

economies.

It is worth mentioning that Marx's accounts of the historical transition

of agricultural production leads to a logical consequence which is the

disappearance of the peasantry as capitalist development affects the process

of production (Newby, 1978). But the capitalist development at the world

scale, as Taylor (1979) indicates, has reinforced many features of the

agricultural production-based economies through the articulation of socio-

economic structures in peripheral areas. This is in contrast to orthodox

Marxism's account for a total transition to capitalism.

Following this challenge, one can suggest that it was not even the lack

of a national bourgeoisie that contributed to the socio-economic deficiencies.

Rather, it was the formation and the existence of a dependent bourgeoisiethat

played a determining role in these socio-economic changes (i.e., underdevel-

opment or any other version ofbackwardness). The formation of a dependent

bourgeoisie should, therefore, be given more theoretical credit than the lack

of a national bourgeoisie. By putting thispremise first, one will beabletopay

attention to the external processes, i.e. capitalist development and the

penetration of Less Developed Countries (LDCs)that resulted in the forma-

©
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tion of a dependent bourgeoisie (e.g. described in Turner, 21 1984: 13; Foran,

1 993). This would also help one to base a theoretical debate on the existence

of a dependent bourgeoisie and not on the lack of a national bourgeoisie.

Moreover, as indicated above, looking for the formation of a national

bourgeoisie may lead to a misinterpretation of the structure of the rural

economy

These debates are provoked by the assumption of a unilinear process of

change and transitory character ofpeasant economies that orthodox Marxists

support. It is thus possible to put aside the assumption of transition and look

for the processes that affected production and accumulation in rural Iran. One

of these processes is the new form of capital extraction. Tliis is, then, a

contribution to the dependency discourse that focuses on structural underde-

velopment and examines the differential levels of capital accumulation in

'centre' and 'satellite' economies. 2 '1

The post-land reform agricultural formations can be excluded from the

earlier formations on the grounds that they were constructed as a result ofthe

import of foreign capital (Clawson, 1980:143-171). To the extent that these

formations contribute to the outflow of capital (or redirection of capital

accumulation), they will be appropriate tools for our understanding of the

current socio-economic structures. In other words, there is no necessity to rely

on the transitory assumption that necessitates historical analysis of the

changes in different modes. As already noted, the transitory assumption has

theoretical limitations. A reliance on the structural analysis of capital

accumulation, however, would be more appropriate especially in the case of

Iran because, it does not have to solve the theoretical dead-end that Orthodox

Marxists encountered when they suggested that the pre-capitalist mode in

Iran was a feudal mode.

The transitory characteristic of agriculture in the historical progress of

societies has been examined by Lahsaeizadeh ( 1 984) with a reference to the

articulation ofthe different modes ofproduction. Lahsaeizadeh (1984) refers

to the socio-economic structures of rural Iran as the pre-capitalist mode of

production that is being articulated through the effects of capitalist penetra-

tion In his work, the transition is not the major theme but the pre-capitalist

mode is considered unable to remain stationary and eventually will change

He allocated a chapter of his Ph.D dissertation to account for the effects of

transitory agriculture (Lahsaeizadeh, 1984:3 14-346) Again, he has taken for

granted that progressive capitalist enterprises would wipe out the remaining

old forms of non-capitalist production Although he accounts for the persist-
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ence of a pre-capitalist mode ofproduction, lie contributes to the idea that the

persistence ofthe pre-capitalist structures only postpones the total transfor-

mation of agrarian structures. In other words, the transition of these struc-

tures will eventually happen.

Despite this difference between his work and the work of orthodox

Marxists (i.e. his emphasis on the reproduction of pre-capitalist structures

after the penetration), he appears similar to the latter when he promotes his

argument based on the assumption that the pre-capitalist agriculture in Iran

will be replaced by capitalist enterprises (Lahsaeizadeh, 1 984: 5, 435-462).

Turner ( 1 984) has also studied pre-capitalist agricultural production in

Iran. His work remains in agreement with the theoretical position of Weber

(Turner, 1984:153-186). Once again, the pre-capitalist agricultural produc-

tion in Iran is identified in his work as the feudalist mode of production

(Turner, 1 984: 172). Hedevelops his criticisms ofthe Orientalist approach of

the development literature. In so doing, he situates himself among those who

not only disagree with the stationary notion of the socio-economic structures

ofthe East, but rather assume that the East has been as dynamic as the West

Thus, his agenda for studying the East has been to identify the dynamics of

change from agriculture to a more complicated socio-economic structure

(Turner, 1984:1-15). Although he is unwilling to repeat the same unilinear

assumption of historical processes of change, Turner attributes the feudalist

mode of production to the Iranian peasantry when he examines them.

Therefore, the notion of progress once again is encapsulated in the definition

of agriculture as a system of retarded production which eventually evolves

into a progressive one.

The transitory premise in the developmentalist (described by Todaro,

1989) and in the Marxist discourses can be criticized here based on the

question ofwhy agricultural production has to betaken as the transitory stage

ofprogress. It is not a question ofthe validity ofthis consideration, but rather

the methodological effects of this consideration I would consider the Iranian

case of agrarian structure as one which could have developed the means of

production but was interrupted by two different socio-economic processes in

two different historical periods. While I categorize these two processes under

'pre-capitalist relations of production' and 'dependent capitalism ' I would

argue that the latter need not necessarily have been a successor ofthe former

International capital acted as a catalyst to facilitate the transformation of

agricultural production. The credit should, therefore, be given to the require-

©
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ments of international capital that reinforced the transformation of agricul-

ture in Iran.

A shift from reliance on agricultural production (until 1950s) to the

industrial production (in 60s and early 70s) and from diversified production

(from the I960 to 1973 oil boom) to the production of oil, provide us with

some clues about: I ) the formation of counter-productive forces, i.e. depend-

ent bourgeoisie, their function in the process of circulation of capital (i.e.

import activities) that led to the outflow ofcapital from the national economy;

2) subjugation of national economic forces to the international capitalist

enterp rises, and, 3) the course of change from production to consumption in

the late 70s as the consequence of the two former processes. 25

These observations seem to support world system theories that interpret

the social formations of the LDCs as those manipulated by the international

forces. But, I would also suggest that these theories too (e.g. as described in

Todaro, 1989; Turner, 1984; Taylor, 1979), put much emphasis on the

importance of external forces. In order to contribute to these discussions, an

application of the internationalization of capital approach would be more

appropriate. Such a position would not only consider the external forces that

are involved in the internal formations of the LDCs, but also the movement

of capital

Conclusion

Historical specificities of pre-capitalist Iranian agricultural production make

it difficult to theorize in accord with the existing traditional Marxist and non-

marxist perspectives The significant patterns of the outflow of capital that

were hidden within the complexity of different modes of production have not

been dealt with by these theories. Within these modes of production exist the

dominance of merchant capital that contributed to the peripherilization ofthe

pre-capitalist mode of production. The emphasis rather has been put on

outlining the obstacles that agricultural production has encountered histori-

cally in the process of transformation into a more socio-economically

developed formation The post-transformation agricultural production ofthe

1960s and the 70s, however, indicated that the new patterns were not

necessarily compatible with those which the traditional Marxists or non-

Marxist state planners expected to happen The development of dependent

capitalism and the peripherilization of agricultural production continued to
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be the major pattern of the development process under the dominance of

international capital.

The most significant conclusion to the above is that two types of structural

underdevelopment have occurred in Iran in two entirely different historical

contexts. The outflow of surplus product under merchant-landlord relations

was the major tendency in the pre-capitalist structural underdevelopment of

the rural economy, then the dominance of international capital and various

forms of capital loss contributed to a new type of the structural underdevel-

opment of rural Iran. In other words, the traditional mode of rural

peripherilization was changed as a result of the development plans of the

1960s and developed into a new type of peripherilization and underdevelop-

ment of agricultural production.

Notes

1. I would like to thank Bruce McFarlane, Jacques Chevalier and Allen Steeves who gave

me helpful criticism on au earlier version of the paper.

2. This assumption of the causal nature of structural characteristics can be observed in

examples of both marxist and non-marxist theories -e.g. as described by Todaro, 1989.

3. Clawson explains the general laws of motion of capital winch does not necessarily study %]J
rural economy separately. Nevertheless, his ideas support the point about the effects of

international capital on internal, including rural, formation.

4. More details on the concentration of land is presented by Halliday (1979) and Amid

(1990).

5. Communal, as opposed to individual and household independent producers, implied a

situation in which the peasant did not own the land but his previous land-use practices gave

him the right to work on the land with others with the same status. Each of these working

groups were called 'bun eh' or 'sahra' and these peasants were called nasaq-holders'

(Hooglund, 1981). Working in these groups did not guarantee the use of land for the next

year; it depended on the landlord's decision (Lambton, 1969:295-305). Most of the time

the decisions concerning production were also made by the landlords. The important fact

is that the peasants were bound to the production process through their dependence on land-

use rights.

6. For more information about the arrangement on the distribution of produce see

Hooglund, 1982, Nakhaie, 1986, Lahsaeizadeh, 1984, Lambton 1955.

7. Vali (1980:36, 43) describes the situation of the market but very loosely as he argues that

the merchants were functioning as a middleman or agent of the landlords. Nevertheless, he

indicates that the relations between the two linked the production to the market.
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8. In the sharecropping system, five factors were combined in order to get production under

way. These factors were as follows: land, labour, water, seed and oxen.

9. Nakhaie (1986:78) maintains that one of the obstacles to the development of a capitalist

mode in Iran (in earlier periods) has been the incomplete private ownership of land.

10. It may be said that they assumed that the existence of a conflict between classes in the

feudalist mode was a prerequisite for the transformation from a feudalist mode to a

capitalist mode. Or, some even deny that there has been a feudalist mode, for example, in

Iran (Ashraf, 1978). This is the reason Marxists can not envisage the transformation of

agricultural production without it having passed through that level.

11. See descriptions of Jenkins (1987) about pro-Transnational Corporations (TNC)

approaches.

12. Jenkins (1987:22) explains how Pro-TNC theorists developed the idea that state

intervention with TNC operations in the host countries can be a detriment to the

development process.

13. In the Iranian case, the Marxist approach did not take the penetration as a necessity, but

rather, they suggested the idea of a spontaneous transformation of agriculture that was

facilitated by the penetration of the Iranian economy (See Nakhaie, 1986 and Ashraf, 1978

for more details). Ashraf ( 1978: 31 1) appears more firm than others on the issue of forceful

transformation as he quotes Marx, although he (Ibid) later indicates that the penetration did

not create a Western typical bourgeoisie in Iran.

14. The free trade theorists for example, took for granted the backwardness of agriculture

in relation to the urban economy. They did not consider that, in Iran for instance, the surplus

product was appropriated by the absentee landlords and was transferred to cities (see

Todaro, 1989 for more details on the assumptions of development literature about

agricultural production in the Third World). This was a fact that contributed to backwardness

in agriculture.

15. I have already argued that the surplus product was transferred by the landlords to the

urban economy Since many of the large landowners were absentee (Hooglund, 1982:14),

they tended to invest their capital in economic activities other than agriculture, i.e. mostly

trade activities (e.g. Amid, 1990).

16. Najmabadi (1987:44) explains that from the early 19th century, the merchants got

involved in agricultural production through buying land. She agrees with Gilbar (1987:312-

365) that the merchants' interests contributed to a shift in cultivation patterns which

encouraged the production of certain crops such as opium, tobacco, cotton, dried fruits and

spices The influence of the merchants in agriculture has remained throughout the twentieth

century in Iran

17. See Ka/omian, 1908 for the details on the necessity of transforming Iranian agrarian

structures considered by the state. This was an idea that was sponsored by the local and
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international developuientalists at that time and was supported by the American agencies

for the development of the Middle Eastern countries.

18. See also Looney (1977a and 1977b) for more information about the Post- 1950s

economic conditions of Iran.

19. 'Unified economy' refers to a situation where the process of capitalist penetration

integrates the rural and urban economies. In this situation, rural and urban economies

would be identified with the national economy that dominates both and determines the

direction of capital accumulation at local levels.

20. In the following argument, we will see that these studies discarded the notion of

structural underdevelopment of the 1970s economy. Because they were more concerned

with the transition of pre-capitalist mode to a capitalist mode than they were about the

structural underdevelopment. It was because of this that they only critically examined the

failure of capitalism in Iran, and the development of dependent capitalism and the outflow

of capital were given secondary consideration.

21. Nakhaie (1986) bases his theoretical debate on the logical appearance of capitalism that

should have happened right after the disappearance of feudalism in ban. Modernization of

Iran, however, did not reflect the characteristics of typical capitalism. Therefore, he

concludes, the historical socio-economic development in ban deviated from its line and fell

into a new phase i.e. dependent capitalism.

22. Ashraf (1978) explains tins in terms of the obstacles that prevented the growth of a wtl
national bourgeoisie.

23. Turner (1984:13) presents a combination of both the external and internal factors

involved in the socio-economic formations.

24. This is a combination of what Frank (1975 and 1981) and Foran (1993) present in

dealing with, especially, the problems of underdevelopment and the post-World-War-Two

crisis of the Third World.

25. The role of oil in this change is of some importance, but we will not discuss it in detail

here.
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Restitching Reality:

How TNCs Evade Accountability for

Industrial Disasters

Susan Dodd

York University

The first Section of this paper tells the story of how Union Carbide

protected itselfin a hostile social environment by exerting profound influence

over the construction ofpublic memory ofthe 1 984 Bhopal gas leak disaster,

its causes and its impact. 1 From this story, we can draw on the body of

academic work generated around this paradigmatic industrial disaster
2
to

identify the costly story-controlling tactics used by TNCs and their agents to

construct public memory with the strategic intent ofprotecting the corporate

person from social accountability for wrongdoing. Having drawn the char-

acteristics of what I will call "TNC accountability evasion" around the

paradigm of "Union Carbide in Bhopal" I can begin to analyze other TNC
misdeeds and accountability evasion. In Section Two, I apply this paradigm

to a Canadian industrial disaster, the sinking ofthe oil rig Ocean Ranger off

Newfoundland in 1982, ofwhich there is remarkably little academic analysis.

With reference to the paradigm of "Union Carbide in Bhopal," we can

organize the information that we do have about the behaviour of responsible

TNCs in the aftermath ofthe Ocean Ranger disaster, and thus we can begin

to retrieve post-disaster information-control dynamics as they occurred here,

in our "industrialized" or "developed" society. Finally, with the contrasts

between information control in developed nations and developingnations laid

out before us, we can begin to evaluate existing liberal-democratic tools for

curtailing anti-social behaviour by TNCs.

Focusing on the aftermath of industrial disaster provides a unique

opportunity to highlight the suffering knowingly perpetrated by transnational

corporations (TNCs), as well as to emphasize the vulnerability of public

memory to strategically constructed versions of "reality." The tragic impact

of industrial disaster—particularly the deaths and sudden injuries—propels

Alternate Routes, Volume 12, 1995
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us through legal, economic and discursive knots in search ofTNC perpetra-

tors, in hope of attaching lines of accountability to them. The suddenness and

painfulness of industrial disaster tears the fabric of dominant "reality":

communities previously living unreflectively with local TNC "development"

are confronted with the bottom line of TNC self-interest. In the disaster's

aftermath we will see that the TNC draws on all available social resources to

stitch this dominant "reality" back together, thus to hide the suffering victim.

Whereas the "malnourished body of the Third World" symbolizes the

problem of identifying perpetrators in complex postmodern power systems

(Escobar, 1 984), the obvious violence of industrial disaster, and demonstra-

ble stitch-up of dominant "reality" after the disaster, represent persisting

opportunities for drawing lines of accountability to responsible agents.

1. Union Carbide in Bhopal

The story of the Bhopal disaster exists in many forms—as many as there are

survivors and other interested agencies to tell it. The following is a generally

agreed upon account.

On the night of December 2-3, 1984 the Union Carbide India Ltd

£T% (UCIL) plant in Bhopal leaked undetermined quantities ofMethyl Isocyanate

(MIC), a chemical component ofthe pesticide SEVEN, along with other, still

unidentified gases. The poisonous gases spread over densely populated

Bhopal: "Over 200,000 local people were exposed to the toxic fumes, some

60,000 were seriously affected, more than 20,000 were permanently injured,

and as many as 1 0,000 people may have died asa direct result ofthe tragedy"

(Pearce and Tombs, 1993: 192). In addition were unmeasured destruction of

crops and livestock, and long-term pollution (Dembo et al., 1990: 86).

The impact was apocalyptic in Bhopal. As the mayor of Bhopal stated:

"1 can say that I have seen chemical warfare. Everything so quiet. Goats, cats,

wholefamilies—father, mother, children—all lying silent and still. And every

structure totally intact," (in Varma, 1986: 134). Families were fragmented in

panic, bodies were buried on bodies, plants and animals died but did not

decompose for days as even the micro-organisms ofdecay had been wiped out

(Varma, 1986: 134). The "initial trauma ofthe catastrophe" was "cosmically

frightening" and seemed to many to be "the end ofthe world," (Visvanathan,

1986: 148).

As for Union Carbide, then CEO of Union Carbide Corp of America,

Warren Anderson, flew to Bhopal and released a Carbide statement accepting
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"moral responsibility," indicating that "restitution would be provided,"

(Behraman, 1 988: 278). Two years later, "(a)t the end of 1 986, two. . . social-

action groups applied to the Bhopal District Court to order Union Carbide

Corporation to pay interim compensation to provide for at least the minimal

survival needs ofthe victims. The company responded by denying that it had

any legal or moral responsibility for the victims' welfare ..." (Cassels, 1993:

197). In 1989, five years after accepting moral responsibility, Union

Carbide would settle with the Indian government who, acting on behalf ofthe

mass of plaintiffs, accepted a settlement of US$ 470 million. Cassels says :

Awards to the families of the deceased victims might produce,

after inflation, annual amounts of about $900 for twenty years,

with nothing left at the end of that period. Awards to those who

were permanently disabled might generate about $350 per year.

These amounts can hardly be called 'generous'... Indeed, the

income awards to individuals would likely fall short of total

average per-capita income in India, and scarcely exceeds nation-

wide individual consumption. (Cassels, 1993: 230)

The settlements are further reduced with the understanding that in India

"one wage earner may be responsible for supporting two or three genera- QP
tions," (Tyagi and Rosencranz, 1988: 1 109). This settlement was a far cry

from the three billion dollar suit the UOI had filed initially in the US, (Jaising

and Sathyamala, 1992: 108). The number of affected victims on which this

settlement was based was not supported by any systematic assessment ofthe

situation in Bhopal. Though there were 600,000 filed compensation claims,

and indications that as many as 300,000 to 400,000 victims are "suffering

from serious medically diagnosable injury today" (Jaising and Sathyamala,

1992: 1 10), Union Carbide and UOI settled on the basis of 30,000 injured

permanently, and 20,000 injuredtemporarily (Jaising and Sathyamala, 1992:

109). On top of all this, appeals and distributional complications have

plagued the actual delivery of the settlement to Union Carbide's victims

(Jasanoff, 1994).

The story-control efforts which paved the way for this settlement

demonstrate the terrible extent to which TNCs' agents are willing to go to

protect the corporate person. These efforts are far too complex to be

exhaustively represented here; however, the following is a list of staking

story-control tactics used by Union Carbide to evade social accountability for

the Bhopal disaster.
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Strategy First

Union Carbide acted strategically from the outset. While surviving victims

struggled with physical survival in the chaos of Bhopal, Union Carbide—as

aself-interested agent in a hostile environment—marshalled all the forces of

transnational privilege: it hired doctors, (Jaising and Sathyamala, 1992:

105), it hired a team of experienced tort defence lawyers, (Cassels, 1993:

1 24), it hired "independent" consultants to "study" the technical and opera-

tional failures leading to the gas leak (Pearce and Tombs, 1 993 : 1 94), and it

hired public relations consultants and placed a gag order on all employees

(Cassels, 1993: 113).

Union Carbide was instantly aware ofthe need to construct, or at least

profoundly problematize public memory, particularly where this memory is

refracted through expertise: medical, engineering and legal.

Making Sense out ofChaos:

The Manipulation ofDocumentary Evidence by "Company" Experts

While aspects ofUnion Carbide's tactics seem too fantasticto be strategically

useful, they effectively undid confidence in the factual validity of existing

f£P documentation, even where they could not plausibly replace it with a Carbide-

protecting version.

Medically, the magnitude of Bhopal' s suffering before and after the gas

leak made documentation extremely difficult. However, Union Carbide's

agents compounded this, refusing to release "trade secrets" about the exact

composition ofthe leaked gases (Jaising and Sathyamala, 1992: 107). Union

Carbide later used the documentary chaos around the medical facts to its legal

advantage: throughout the settlement process, Union Carbide argued that "it

was in no position to defend itself against legal claims until it was "aware

ofthe number of victims and the extent of their injuries," (Cassels, 1993:

189).

From the first, Union Carbide manipulated information about the

leaked chemicals, meaning victims did not receive potentially life-saving

treatment. Throughout the early days of the disaster, "the chief medical

officer of Union Carbide India Ltd kept telling enquiring doctors, even as

patients were dying by the hundreds, that [MIC] was merely an irritant like

tear gas, never fatal," (Varma, 1986: 1 35; cf Jaising and Sathyamala, 1992).

Hence, whereas "clinical information" immediately indicated that MIC
affected both the respiratory tract and the central nervous system, Union
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Carbide's agents—including doctors—withheld and distorted information

about the nature ofMIC and other leaked chemicals in order to protect Union

Carbide from looming litigation.

An anti-cyanide treatment widely found to be effective in clinical use

and sanctioned by a famous German toxicologist (who had been flown in by

the Indian government) was pronounced ineffective by Union Carbide's

medical professionals and the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR).

The Indian government facilitated Union Carbide's information hegemony

by suppressing the cumulative findings of doctors treating victims in Bhopal

(Varma, 1986: 135). Consequently, the anti-cyanide treatment was banned.

The success of 'hypo' injections confirmed the presence of

cyanide, a fact that embarrassed Union Carbide officials and

some government doctors, 'hi an unusual step, the director of

health services issued an official letter banning the use of sodium

thiosulphate.' The order was withdrawn only after the evidence

became overwhelming. But many lives had been lost during the

period ofthe ban from 1 1 December to 3 February. Even now...the

availability of injections has been restricted to a trickle.

(Visvanathan, 1986: 151) ffy

It is now widely accepted that cyanide can in fact "accumulate in the

bloodstream as an indirect result ofMIC exposure," (Rosencranz et al
.
, 1 994

:

49). Morehouse and Subramaniam (1986: 41) argue further that Union

Carbide was well aware ofthe toxic nature of MIC, as it had commissioned

"confidential "research about the nature ofthe gas as early as 1 963
.
The full

and long-term effects ofMIC remain "undetermined" (Lepkowski, 1994: 22).

Union Carbide's marshalling of medical expertise was quick, and

evidently motivated by strategic accountability evasion:

Carbide sought to establish its definition of the problem through

limited administrative action and through legitimation. The lim-

ited administration included Carbide's decision on December 3 to

fly in their physician, along with medicines, oxygen, respirators,

and 120,000 rupees ($10,000), while providing treatment for

6,000 victims at the company dispensary. The legitimation of

company policy appeared as a scientific report, prepared by a

Carbide "investigation team" and released to the public in March

1985, on the "Bhopal methyl isocyanate incident." Even the name
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of the report symbolically downplayed the significance, the

damage, and thehuman sufferingthat had occurred. Thecompany

also hired "leading medical authorities here in the United States,

not otherwise associated with Union Carbide," to evaluate the

health condition of the victims. By early January, the company's

Chairman of the Board, Warren M. Anderson, was proclaiming

that "those injured by methyl isocyanate are rapidly recovering

and display little lasting effects." Reports on the scene in Bhopal

indicated otherwise. (Reich, 1994: 186)

In the crucial days when people were dying by the thousands, Union

Carbide contributed to confusion about thegases, hence about treatment. Part

of Union Carbide's initial reaction to the disaster in Bhopal was to ensure that

it had its own medical documents, and its own medical expertise to interpret

them

On the technical front, Union Carbide's "independent consultants"

effectively problematized the logs at the Bhopal plant, suggesting that they

had been fixed to hide the performance failure ofemployees, (Cassels, 1 993

:

1
1
). Despite the fact that "most ofthe world's safety engineering community

£H doubts the veracity of Carbide's sabotage evidence," (Lepkowski, 1994: 35)

these experts provided "evidence" in support of Union Carbide's remarkable

series of sabotage theories.

Scapegoating

Ofthe myriad accountability evasion techniques used by Union Carbide and

their agents, the evolving set of "sabotage theories" circulated by Union

Carbide is one ofthe most demonstrative ofTNC attempts to construct public

memory of events:

First, it had been claimed that the disaster itselfwas the result of

the actions of careless or malicious employees who had placed a

water line where a nitrogen line should have been used. The New

York Times pointed out that neither an accidental nor a deliberate

incorrect couplingwerepossible... That samedayWarren Anderson

withdrew the contention on admitting at Congressional Hearings

that he had no evidence of sabotage Then, between 3 1 July 1985

and 3 January 1 986, UCC claimed that a group of Sikh extremists

called the Black June Movement were responsible. But no such

group was ever identified in any context other than allegedly
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putting up posters about Union Carbide... Not surprisingly, this

was also quietly abandoned. In August 1986 a specific but

unnamed employee was blamed... (Pearce and Tombs, 1993:

194)

These sabotage theories were raised by Union Carbide's lawyers throughout

litigation (Cassels, 1993). Alternately, Union Carbide would claim that the

non-

sabotage, organizational/safety failure cause of the gas leak suggested in

studies by the Indian Council of Science and Industrial Research was

"developed by reporters in search of a 'scoop,' by government officials

seeking to blame Union Carbide, and by employees seeking to escape

responsibility for their part in the disaster" (Cassels, 1993: 9).

Union Carbide's 1984 Annual Report contends that "India's cultural

backwardness was responsible for the poor maintenance and management,

poor planning procedures and the inadequate enforcement of safety regula-

tions," and that "there was a national proclivity to engage in sabotage,

political or personal, and this demonstrated national immaturity/' (para-

phrased in Pearce and Tombs, 1993: 193). We can only speculate as to how

conscious Union Carbide's public relations specialists were as they tapped £f%
into anti-Indian prejudice, and how useful this prejudice was in re-stitching

the collective conscience of shareholders and potential investors.

The sabotage theories are transparent scapegoating, intended to turn

attention away from Union Carbide's slack safety management in the Bhopal

plant. Further, the broader scapegoating of India/Indians was likely intended

to divert attention from the fact that safety management technology in the

Bhopal plant was demonstrably inferior to that of a similar plant located in

Institute, West Virginia, USA (Pearce and Tombs, 1993: 196). The

scapegoating strategy was successful at least with American "Carbiders"

—

long-time employees in towns built on Union Carbide work
—"When re-

minded of the Bhopal disaster, a Carbider always replies that the cause was

sabotage at a plant operated by Third World foreigners" (Lepkowski, 1 994:

25).

It is plausible that Union Carbide hoped to deflect the anger of victims,

dependents and an empathetic public around the world from the corporate

person, known as "Killer Carbide" onto some nebulous scapegoat As for the

alleged saboteur, he has "often publicly argued against the allegations"

(Lepkowski, 1994: 35). When finally named publicly, Union Carbide's
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sabotage suspect "continued to live peacefully among his alleged victims"

(Cassels, 1993: 11).

Legal Maneuvers

The story-controlling tactics discussed so far contributed to Union Carbide's

evasion of accountability through legal routes. Legal accountability evasion

was helped by the fact that whereas both the survivors themselves and the

government of India as their representatives had physical human bodies to

sustain, the TNC was concerned only with protecting itself as a legal/

financial entity.

The survivors of the gas leak emerged, after the apparent "end of the

world," to find themselves immersed in the fray of international law. "The

first legal response came from American lawyers who flew down to Bhopal

and obtained thumb impressions from the victims, authorizing the lawyers to

file suits on the victims' behalf in the US. Some of these attempts were so

crude that there were reports of authorizations being available at a price"

(Jaising and Sathyamala, 1992: 105). More than international ambulance

chasers (though the term certainly applies), these lawyers represented the

possibility of access to American tort law where plaintiffs stood the chance

ofwinning exponentially larger settlements than they might under Indian tort

law (Cassels, 1993: 126). Ultimately, the clumsy individual suits were

consolidated, and Union of India (UOI) passed the Bhopal Gas Leak Disaster

(Processing of Claims) Act 1985, controversially appropriating the role of

legal agent for the mass of plaintiffs (Cassels 1993: 1 19).

Two story-control techniques formed the core of Union Carbide's

complex legal strategy. The first story-controlling technique was a denial of

liability of the parent company, Union Carbide Corporation of America

(Union Carbide, or UCC), for the torts of its subsidiary, Union Carbide of

India Limited (UCIL). The second story-controlling tactic was the claim that

Indian courts were denying UCC due process.

As for UCC's responsibility for UCIL and hence for the Bhopal plant,

Tyagi and Rosencranz list the following points that indicate "link and

control" of UCIL by UCC: UCC "consistently exercised critical control over

the establishment, structure, policy-formulation and decision-making proc-

ess;" "all decisions relating to UCIL business activities have always been

controlled by the UCC;" UCC selected and trained personnel, and retained a

50 9% majority of UCIL stock; Warren Anderson virtually said that UCC
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"was in some measure responsible for its subsidiary's gas leak;" and UCC
had "offered publicly $350 million to settle with Bhopal victims in 1986"

(Tyagi and Rosencranz, 1988: 1 108). Despite all this, Union Carbide was

able to problematize the issue of its responsibility for UCIL 3
If UCC had

managed to prove non-responsibility for UCIL conclusively, that could have

limited the potential tort recovery by victims to the $50 million in assets held

by UCIL.

Fortunately for Union Carbide, a plea by the victims/UOI to be heard

in American courts was rejected:

Simply stated, what was being argued by UCC was that the US
was an inconvenient forum in which to decide the suit, the

inference beingthat it should betried in India since all the evidence

and witnesses were located there. The hidden agenda was, quite

clearly, UCC's wish to avoid paying the levels of compensation

ordinarily awarded by US courts in tort litigation; secure in their

assumption that life in India was cheap they were confident that

an Indian court would make much lower awards. (Jaising and

Sathyamala, 1992: 106)

The court's decision offorum non com'eniens draws on quite conservative QP
liberal conceptions of'US . interest: ' "[Judge Keenan's] denial that therewas

a U.S. interest in the case seems blind to the power that U.S. companies

exercise in the developing world; and his reluctance to hear the case in the

United States, becausethat would be a form of 'imperialism, ' ignores the fact

that it was the Government of India itself urging him to accept jurisdiction"

(Cassels, 1993: 135). It is important to note that part of Judge Keenan's

explanation for this ruling was that American courts needed to be protected,

"because ofthe renowned liberality of U.S. remedies, 'the American courts,

which are already extremely attractive to foreign plaintiffs, would become

even more attractive. The flow of litigation into the United States would

increase and further congest already crowded courts'" (in Cassels, 1993:

131).

Ironically, after effectively blocking victims' access to US courts and

thus forcing the case into Indian courts, Union Carbide would consistently

campaign "to discredit the Indian legal system," claiming that it was being

denied "due process" throughout the attempts of Indian courts to respond to

the unusual demands of the case—like the provision of interim relief to the

victims in Bhopal (Cassels, 1993: 187).
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Restructuring

Will Lepkowski descnbes Union Carbide as a "shamed but staunch"

corporation (Lepkowski, 1994: 24). Though Union Carbide is now less than

a sixth the size it was before Bhopal (Lepkowski, 1994: 25), it is far from clear

that this shrinkage is the result ofany punitive action, much less that it reflects

a market disinclination to reward unethical corporate behaviour. Admittedly,

Union Carbide stock dropped dramatically from $60 to $30 per share in 1 984

(Lepkowski, 1 994: 28). However, the causes of this drop are unclear. Union

Carbide resisted a hostile takeover attempt, divesting itselfofsome ofits most

profitable businesses (Lepkowski, 1994: 29). As one analyst notes: "Thecost

of compensating the victims of Bhopal pales compared with the debts

incurred in fighting the takeover, the legal and banking fees and golden

parachutes" (inLepkowski, 1994: 29). Yet another analyst says: "Clearly, by

any objective measure ... UCC and its managers benefitted from the Bhopal

incident, as did UCIL. They were politically able to close a burdensome plant,

take aggressive actions to restructure both companies, and enhance manage-

ment benefits... It is ironic that a disaster such as Bhopal [would] leave its

victims devastated and other corporate stakeholders better ofF' (in Lepkowski

,

1994: 30). Finally, Ward Morehouse comments: "It is naive to think that

Carbide's ... stock buy-back and divestment maneuvers were motivated

solely by its defense against the takeover. Just by coincidence, these steps also

placed a significant proportion of Carbide's assets beyond the reach of

victims of that disaster, and effectively immunized the company against a

consumer boycott" (in Lepkowski, 1 994: 30). Ultimately, an Indian court had

to order Union Carbide to maintain $3 billion in assets, "a sum equal to the

size ofthe Indian government's damage claim against Carbide," (Lepkowski,

1994: 30) When the "settlement" of US$ 470 million was announced, "the

price of [Union Carbide's] shares on the New York stock market rose by $2"

(Cassels, 1993: 224).

Manipulation ofState Governments

The goal of alleviating poverty by attracting TNC-provided development

leads state governments into the heart of risk society's contradictions. As

Pearce and Tombs note: "It is questionable whether it was possible for UCIL
both to make pesticides safely nnd to sell these pesticides at a profit In the

event that they could not do so, either the company could have engaged in safe

uneconomic' production, or it could have produced less safely but more
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economically," (Pearce and Tombs, 1993: 200). Had the Indian government

forced Union Carbide to comply with reasonable standards of safety, they

would have faced the 'threat of capital flight.' Furthermore, state govern-

ments often lack the technological know-how to enable them to monitor the

production hazards ofTNCs (Cassels, 1 993 : 30), and where the state is a part

owner in an enterprise, as the Indian government was with UCIL, the

government is in the contradictory position of regulating itself (Cassels,

1993: 38).

In the aftermath of Bhopal, Union Carbide would strategically refer to

India's regulations requiring a certain percentage of Indian-held shares, and

India's incentives to produce fertilizers and pesticides for the so-called

"Green revolution" as having forced UCIL to produce dangerous chemicals

in Bhopal (Pearce and Tombs, 1993: 200-201; Cassels, 1993: 34).

Union Carbide in Bhopal:

The Myth ofthe Chastened Corporate Person

The words "Union Carbide in Bhopal" conjure up quite different meanings

for different readers. A Canadian pro-business ethics article, which makes no

other reference to either Union Carbide or the Bhopal gas leak, begins: ^^
"Cynics who stubbornly hold that ethics don't effect the bottom line would

do well to consider these four words: Union Carbide in Bhopal" (McCallum,

1994: 21). McCallum is confident that "Union Carbide in Bhopal" resonates

with the dire financial consequences awaiting unethical businesses. With

these four words we are assured that unethical business is unviable business

.

On the other hand, Jaising and Sathyamala write, "It is almost as ifthey have

succeeded in erasing the event from human memory and public conscious-

ness" (Jaising and Sathyamala, 1992: 103). These versions ofpublic memory

of "Union Carbide in Bhopal" contradict each other yet co-exist quite easily:

"Union Carbide in Bhopal" resonates with the false assurance that TNC
irresponsibility is punished, wrongs are righted, and TNCs are chastened into

more ethical behaviour by the economic consequences of disaster

Such false assurance depends on our collective forgetfulness of human

suffering and TNC accountability evasion. Against this collective forgetful-

ness, and as a direct result of story control efforts by Union Carbide, a

counter-discourse arose from medical non-governmental organizations

(NGOs) as they raced, with incomplete knowledge, to treat the dying and

injured. NGOs like the Morcha and the Medico-Friends Circle (MFC) stood
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"between the muteness of the victim and the propaganda of the State"

(Visvanathan, 1986: 155). Medical NGOs focused on meeting the medical

needs ofvictims as the full impact ofMIC on human beings became apparent.

Given the story control efforts of Union Carbide in tandem with the Indian

government, medicine-focused NGOs were forced into political activism.

Whereas the MFC sought to reconcile victim experience with formal medical

science, the Morcha mixed medicine and politics, becoming increasingly

militant, and ultimately providing up to 220 ofthe controversial anti-cyanide

injections a day. "IfMFC represented the power of voluntarism as 'counter-

expertise,' the Morcha added to it the dimension of political protest"

(Visvanathan, 1986: 158). On June 24, 1984, the government brutally

"raided" a Morcha rally, beating many activists. With many medical

professionals frightened offby the violence and a subsequent raid on a clinic

that had been set up on Union Carbide property, "voluntary work, especially

relief in Bhopal, [was] literally at a standstill" (Visvanathan, 1986: 160).

Visvanathan is scathing in her condemnation of responses by trade

unions and opposition political parties. She holds that all such groups showed

themselves to be "caught in the grid of modernity, which sees industrialism

as good and inevitable," and consequently "saw the victim as an embarrass-

ment" (Visvanathan, 1986: 163). Besides initial disorientation by apoca-

lypse, victims were poor and many experienced a "sense of psychological

squalor" (Visvanathan, 1986: 151). Thus, the consolidation of local voices

following the Bhopal disaster depended on NGO facilitators. Visvanathan

argues:

The voluntary organizations had to substitute for [unions and

opposition political parties]. Voluntarism in this context has a

double responsibility. It has to redeem, not only the traditional

idiom of power, but also the repressive nature of modern knowl-

edge. As mediator between the state and its people, it is not only

the refractor of power, but the proponent of an alternative

ecology ofknow/edge. In Bhopal it was not only the victims—as

politically defeated people-

-that they had to protect but also their voice, their memory, their

right to then own vernacular of pain and distress. (Visvanathan,

1
c>86: 163—my emphasis)
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Facilitators, and medical professionals in particular, worked to protect

the "alternative ecology of knowledge" formed at the site of TNC ir/

responsibility—the bodies of the victims—from being stitched out of sight

during dominant "reality's" rehabilitation.

To believe that "Union Carbide in Bhopal" represents an agency

profoundly chastened byfinancial retribution for wrongdoing is to wilfully

ignore the possibility that Union Carbide benefited financially from the

disaster, or at most, suffered a negligible loss. (Union Carbide continues to

rank as one of Fortune's 500 American Corporations). What is more, to

believe that any financial retribution could settle the account represented by

"Union Carbide in Bhopal" is to forget the human suffering inflicted in

Bhopal—suffering that was perpetrated by Union Carbide's management

failures and/or waning interest—suffering that was intensified and pro-

longed by Union Carbide 's active efforts to evade social accountability.

TNC Accountability Evasion

As I have indicated, industrial disasters tear dominant "reality," openinga rift

in public complacency about a TNC 's relationship with society. With the first

indication oflarge scale death by industry, the stitch-up ofdominant "reality" gfa
begins. Survivors, dependents of victims, political officials all assume the

priority of their version of events. This assumption strengthens an estab-

lished, pre-disaster power imbalance by weakening the positions of victims

and their representatives while strengthening the TNCs. ' "Union Carbide in

Bhopal" demonstrates the following tactics available to TNCs in their

attempt to evade accountability in the aftermath of an industrial disaster:

1) Immediate strategic response: The TNC begins story-controlling

tactics immediately, at a time when victims are still focused on surviving

—

whether physically or emotionally. As a self-interested agent, the TNC is

immediately conscious that it needs to manipulate the construction of public

memory of the event to protect itself from financial impact. Survivors take

time, on the other hand, before they can see the lives/deaths of their family

members in financial terms; they must also learn to see the TNC, with whom
they have co-habitated peacefully up until the disaster, as a self-interested

opponent in the adversarial legal "settlement" process.

2) Problematize documentary evidence: The TNC hires sources of

alternative expert "knowledge" to construct documentary versions of the

disaster and its consequences that can either replace or at least profoundly
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challenge the documents put together by government or advocacy agencies.

The focus of such TNC-
sponsored documentary expertise is technological areas, that is, areas

which defy common sense: medicine, engineering, financing, and statistical

analysis.

3) Scapegoat: The TNC blames in conformity with prevailing social

prejudices, in an attempt to shift the focus of blame off itself and its agents.

4) Legal maneuvers: The first three accountability evasion activities

contribute to the TNC's capability to evade accountability in legal form.

"Union Carbide in Bhopal" is clear evidence that existing structures present

un-met promises, rather than clear routes to compensation, punitive meas-

ures, and improved safety.

5) Manipulate state governments: Perhaps the trump card of

transnational accountability evasion, TNCs can threaten to leave, taking

jobs and economic, technological, and broader social benefits with them. This

"threat of capital flight" places state governments in a terrible bind, even in

the attempt to develop reasonable safety regulations (and then enforce them)

in the wake of the disaster. Further, TNCs can blame state governments for

investment and/or development restrictions that stipulate levels of domestic

involvement in industrial production/ownership. Also, the technological

complexity of TNC operations can conspire with joint ownerships—TNC
with state government—to leave the government not only regulating a

technological process that it lacks the cutting-edge expertise to understand,

but also one in which it is a financial partner.

6) Restructure. The TNC immediately shuffles its resources to ensure

it is protected from traditional punitive measures: it can sell off profitable

businesses, and also sell subsidiaries which make consumer products so that

brand-identified boycotts become impossible. Without brand-identification,

it's impossible to know where a particular TNC's product is integrated into

the consumer products of other corporations. Also, they can ensure that any

risky activities of enterprise are segregated in smaller corporations which

may be protected by the coiporate veil—thus shielding assets from claims in

future accidents (Hansmann, 1991).

7) Replace local experience with transnational myth: TNCs can take

advantage of the tendency of public attention to turn from events like

industrial disasterwithout foilowing through to compensation or punishment

of culprits Three major objectives of victims and dependents arise in the

aftermath of disaster: to recover lost income (ie. to replace those material
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resources destroyed by the disaster), to minimize ongoing/future risk by

improving safety practices, and to achieve palpable punitive measures

against TNCs. These are either defeated or drastically curtailed by TNC
accountability evasion. For a time, however, local memory resists the stitch-

up of dominant "reality," as grassroots movements form to articulate the

victims' needs and demands. These alternative discourses attempt to

legitimize the victims' version, and thus to challenge TNC hegemony; they

only gain comprehensive voice once international haggling over the price of

local bodies is well under way. Even though grassroots demands are defeated

or profoundly curtailed by the TNC and state governments, the stitching of

dominant "reality" remains visible—some local memories of TNCs as

unpunished culprits linger.

Warren Anderson accepted moral responsibility in the glare of the

international media, then subsequently sanctioned the use of every tactic

mentioned above to limit the financial impact on the corporate person, Union

Carbide. There are still calls in Bhopal for Anderson to be prosecuted on

criminal charges.

2. TNC Accountability Evasion in Canada:

The sinking of the Ocean Ranger

There is an extensive body of literature analysing the social and organiza-

tional contradictions which led to the Bhopal gas leak, and these have been

drawn together by Paul Shrivastava to define the "anatomy" of industrial

disasters or "crises" (Shrivastava, 1987; 1992; 1994a:b). This "anatomy" of

industrial disaster is now widely used to analyze other situations where

industrial disasters cause major damage to human life and social/natural

environments. Now, however, I want to extend the paradigm to cover what

we have been calling the "accountability evasion" of responsible TNCs. For

our purposes, this model of TNC accountability evasion provides a frame-

work for organizingthe fragmented, anecdotal information we have about the

aftermath of a Canadian industrial disaster—the sinking ofthe oil rig Ocean

Ranger. Referring to the tactics ofTNC accountability evasion identified in

Section l,wecan: framethe information that has already been collected about

the aftermath of the Ocean Ranger disaster, we can identify areas where

information may be submerged in the privacy ofthe out-of-court settlements

and/or not yet collected, and we can begin to isolate tactics used by Union

Carbide in Bhopal that were not used in the Ocean Ranger aftermath with a

©
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view to understanding TNC behaviour as a strategic, essentially defensive

reaction to environments.

St. John 's Newfoundland, the Sinking ofthe Ocean Ranger

On February 15, 1982, the oil rig Ocean Ranger sank off Newfoundland in

a winter storm. All 84 workers died. Of the 69 Canadians killed, 56 were

Newfoundland residents. The crew abandoned the rig and died either while

launching the lifeboats or when the lifeboats sank or capsized (Royal

Commission on the Ocean Ranger Marine Disaster, 1984: 122). Autopsies

on the 22 recovered bodies revealed that all these men had drowned while in

a hypothermic state. The rig itself is believed to have capsized and sunk

roughly two hours after it was abandoned. A US Coast Guard Report, a US

National Transportation Safety Board Report, and the Canadian joint

federal-provincial Royal Commission on the Ocean Ranger Marine Disaster

(Royal Commission, 1984) all indicate that responsibility rests with Ocean

Drilling and Exploration Corporation (ODECO)—a subsidiary of Murphy

Oil Coiporation—and with Mobil Oil of Canada Ltd (MOCAN). At the time

ofthe Ocean Ranger's sinking, "ODECO was responsible for the rig and the

crewandMobil was responsible for the well" (Royal Commission, 1984: vii).

However, as the Royal Commission established, Mobil's senior drilling

personnel had effective authority over ODECO's marine "Master"—the

Ocean Ranger was seen by both TNCs and federal and provincial govern-

ments as a drilling platform first and foremost (Royal Commission, 1984:

37). ODECO/MOCAN responsibility derives from their failure to train crew

members in basic systems operations; the absence of a chain of command

defining marine decision-makers from drilling decision-makers; and the

absence/disrepair/worker-ignorance of available safety technologies

(Campbell and Dodd, 1993; O'Neill, 1984; Royal Commission, 1984).

On the evening of February 1 4, an unusually high wave struck the "leg"

ofthe rig which housed the ballast control room. A glass portlight broke and

seawater doused the electronic panel which controlled the rig's stability. No
one on the rig understood the ballast system well enough to appreciate the

gravity ofthe problem The ballast control operators' attempts to control the

system manually—without either adequatetraming or an operations manual

—

led to the sinking (Royal Commission, 1984: 90-99) '

Little academic analysis has been done of either the organizational

failures that led to the Ocean Ranger disaster, or its social impact. Brian
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O'Neill drives home the inaction of Canadian politicians at both federal and

provincial levels, and more distressing, the capability of politicians to

distance themselves from the fact there were no Canadian safety regulations

specific to offshore drilling operations prior to the Ocean Ranger's sinking.

Furthermore, the American Coast Guard regulations that did exist were not

enforced (O'Neill, 1984; cf Royal Commission, 1984: 48). Douglas House

(1985) presents a comprehensive account of the difficulties facing labour

organizers attemptingto break into the offshore workforce, andtheprovincial

and federal governments' failure to act soon enough to avert disaster with

adequate regulation and enforcement. House also facilitated the collection of

accounts ofthe mourning and coping experiences of Ocean Ranger families,

(House 1987). Ray Hawco outlines the coordinated efforts to assist families

through mourning, the terrible pressures on corporate employees responsible

for informing families and identifying bodies, and he argues for the need for

on-shore response plans to industrial disaster (Hawco, 1992). And, in the

precursor to this article, Mary Campbell and I raise the question of the

contradictory promises and outcomes of the so-called "settlement" process

that Ocean Ranger families went through with MOCAN-ODECO (Campbell

and Dodd, 1993; Dodd, 1993).

However, there remains a disturbing lack ofanalysis ofTNC behaviour

in the aftermath of this disaster, and there is almost no public discussion of

the fact that neither Mobil nor ODECO suffered punitive action for the

negligence which cost 84 lives. All families of these 84 men settled out-of-

court. Although the settlements are private, sources indicate that most

families settled for around $45,000 for single men with no dependents, and

between $300,000 and up to $1 million for married men with children. In

total, thegroup offamilies known as the Ocean Ranger Claimants Committee

settled with Mobil Oil and ODECO for about $20 million (O'Neill, 1985).

O'Neill speculated in 1986: "ODECO may have to pay out as much as $100

million or more in legal suits and fees, a figure approximating the cost of a

new drilling rig (the Ocean Ranger ... was insured). Mobil's legal expenses

will likely be much smaller." Furthermore, it is unclear how much ODECO
recovered (ifanything) from suits it launched against other corporations—the

lifeboat manufacturers, and the insurance company for the catering company

on the Ocean Ranger (Oil Week, April 4 1983: 6).
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Strategy First

The aftermath for Ocean Ranger families began with their notification that

the rig was in trouble and the men had gone to the lifeboats. Because many

of the men were employed by companies who subcontracted to Mobil, the

initial contact varied greatly. In some cases, company notification of events

came after media broadcasts ofthe same information. Margaret Blackmore,

whose husband was a Medic/Radio Officer on the Ocean Ranger, says: "...I

called ODECO. Theytoldme: 'Wedon'tknowwhat'sgoingonoutthere,but

we'll let you know. ' Thatwas the last I heard until I heard—on Canada AM

—

that the rig had sunk. The next time ODECO contacted me was one day

—

sometime around the funeral—when two men came out to see me with a

cheque" (Dodd, 1 992). Given that ODECO is described by the Economist as

'"one of the most experienced offshore rig designers and operators in the

world,"' (Dodd, 1993) it is highly probable that this response was strategic

rather than disorganized. Shortly after the Ocean Ranger's mayday call

reached St John's we may assume that legal and technical-informational

resources were being gathered at ODECO's head office in New Orleans.

Problematizing Documentary Evidence

The Royal Commission Report provides some hints as to whereODECO was

most interested in the Commissioners' public report. Various points in the

Commissioners' account of events are interrupted by interjections—into the

text-

-of an alternative possible course of events by the "Counsel for ODECO."
These tend to be points at which human error and technical failures overlap,

particularly in matters concerning the broken portlight, how much water

came into the ballast control room when the portlight broke, and what effect

the seawater had on the ballast control panel (Royal Commission, 1984:

61,62,91,95) ODECO's counsel asserts that the portlight must have been

broken by debris, rather than by sheer water pressure, that the water which

entered the ballast control room and covered the control panel did not cause

switches to short circuit, and that, ultimately, human error—from the failure

to close the cover on the portlight given the bad weather, to the use of the

manual ballast control option—was the cause of the Ocean Ranger's fatal

loss of stability However, the Royal Commission explains: "It is difficult to

accept the argument by ODECO counsel that the ballast control operator

would insert the manual control rods as a precautionary measure ifthe ballast
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control console was operating normally. The operators on board had never

used the rods..." (Royal Commission, 1984: 96). It would appear that

ODECO's counsel was trying to deflect attention away from flaws in the rig

they had designed and their failure to train their personnel, and toward a

failure of "common sense" in their untrained ballast control workers. The

Royal Commission states a clear opinion on the interconnection of techno-

logical failure and human error:

Each event and action which contributed to the loss ofthe Ocean

Ranger was either the result of design deficiencies or was crew-

initiated . The disaster could have been avoided by relatively minor

modifications to the design ofthe rig and its systems and it should

in any event, have been prevented by competent and informed

action by those on board. Because ofinadequate training and lack

ofmanuals and technical information, the crew failed to interrupt

the fatal chain ofevents which led to the eventual loss ofthe Ocean

Ranger. It is, nevertheless, the essence of good design to reduce

the possibility ofhuman error and ofgood management to ensure

that employees receive training adequate to their responsibilities.

(Royal Commission, 1984: 99) 4ft

Because crew members inaccurately assessed the situation resulting from the

seawater's coverage of the ballast control panel, little documentation or

formal reporting of its failure was made. Hence, "conclusions regarding

theeffect ofthe water on the equipment in the ballast control room are drawn

from VHF radio conversations overheard [by crewmembers on nearby

vessels]," as well as from evidence recovered from the sunken rig (Royal

Commission, 1984: 89). The weakness of the documentary evidence about

the technical failures of the ballast system permitted ODECO's counsel to

interrupt the Commissioners' narrativewhich might otherwise have drawn an

incontrovertible causal line between design flaws and the loss ofthe rig. Once

itwas suggested publicly thathuman errorwas responsible for the lost control

ofthe ballast system, there was nothing to impede the unreflective attribution

of the disaster to the ferocity of February's North Atlantic, obscuring

ODECO's and Mobil's failure to provide standard safety equipment and to

train its employees in their use.

Both ODECO and Mobil had histories of manipulating records/

certifications on the Ocean Ranger. Ballast control procedure was to "fabri-

cate" records about the tension of anchor chains (Royal Commission, 1984:
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47). At thetimethe rig and crew were lost, ODECO still had not met the safety

standards stipulated when it received its Certificate ofInspection from the US
Coast Guard in 1979 (Royal Commission, 1984: 2 2). 'Furthermore, the crew

had resisted reporting—to either Mobil onshore authorities or appropriate

government authorities—a serious incident on February 6, 1982, involving

ballast control when the men had been called to the lifeboat stations (Royal

Commission, 1 984: 5 1 ). This incident clearly indicated that the "master" of

the rig did not know how to use the ballast system—not surprising, in that it

was his first shift out after having been land-based for the ten years previous

(Royal Commission 1984: 50). Mobil's most authoritative worker on the

Ocean Ranger and ODECO's shore-based Superintendent "had lost confi-

dence" in the master, but did not move to replace him. Hence, the Royal

Commission suggests that "the master was only on board in order to comply

with US Coast Guard Regulations" (Royal Commission, 1984: 50).

Scapegoating

If the oil companies anticipated further government subsidized involvement

in the Newfoundland offshore, then neither Mobil Oil nor ODECO/Murphy

£?* Oil could afford a nasty public battle ofscapegoating. Whereas in the Bhopal

disaster Union Carbide was unabashed about public litigation, the TNCs
involved in the Ocean Ranger case had much more to lose by entering into a

public legal case with the widows and parents oftheir victims: Mobil Oil and

Murphy Oil, the parent company of ODECO, are now shareholders in the

Hibernia oil project off Newfoundland (Globe andMail, March 26, 1993 p.

B6; O'Neill 1984,6). Thus, we can speculate that TNC will to settle was

relatively strong in the Ocean Ranger case.

Also useful to Mobil and ODECO might be the fact that since 1977

Newfoundland had a local hiring policy for the offshore (House, 1 985: 1 5).

The Royal Commission Report contains an indication that ODECO agents

attempted to shift blame onto the failure of Canadian regulations and the

failure to have American marine certifications:

ODECO's stated operating policy was to ensure that an adequate

number of its industrial crew would hold the marine licences

required by the US Coast Guard. In fact only one employee, the

ngmechanic, had marine certification . The operations manager of

ODECO based in St. John's testified that he relied upon the master

to ensure that the US Coast Guard manning requirements were
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met. He stated that maintaining the required number of marine

crew was complicated by the high percentage of Canadians on

board because Canadian marine certification was not accepted by

the US Coast Guard. No evidence was given, however, as to the

number of Canadians with marine certification. In fact Canadian

regulations did not require marine training or certificates for crew

members employed on rigsoperating offshore. The explanation

given by ODECO's operations manager, who was responsible for

selecting and hiring all new employees, was not persuasive.

(Royal Commission, 1984: 38)

The decision to operate the Ocean Ranger with untrained ballast control

operators and without qualified lifeboat operators reflects Mobil-ODECO's

drilling focus which omitted safety concerns relevant to the rig's marine

environment. Mobile-ODECO reference to Canadian local preference In ring

policyand lack ofCanadian Marine regulation is a subleform ofscapegoating

intended to compliment the scapegoating of the ballast conrtol operators

themselves.

Legal Tactics £$%

By February 20, 1 982 the legal ramifications ofthe disaster were becoming

public in St John's, as the Evening Telegram reported:

The legal outlook is entangled in the multinational nature of the

offshore drilling operations, the fact that the victims were em-

ployed by a dozen different companies, uncertainties in US and

Canadian law, and even the constitutional dispute between Ot-

tawa and Newfoundland about jurisdiction over the continental

shelf where the rig went down.

Both American "ambulance chasers" and "company" lawyers moved quickly.

a lawyer who worked for Mobil remembers, "You could pick out the lawyers

from New Orleans on the streets by what they weren 7 wearing. They had no

notion of winter—with summer weight shoes and light top coats" (Dodd,

1992). Some American law firms sent "point men" to scout potential toit

claimants for clients. Some families approached by American lawyers were

appalled by what they saw as mercenary tactics and engaged local lawyers

—

settling before any ofthe enquiries had been conducted (Campbell and Dodd,

1993). Most families, however, joined the "Ocean Ranger Claimants'
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Committee," and were represented by St. John's lawyers who consulted

American lawyers. Most families stayed in Canada, accepting settlements

roughly double Canadian precedents. However, two families, each ofwhom

had lost a son, split with the Claimants' Committee, persuaded by Texas

lawyer Benton Musslewhitethat pursuit ofODECO into American jurisdic-

tion might be successful. Though they did not ultimately win American

jurisdiction, they did settle with ODECO in the US, winning some ten times

the settlements of comparable cases settled in Canada. The story of these

settlements contains astonishing parallels to the Bhopal litigation—in fact,

Benton Musslewhite would also take part in the Bhopal litigation (Evening

Telegram, May 15, 1986). Also, of course, were the questions of American

parent responsibility for subsidiaries and "American interest" relevant to

winningjurisdictionin US courts. As in the Bhopal case, the issue of relative

dollar values for lives arose as claimants from Canadian families sought

"compensation" equal to that awarded to American families for their loss

(Evening Telegram, July 14, 1984).

Because the Ocean Ranger settlements were all made out-of-court, the

negotiations are not immediately accessible. However, discussions with

lawyers and plaintiffs indicate that the assignment of negligence seems to

have been the least contentious part ofthe Ocean Ranger settlement process.

ODECO does not seem to have vigorously opposed the Claimants' case that

it was negligent because ofthe rig's design. The most difficult legal issues for

the settlements were: to what extent would the Claimants' case be restricted

by the no-fault provisions of Newfoundland's Workers' Compensation

scheme; and ifWorkers' Compensation permitted suits, where should they be

heard—in the US, home ofthe responsible parent TNCs, or Canada, the home

of the majority of victims and subsidiary companies? Newfoundland's

Workers' Compensation Act was amended, giving the Board the discretion

to permit tort action against an employer even as it providedcompensation to

the employee/dependents. In the event of a successful action, the compensa-

tion was to be repaid, although the Board also had the option to "release its

claim" on the money (Newfoundland Workers Compensation Act, Chapter

W-l 1, Part IV) These are, I believe, provisions that were made to support

Ocean Ranger families as they waited out their tort action suits against

ODECO and Mobil
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Restructuring

This particular accountability evasion technique was not necessary for the

TNCs' survival after the sinking of the Ocean Ranger. Responsible TNCs
must have recognized very quickly that the settlements could not be a threat

to the integrity of the corporate person, as they might have been for Union

Carbide—and certainly were for UCIL. However, ODECO seems to have

disappeared from the Newfoundland oil industry, though its parent company

Murphy Oil remains: Murphy Oil purchased 6.5% of the shares in the

Hibemia oil development project that were "shed" by Gulf in 1 993 . Mobil's

share in Hibemia increased to 33. 125% (Globe and Mail, March 26, 1993:

B6).

Manipulation ofState Governments

The unemployment situation in Newfoundland hardly makes for a receptive

audience for critics ofthe few TNCs bringingjobs and money to the province.

As O'Neill notes: "as much as $4 billion (in 1982 dollars) had been spent on

East Coast offshore exploration by the time of the Ocean Ranger disaster.

Roughly 80% ofthis amount—over $3 billion—was provided by Canadian

taxpayers in the forms of tax allowances and outright grants to the oil

industry" (O'Neill, 1984: 6). The level of government complicity with the

TNCs in stitching up dominant "reality" in the wake of the Ocean Ranger

disaster cannot be dealt with here. However, it is worth noting that when

pressed by an NDP Member to indicate whether criminal action would be

taken as a result ofthe Ocean Ranger disaster, Marc Lalonde, then Minister

of Energy, Mines and Resources, responded that "Ifthere is critical liability

or criminal liability which might be involved, I assume mat this will be the

subject of the conclusion by that commission of inquiry" (Hansard, Com-

mons Debates Feb 16 1982: 15044). There is no indication mat the Royal

Commission was exploring possible criminal responsibility; rather, the

Royal Commission Inquiry appears to have been a forum for providing

ODECO and Mobil with "their day in court" without any punitive possibili-

ties.

Local Experience is Overwhelmed by Transnational Myth

Against the forgetfulness that facilitates TNC accountability evasion, a

group of family members and NGO facilitators, called the Ocean Ranger

Foundation, struggled to sustain the alternative ecology of knowledge
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belonging to the families. Initially acting as a support group and an

information resource, the "Foundation" ultimately became a lobby group

pushing for the implementation of the Recommendations of the Royal

Commission until its provincial -federal funding was cut in 1985. One clear

legacy of the Ocean Ranger disaster is that the Canada-Newfoundland

Offshore Petroleum Board, which is responsible for ensuring industry

compliance with Canadian regulations, includes an extensive presentation on

the causes and regulatory responses to the Ocean Ranger's sinking in safety

presentations conducted regularly with industry workers (Cook, 1995).

However, despite the efforts ofthe Foundation, in some ways the story ofthe

Ocean Ranger has disappeared as effectively as the rig itself. CleNewhook

—

former executive director ofthe Ocean Ranger Foundation—remembers that

the press information package that was distributed at the signing and

celebration ofthe 1985 Hibemia development deal between Newfoundland,

Canada, Mobil, and other oil transnationals, contained a history of the

offshore oil industry in Newfoundland-

-in which there was absolutely no mention ofthe Ocean Ranger, or the 84 men

whowere lost with it. On the tenth anniversary of the sinking of the Ocean

Ranger, Newhook said: "For all intents and purposes the Ocean Ranger has

faded to the back of public and corporate memory" {Globe and Mail,

February 15, 1992). On the other hand, one of the mothers who pursued

ODECO in attempts to win US jurisdiction says: "When the press calls me

on the anniversary to ask how I feel, I say, 'Rotten.' I feel rotten ten years

after, I'll feel rotten 20 and 30 and 40 years after" (in Campbell and Dodd,

1993). A widow says of the TNCs: "They were negligent, that's clear. But

they haven't been hurt, and really, they probably haven't changed. When
there's money to be made, nothing matters, not safety, not environment,

nothing Money is important, I know, but so are other things" (in Campbell

and Dodd, 1993).

Although accident and fatality rates are higher in the offshore petroleum

industry than in other comparable industries, House explains that TNCs build

on the following myth in response to the question, "What causes a higher

accident rate offshore?":

The offshore oil industry is portrayed as a romantic battle against

the elements, a new and exciting chapter in mankind's struggle for

the mastery ofnature. Personal risks to life and limb are presented

as an integral part of this struggle, as the unfortunate but
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necessary price that has to be paid for continued industrial

progress. Such a view pervades the thinking of governments, the

media, the general public, and even offshore workers themselves.

It is, however, specious and does not stand up to empirical

investigation. (House, 1985: 31-32)

The marine nature ofthe Ocean Ranger disaster saved the TNCs much work

in stitching dominant reality: coastal provinces like Newfoundland have long

histories ofmarine death and there is a strong tendency to see death at sea as

something to be borne as gracefully as possible—not questioned closely or

attributed to negligence. This may explain something of the shift in broader

social attitudes toward the widows and parents of Ocean Ranger victims

duringthe "settlement" process. Initially, public opinion was fully empathetic

with the families. However, as the settlement negotiations and Royal Com-

mission "dragged on," the women I spoke with became increasingly sensible

of broad social perceptions that they were "making money off the backs" of

their dead sons/husbands, or that they were chasing after "blood money"

(Dodd, 1992; cf House, 1987; Campbell and Dodd, 1993). Although they

generally agree that the "compensatory" function of their settlement was

met—in so far as it served to "replace lost income" (excluding any calculus gfo
of pain, suffering or loss of life)—all agree that the punitive promise of tort

law was not met. This is true even—perhaps especially—of the two women

who pursued ODECO into the US. Of the small sample of families I spoke

with, most felt that there is an exaggerated local perception ofthe size oftheir

settlements. When these last two families settled, the headline in the Evening

Telegram was: "Going to U.S. courts has paid off for two Newfoundland

families who sought compensation for sons lost in the loss of the Ocean

Ranger drill rig four years ago..." (Evening Telegram, May 15 1986). This

headline blatantly ignores thepunitive intent ofthe family ' s tort pursuit to the

US, and contributes to the broader social conception ofthese families acting

out of pecuniary motives. It also misses the relative insignificance of the

settlements for the TNCs in question (cf Dodd, 1993).

However real the suffering of ODECO employees of Newfoundland

who lost co-

workers and friends, (cfHawco, 1 982) as 'one ofthe most experienced

offshore rig designers and operators in the world' ODECO had institutional

knowledge of all the safety technologies available and in use in the North Sea,

as well as theprobability of loss of life on a drilling rig. Precisely because
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TNCs are essentially legal and financial beings, they can be expected to

remember certain costs of industry—Mobile and ODECO were certainly

aware of the financial impact of the loss of lives in the North Sea drilling

industry and in the Gulf of Mexico before the Ocean Ranger loss.

3. Limiting TNC Accountability Evasion:

Disciplining the Corporate Person

TNC accountability evasion following the Ocean Ranger disaster was far

more subtle than that which followed the Bhopal gas leak. In large measure,

this can be attributed to the three inquiries by government agencies which

institutionalized consistent accounts of the Ocean Ranger disaster and thus

limited the information control opportunities available to the TNCs. Though

some TNC strategies are common to both "developed" and "developing"

hemispheres, the economic disadvantage of Southern "developing" states

vastly increases their susceptibility to victimization through industrial disas-

ter and its aftermath (Pearce, 1993; Cassels, 1993; Shnvastava, 1994b). In

a sense, the dramatically different cultural and economic environments in

which the Bhopal and the Ocean Ranger disasters occurred make the

structural parallels all the more striking. As well, the contrasts in TNC
response in these two cases demonstrate the strategic nature ofTNCs as self-

conscious agents adapting to their environments.

A TNC is a "corporate person," with its own narrative life-story and its

own primary instinct for self-preservation. Accountability evasion exercises

the flexible, reactive capability ofTNCs to organize information in a strong

sense of defining and articulating what is legitimate, to the exclusion ofwhat

is not (Douglas, 1986: 47). Accountability evasion protects the corporate

person on two fronts, legal and investor/worker: legally the corporate person

needs to control public memory of events to minimize impact on its financial

body, and the corporate person needs to control public memory also to protect

itself as an institution, hence against loss of investor/worker complacency

within the TNCs social environment. As our outline of accountability

evasion tactics show, TNCs stitch dominant "reality" together over the

suffering bodies oftheir victims by profoundly influencing social memory. A
TNC is able to refer to the "naturalness" of its place within market society,

and as an institution a TNC causes its individual constituents to "forget

experiences incompatible with its righteous image, and it brings to their mind

events which sustain the view of nature that is complimentary to itself. It
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provides the categoriesoftheirthought, sets theterms for self-knowledge, and

fixes identities" (Douglas, 1986: 112).

The ability ofthe TNC to write its own narrative life-story, and thus to

evade accountability for its injuries against other agents and their property

poses grave problems for liberal-democratic law. Hence, the absence of

punitive action taken against Union Carbide and ODECO-MOCAN is no

more an aberration than the disasters are themselves. TNC accountability

evasion is structurally permitted within legal systems and broader societal

conceptions of risk, injury and blame. These have been conceptions ofmarket

society during industrialism, however, as we become conscious of ourselves

as a market society cum "risk society" (Beck, 1988/92) our paradigms are

shifting. One indication ofthis shift is a rethinking ofthe laws of causality

—

in the scientific, industrial paradigm, strict causality was demanded for both

legal and scientific-medical proof(Beck, 1988/92: 63; Cassels, 1993: 84). In

risk society, concepts of causality are mutating; we can no longer expect to

find single chains of causality: perpetrators-to-actions-to-events-to-conse-

quences. Corresponding to this is a current problematization of agency and

responsibility in legal and philosophicaldebates (Dan-Cohen, 1 992; Campbell,

1994; Bergson, 1993). In "risk society," we must search through the

synergistic interaction of multiple variables, tracing our way back through

manifold causality. The continued adherence of legal practice to strict

causality leaves us increasingly vulnerable to TNCs and in particular, to their

strategic interference in the construction of public memory.

In current legal debates, this problem is reflected in the re-thinking of

basic legal entities: in attempts to draw lines of responsibility and hence

accountability around TNCs, their middle managers, and executive officers

there is a growing awareness that the fundamental liberal-common law

distinction between "legal persons" as actors, and property as that which is

acted on, cannot cope with the peculiar actor-property-institutional nature of

corporations. As the "Union Carbide in Bhopal" and the Ocean Ranger cases

demonstrate, the sheer size and fragmented identity ofTNCs in subsidiaries

obscures responsibility, and makes accountability more difficult. These

difficulties nullify neither the possibility nor the political imperative of

achieving TNC accountability and consistent compensation programmes.''

Paradoxically, while international legal haggling over the price of local

bodies ultimately averts attention from victims/dependents as dominant

"reality" is rehabilitated in the disaster's aftermath, this same haggling can

forcethe limitations—and possibilities—of liberal-democratic law into stark
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relief against TNC accountability evasion. Liberal-democratic law has not

concerned itself historically with systemic power imbalances, nor with

technologically privileged information control . The following debates within

legal discussions indicate that liberal-democratic law is beginning to re-think

itself, with precisely these issues in mind.

Recovery ofLost Income: Tort and Workers ' Compensation

Canada, India and the US all haveCommon Law systems. In both Bhopal and

Ocean Ranger cases, plaintiffs attempted to pursueTNCs back to their "home

jurisdiction" in America, the Common Law system which most emphasizes

the "tort," "private," or "civil" law strain of their British legal heritage. "In

law, a tort is said to arise when one party, intentionally or unintentionally,

engages in an action which violates the rights (those associated with either

effective commodities or resources) of another and thereby causes the latter

party to sustain losses" (Mercuro and Ryan, 1 984: 76). In India, as in Canada,

there remains a strong burden of proof on the plaintiff, to show that the

defendant was intentionally negligent, and hence, directly responsible for

injury. As well, Canadian and Indian awards tend to rely on the traditional

calculus, which seeks to replace lost income, generally to the exclusion of

hedonic or punitive damages. Thus, Indian and Canadian awards represent

the projected market value "of the estimated future stream of the deceased's

earnings" (Bruehler, 1993: 2). In the US, however, there is an increasing

likelihood of receiving "hedonic" damages. Hedonic value-of-life assess-

ments are seen "as a signal to those making choices about the value ofthe risks

attending to each potential choice" (Bruehler, 1993: 2). Hedonic damages

awards then, are calculated according to a re-construction ofthe probability-

assessments of the perceived risk which culminated in the tort. What we see

at work here is a shift away from the strict causality required in thetraditional

assessment of torts. Acceptance of hedonic value-of-life awards indicate an

awareness of incremental blame—that a sequence of decisions based on risk

calculations can be attributed to both the claimant and the defendant,

reconstructed and weighed against one another after the fact. Further,

American tort law rules more frequently in favour of the plaintiff, and as a

function of the frequent use ofjury trials, awards are much higher. Hence,as

we saw, both the Bhopal victims' and the Ocean Ranger Families' litigation

were radically altered by the sheer possibility of access to American tort law
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A flurry of industrial disasters in the 1980s and subsequent explosion

of the number and sizes of personal injury awards in the US has resulted in

a rethinking oftort in Common Law systems (American Law Institute, 1991).

More frequently, plaintiffs band together to pursue a "class action" in the

aftermath of industrial disaster. The most cited cases are the settlements won

by Vietnam vets from the producers of Agent Orange, the ongoing asbestos-

related disease suits, and, ofcourse, the Bhopal disaster litigation. Such mass

tort claims have a number of similarities: "they result in the filing of many

suits, they produce high litigation costs; they aregenerally resolved only after

great delay; they affect not only litigants but other users of the court system,

and their total human and economic costs affect all of society" (Rubin, 1 986:

427). The "true" costs of mass litigation following disasters is impossible to

calculate particularly in the Bhopal disaster, and others like the Hawks Nest

Pass disaster, where plaintiffs died waiting for compensation (Dembo et al.,

1 990). One thingthat is clear, however, is thatjust more than a third ofincome

generated bythe settlement process goes to plaintiffs . For instance. "Asbestos

litigation has resulted in far more expense than in recovery of damages for

injured persons. A Rand Corporation study estimated that injured persons

receive less than thirty-seven percent ofthe total amount spent on litigation.

Almost two-thirds ofthe total expenditures are for attorney's fees and other

litigation expenses" (Rubin, 1986: 429).

Both the Ocean Ranger settlement process and the Bhopal litigation

conform to 1980s patterns in tort proceedings in America, in so far as: both

plaintiff and defense attorneys "organized their efforts" and "exchanged

data"—a growing trend in mass litigation (Rubin, 1986: 438). As well, the

"ambulance chasers" and "company lawyers" seem to be forming a new

international legal expertise: "On both sides, specialized counsel are more

frequently appearing as trial counsel that once would have been tried by less

experienced counsel" (Rubin, 1 986: 439). Grisly as this line ofwork may be,

it can only bode well for victims, at least in providing legal counsel

indisputably on a parr with company lawyers bought with transnational

dollars. (F. Lee Bailey—lately of OJ Simpson trial fame—was one of the

lawyers acting for a group ofBhopal victims prior to the Indian government's

intervention.) Also, the importance of strategically chosen expertise is

evident: for instance, the Union Carbide medical team included a prominent

doctor who had been a researcher and (unconvincing) witness for the defense

inthe Johns-Manevilleasbestosis litigation (Cassels, 1993: 1 13; cfMorehouse

and Subramaniam, 1986). In both Ocean Ranger and Bhopal cases, the

©
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American "interest" in the activity of the US-based parent TNC, controlling

their subsidiaries in "other jurisdictions" was insufficient to warrant claim-

ants' access to America's domestically generous, but overburdened tort

system.

Many American States and all Canadian Provinces have no-fault

insurance systems like Workers' Compensation which conflict with tort

actions. Where this is the case, two distinct compensation programmes,

supported by different underlying purposes and basic conceptions of "com-

pensation" are competing with one another. To summarize the issue:

The sources ofthe dissatisfaction with tort remedies can be traced

to legitimate economic concerns. Employers exert substantial

control and monitoring over workplace conditions, and from a

safety incentives standpoint, they should be given financial in-

ducements to provide safe capital equipment and to ensure safe

work practices. Tort liability remedies can establish such incen-

tives, butthis is a cumbersome process that imposes substantial

costs on both sides. Workers' compensation offers an administra-

tive compensation remedy that imposes lower transaction cost on

ffo claimants and avoids the confrontational aspects of a product

liability case ... Workers' compensation also provides for more

certain and rapid compensation... In return for the greater cer-

tainty of compensation, workers receive lower levels of compen-

sation under workers' compensation that they would in a tort

judgement. (Moore and Viscusi, 1990: 136)

The no-fault workers' compensation scheme spreads the cost of injury over

the entire industry and demands only that the claimant prove he/she was

injured at work. Tort, as we have seen, demands proof of employer negli-

gence, but in admitting the possibility of punitive awards, it carries an air of

retribution lost in the bureaucracy of Workers' Compensation. Further,

Workers Compensation can block tort, even in obvious cases of negligence.

As we saw in the Ocean Ranger case, the Workers Compensation Act

(NFLD) had to be altered to provide sustenance for families as they pursued

their settlements with the TNCs. Even with the Newfoundland provision in

place, lawyers for the Claimants' Committee were concerned that the

existence of Workers Compensation in Newfoundland might block their tort

action in American courts. In contrast, Bhopal's victims had no such support.
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and further, as we saw, the government of India was less than hospitable to

some volunteer NGOs who sought to provide much needed relief.

Risk "Management" Through Tort and Regulation

In both the Ocean Ranger and Bhopal disasters, the issue is one of the legal

and moral responsibility of parent companies for their subsidiaries, and for

disasters caused bythe transfer ofhazardous technology without adequate—

or at least available—management and safety technology to accompany it.

Jasanoffargues, "Society is forced to make choices about who bears the risks

of technological development, knowing well that the distribution is often

unequal and that those who reap the greatest benefits from technology a re not

necessarily those who suffer most harm" (Jasanoff, 1988: 354). Though, as

Beck contends industrial society is giving way to risk society, where one

impact ofour toxic industrialization is to equalize or "democratize" exposure

to risk on account oftoxicity 's global reach (Beck, 1 988/92 ), we must not lose

sight of the fact that risk distribution continues to follow class lines: both

Bhopal and Ocean Ranger disasters struck the poorest segments of their

relative social environments. The fact that one of Canada's worst industrial

disasters killed 84 people, while the Bhopal disaster killed and maimed 4£fc

innumerable people, cannot be attributed to chance. The privileged decide

how great a risk society is willing to accept for those marginal groups who
will then take it.

It is widely accepted that both regulatory law and tort law attempt to

soften the impact of "tragic choices" a society must make when it decides to

become "technologically developed" (Jasanoff, 1988: 353). Regulatory, or

"public" law approaches to risk management have three distinctive charac-

teristics: 1) "they tend to focus on the aggregated impact of technology", 2)

they "steer away from concepts of fault or blame" and focus on future

prevention, 3) they are "informed by an awareness of recourse constraints"

(Jasanoff, 1988: 355). Tort law is more clearly individualistic and tied to

liberal notions of property, hence, "it adjudicates conflicts between specific

groups of victims and the producers or generators of specific hazardous

techniques" (Jasanoff, 1988: 355). Tort law deals with past wrongs between

parties, attempting to place victims in the same position they would have been

in, as far as money can do so, ifthe wrong had not taken place. The "overlap"

of tort laws and preventative statutory policies occurs because it is, further,

"a well recognized function of privatelaw [tort] to deter harmful conduct by
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appropriately penalizing wrongdoers" (Jasanoff, 1988: 359). As for techno-

logical development that out steps regulatory law, tort action under Common
Law has traditionally provided a recourse for workers and victims where the

corporations involved should have reasonably foreseen the risk, given their

privileged knowledge of the hazards of their technology (JasanofT, 1988:

359). While overlapping is a problem, so too is the presumption that where

regulation lags, tort will suffice. Both Bhopal and Ocean Ranger disasters

demonstrate that TNC accountability evasion is facilitated by criminogenic

deficiencies in state regulatory legislation.

The Corporate Person in "Risk Society"

The notion of corporate self-regulation which continues to dominate business

ethics debates derives from laissez-faire market notions, with their correlative

moral, natural science, and political visions of the world as composed of

equally free bodies, moving within common structures of law. It includes,

furthermore, the liberal notion of directors and agents as the representatives

of shareholders: in much the same way that a political representative is

expected to vote as s/he believes will best serve his/her constituency, the

^Tk directors of limited liability corporations see themselves as obligated to make

decisions in the best commercial interest of their shareholders.

The corporate form of business is an integral part ofthe capitalist

society. It allows economies of scale by providing a means for a

multitude of investors to form a single identity. The risks of

ownership are spread out amongst the various investors, allowing

a larger percentage ofthe population the chance to own a piece of

the operation and profits. Since ownership is divested, the respon-

sibility for the control function of the corporation is correspond-

ingly allocated (Lansing and Hatfield, 1985: 409)

Of course, the reality of director-shareholder relations is far more

complex In a study ofhow corporate directors define their "proper constitu-

encies" it was found that directors' senses oftheir constituencies range "from

the beliefthat the shareholders are their only proper constituency to the notion

that they are responsible to a much broader range of groups, including

consumers, employees, and local communities" (in Nesteruk, 1991: 91).

Nesteruk argues that attempts to influence TNC behaviour illustrate the need

to formally recognize the limited liability of corporations as a third legal

entity, beyond the traditional liberal elements of actors and their properties.
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This would mean institutional recognition of corporations as actor-property,

and also as sociological contexts, or as Nesteruk prefers, "moral worlds"

(Nesteruk, 1991: 76). Currently, as what Pearce calls "privileged criminals"

corporations can engage in lawful private transactions, like any legal person,

but they are not made accountable for their most negligent acts (Pearce,

1993).

Takingthe strategic capacity ofTNCs into account, we must agree with

Dembo et al., who argue in their study of Union Carbide that improvement

of safety measures and environmental practices cannot be achieved without

the willful participation ofthe TNC world. TNCs control information about

their own hazardous technologies, and consequently—as the Bhopal and

Ocean Ranger disasters indicate—they have great power to evade external

controls. Withouta real spirittowards self-regulation in industry, change will

be extremely difficult, not to say, impossible. In the meanwhile, we desper-

ately need technical experts who are not of the TNC world, those who

understand the technical components of industrial risk, can articulate them,

and can criticize (Beck, 1988/92: 234). Universities to some extent have

composed a pool oftechnological understanding that was not owned by the

TNC world. Cuts to funding for universities means more ambitious, able,

technologically trained resources for the TNC world and less technological

knowledge held publicly.

It is possible for state laws to influence corporate behaviour through

constructive means. For instance, they can assign personal liability to

directors of TNCs—as in the recent Bata ruling in Ontario, where two

directors were fined $14,000 each for pollution, with a stipulation that Bata

not pick up the tab (R. v. Bata, 1 992). This has the added benefit of making

directors more aware of the "real" or "true" cost of what have traditionally

been considered "free" public goods, like common spaces, air and water. In

drawing lines of liability to directors and officers in this way, courts are said

to "peel back" or "piercethe corporate veil". Racquet and Romsdahl explain:

courts historically looked through, or "pierced", the parent-

subsidiary or corporate-shareholder relationship to find the par-

ent or the shareholder liable for the acts of the corporation The

piercing doctrine was understood as a way to redress the damages

caused by the fraudulent acts of a company, when in fact those

acts were committed by the parent or owner, hiding behind the

corporate structure. The analysis generally was that the subsidi-
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ary is no more than the "instrument" of the parent, or that the

corporation is only the "alter-

ego" of the shareholder. (Racquet, Romsdahl, 1993: 372)

As inthe R. v. Batacase, courts "piercethe corporate veil" in an attempt

to respond to "the conflict between a society's need to maintain the benefits

of the corporate structure [of limited investor liability] and the need to curb

abusive uses of that structure" (Racquet and Romsdahl, 1993: 371).

States can encourage a corporate will to be ethical. For instance, they

can implement a system of corporate probation. Placer Developments Ltd.

were required by Canadian court to conduct research and produce a manual

on hazardous discharges and the environment, after being convicted of

discharging waste (R. v. Placer Developments Ltd., 1985). Lansing and

Hatfield suggest a toughened criminal law approach to corporate ir/respon-

sibility:

This proposal would use a combination of a 'watchdog' in the

corporate structure, a procedure to make public certain corporate

records, and the ultimate threat of causing corporate death

(dissolving the corporation). To a judge or other nonbusiness

officer, these actions would not seem as harsh as a high fine, orjail

term for an individual . But to a proud capitalist, these penalties are

far worse, and would more than likely actually be imposed in

practices. (Lansing and Hatfield, 1985: 413)

As with all such schemes, the problem is enforcement: does the cost of

enforcement out-weigh the probability that no accident will occur? Yet

another possibility is to provide monetary incentives in place of regulatory

measures (Lanoie, 1992). In Britain's North Sea oil industry, there is a

requirement of hazardous productive enterprises to submit a work plan,

detailing worker safety and environmental impact before state permission to

begin production is permitted. (A scheme such as this was one of the main

lobby thrusts ofthe Ocean Ranger Foundation, before its government funding

was cut in 1985.)

Conclusion

Starting from industrial disaster—the most obvious anti-social activity of

TNCs— I have argued that TNCs are strategic actors who evade social

accountability for wrong-doing through a series of demonstable information
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control tactics. TNCs stategically influencethe construction ofsocial memory

of industrial disaster so that accountability claims are deflected from them

States and non-governmental organizations must make legal provisions to

protectaltemate "realities" from being overcome by the TNCs self-serving

version. Finally, as agency, responsiblity, and the very language of collective

action become increasingly problematic outside the moral worlds of TNCs,

we must retrieve material urgency from the vagueries ofpostmodern Leftism

It is imperative that we make the following claims against TNCs: 1) Recovery

oflost resources. This should follow a model seeking to define "replacement

of lost income" in cases of death, and a return to previous condition in cases

ofenvironmental or property destruction. Though there must be provision for

medical support for the injured, no monetary value should be put on suffering,

or "hedonic" goods in this type of claim 2) Implementation of safety

measures and a requirement to commit a percentage of Research and

Development investments directly into disaster prevention and response.

TNCs have privileged information about the dangers of their operations and

consequently hold the key to safety. Models of corporate probation will be

helpful here. 3) Internationally enforcedpunitive action against TNCs. It is

essential that punitive action be legally distinct from compensatory claims of

surviving victims or their dependents. Punitive action against TNCs should

be based on a concept of deterrence: if TNCs are truly profit-identified

organizations, then a sufficiently strong fining system would make CEO
agony over whether "it pays to do the right thing" obsolete Otherwise, the

"corporate veil" will have to be pierced untill it disintegrates. 4) Criminal

charges should be pressed against any TNC agent whofails to comply to

state murder, manslaughter, negligence, bodily harm;freedom ofinforma-

tion; environmental, health andsafety, or any other laws, regardless oftheir

position in the TNC.

Without tightly legislated and enforced state and international laws

holding TNCs accountable in all jurisdictions, no one is safe—though some

are certainly safer than others.

Notes

1. I would like to thank Mary P. Campell for discussion, comments and editing.

2. Industrial disasters are situations in which organized industrial activities cause major

damage to human life and social/natural environments (Shrivastava, 1994a;b).

3. For a detailed, readable account of the legal struggle, see Jamie Cassels, The Uncertain

Promise ofLaw: Lessons from Bhopal, 1993.
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4. These failures conform with Shrivastava's characterization of industrial disasters as

crises in technological systems which reflect crises in broader systems of social organization,

(Shnvastava, 1994: 251).

5. After the Ocean Ranger disaster, ODECO was fined US$ 25,000 by the US Coast Guard

"for operating 50 days with an expired certificate of inspection and US$ 100 for operating

the rig for two days without two required ablebodied seamen and a lifeboatman" (American

Press, December 22, 1983).

6. The recent failure of criminal charges against managers in Nova Scotia's Westray mining

disaster indicates yet another incidence of corporate accountability evasion in Canada.
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Anthropology and the Invention of

Deconstruction: A Brief Survey

Todd Dufresne,

York University

The crucial step—which is simultaneously ethical and theoreti-

cal—is that of remaining true to the implications of our assump-

tions of culture.

Roy Wagner, The Invention of Culture

Since the mid-1980s, anthropologists have more aggressively articu-

lated their unique place in the burgeoning field of "postmodern" discourses.

'

In turn, the disciplinary subject of anthropology has increasingly become its

own analytic object sous rature, under erasure. Yet despite this auto-

deconstruction, or perhaps because of it, there has been surprisingly little

examination of deconstruction by anthropologists. Equally striking and no

less surprising, at least from an "outsider's" perspective, is the fact that

Jacques Derrida's name and work rarely appears in the anthropological

literature concerned with the deconstruction of culture. It is not, of course,

that Derrida is the signified truth of deconstruction. But as the thinker who

coined the word and applied it most widely, one would expect to find his name

scattered across the literature.
2 However, anthropologists tend to cite each

other as their own sources on deconstruction, an incestuous practice where

inadequate readings find the currency they do not deserve.

It is not my intent to provide a definitive account of deconstruction and

its relationship to anthropology, even assuming that werepossible, but simply

to incite debate on a topic that deserves more careful consideration. In what

follows, I will underscore and briefly survey some of the places where

deconstruction is directly or indirectly addressed by anthropologists, with

particular emphasis on the "invention of culture" literature; critically evalu-

ate this work, noting how and where I think it succeeds and/or fails; indicate

where a better appreciation of Derrida's work can help resolve some

hesitations about the deconstruction of culture; and finally, delimit the

Alternate Routes, Volume 12, 1995
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politics of disciplinarity and what I am calling the anthropological invention

of deconstruction.

Contrary to popular opinion, the deconstruction of metaphysics (or

"logocentrism" and its offshoots) is not just the reversal or displacement of

binaries, but is also the double affirmation ("yes, yes") of that oppositional

structure(cf Dufresne 1993). "Inorderforthe'yes,yes'totakeplaceonboth

sides," Dernda suggests, "it must occur in two languages at once... [T]here

has to be a Babelian situation" (1985:125). Perhaps more than anyone,

anthropologists are keenly aware of the "Babelian" task of translation that

defines ethnographic work. In The Invention of Culture, Roy Wagner thus

writes:

The only way a researcher could possibly go about the job of

creating a relation between such entities [i.e., cultures] would be

to simultaneously know both of them... Thus gradually, in the

course of fieldwork, he himself [sic] becomes the link between

cultures through his living in both of them... "Culture" in this

sense draws an invisible equal sign between the knower (who

comes to know himself) and the known (who are a community of

knowers). (1981:4)

For Derrida, affirmation can be understood in this way as the simultaneity of

a "relation between such entities;" indeed, affirmation is possible only when

sufficient attention is paidto that X which makes and unmakes the 'no-man's-

land' between languages, logics, cultures, and so on. Derrida famously calls

this X differance (among many other things) and argues that it is not a word,

concept, name, or method (1973: 130; 1989:4). In Dissemination he writes:

"It is the 'between,' whether it names fusion or separation, that thus carries

all the force of the operation" (1981:220). For his part, Wagner not only

points out that anthropologists must "become the link between cultures" if

they are to span the cultural divide, but that the "strangeness" and "in-

between" character of the anthropologist is culture, and that culture is

invention (1981:10,35). For this reason we can see how the "in-between"

space ofcultural invention resonates with the "between" space ofdeconstructive

differance.

Despite these connections that crystallize with Wagner, a rigorous

understanding ofaffi i mation and differance is precisely what is missing from

most accounts of deconstruction in anthropology today. For if it were,

scholars would at least hesitate before they pronounced deconstruction a
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nihilistic project of debunking. But this is certainly the impression one gets

from even the most cursory examination ofdeconstruction as it appears in the

anthropological literature. For example, Jocelyn Linnekin writes:

Taking in multiple, contingent points of view is sometimes

referred to as "decentering" and is a kindred project to

"deconstruction," the undermining and "destabilization" ofdomi-

nant, authoritative categories and assumptions. (1991a:3)

Although this definition is partly true, Derrida argues that it is just not good

enough to undermine categories in a first phase ofdeconstruction: "to remain

in this phase," he states, "is still to operate ofand from within the deconstructed

system" (1981a:42). Rather, a second, affirmative, or "proper" phase

(Margolis 1985: 150) of deconstruction must be attempted at the same time,

a phase that acknowledges the necessity of analytic constructions even as we
destabilizethem. Consequently, Derrida very clearly states that deconstruction

"goes through some radical questioning, but is not questioning in the final

analysis" (1987:20).

To the extent that critics (as well as many supporters) still fail to

comprehend Derrida's affirmative "double science" (Dernda 1981a:41),

deconstruction risks being read as a wholly negative operation. For instance, €£r
it is often understood in the same narrow way that Steven Tyler reads

"postmodernism"—namely, as part of "the congeries of negativities that end

the modern epoch" (1987:3). This is unfortunate, since Tyler's often flam-

boyant characterization ofthis "end" is less appropriate for Derrida than, say,

for Jean Baudrillard, where indeed "The prison [house of language] has

become an amusement park, an autopoetic hall of mirrors" (Tyler 1987:5);

or where, following Michael Taussig, the signifier is not simply open, but

empty (1992:79). It is only by completely ignoring the affirmative phase of

deconstruction, by mistaking Derrida for Baudrillard, that Tyler invents a

Derrida whoproposeswhathecryptically calls "a downward, decompositional

movement toward the dark, erergic, pathematic, passionate realm of the

moonlike aleatory consciousness," (1987:49); or again, a Derrida who

advocates "a decompositional, downward movement that... is universalized

in the unconscious itself (1987:56).

Tyler's engagement with Derrida's work is admittedly interesting, but

mainly because it is so provocatively idiosyncratic and defiant. At times one

gets the impression that he is gleefully playing a game of intellectual one-

upmanship with Derrida, perhaps trying to raise him from the abyssal depths
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of "the unconscious itself;" a place, incidentally, far from Dernda's way of

thinking. As a result, his chapter on Derrida in The Unspeakable often gets

bogged down in exactly the sort of scholarly pyrotechnics that characterize

the worst excesses of deconstructive work—and which sometimes gets

dignified with the title of "literary."
3

His quite peculiar (mis)reading of Derrida is captured by the following

passage, where he suggests that:

Derrida disconnects the sign from the substance. . . and we are left

with a ceaseless shifting ofsigns without substance or form whose

name is language and whose text is the last metaphysical survivor.

One could say that the object ofpostmodernism is to write the last

chapter which would be the final slaying of the metaphysical

beast, the deconstruction and overcoming oflanguage, but tins we

cannot do so long as we write alphabetically. We can only

overcome language be means of a writing that is not analytic.

(1987:26)

In fact, Derrida treats this "ceaseless shifting of signs" as unavoidable, what

he calls the "necessity of an interminable analysis" (1981a:42). Now, this

necessity refers to the first, negative, or "shallow" phase of deconstruction

that we have already encountered: the ceaseless overturning of binaries.

While Tyler correctly recognizes this first phase, he fails to "develop," as

Gasche puts it, "a sense ofwhat deconstruction is to achieve" ( 1 987:3 ; 1 986).

Consequently, it becomes easy to see why Tyler thinks of Dernda's

deconstruction as a purely negative, "downward" operation.

Like Tyler, Derrida also wants to produce a writing that is "not

analytic" or metaphysical . Yet in no way does he advocate, as Tyler suggests,

the supposed end or "slaying" of that "metaphysical beast." Similarly,

Derrida does not struggle "to escape from the net of the alpha-matrix," as

Tyler puts it (1987:37; 1992). On the contrary, Derrida argues that

deconstruction "is not an exit, it cannot be compared to a passage beyond or

a lapsing, even to a 'liquidation'" (1991:97). He instead argues that meta-

physical structures (i.e. institutions or conventions) must be affirmed even in

their displacement—perhaps especially so—since without them there would

be no possibility for deconstruction or the systems of representation, commu-

nication, translation, and so on, upon which everything feeds. Derrida does
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not, in other words, declarethe apocalyptic end ofall things in the endless play

with texts. As Wagner (1981:51) recognizes:

[W]ithout the conventional distinctions that orient the actor in his

[sic] world, that tell him who he is and what he may do and so give

his acts a conventional masking and a conventional motivation,

invention would be impossible.

For similar reasons, many conclude mat deconstructon is a 'parasitical'

practice that always requires a constructed host (cf. Rorty 1982: 108; Caputo

1989:24).

Tyler's thinking about deconstructon provides a helpful foil against

which I have situated Derrida's work. But, leavingaside Tyler's criticism that

Derrida "misconstrues" and "errs" at every other turn, there remains the

arguably more serious charge that Derrida the textualist "evades responsibil-

ity in the manner ofa bureaucrat" (Tyler, 1987:46). For while Tyler takes this

charge in yet another idiosyncratic direction—one in which Derrida becomes

an "arch-conservative" and "crypto-positivist"—his particular view ofDerrida

as irresponsible and apolitical has great currency in anthropology. This view

stems, no doubt, from criticisms already popularized by such writers as

Michel Foucault, Edward Said, and Terry Eagleton. As well, it may be the

result ofdeconstruction's close affiliation with the politically ambivalent and

compromised works of Friedrich Nietzsche, Martin Heidegger, and Paul de

Man.

Amonganthropologists, however, thetroublingpolitics ofdeconstruction

have surfaced more insistently around Allan Hanson's (198 c
>) controversial

analysis of Maori culture in "The Making of the Maori." Hanson demon-

strates that the ancient tales told by the Maori about their origins were

influenced by contact with Europeans long ago; that, in effect, the history of

the Maori was "always already" contaminated by an outside influence.

Consequently, the presumed authenticity oftheir history (as unique, singular,

internal) was questioned, and in its place was left a colourful quilt-work

implicating both Maori and European in the joint venture of cultural

construction.

Hanson's article could not have appeared at a more volatile time. The

Maori werethen attempting togain certain rights (and property) that had been

systematically denied them by the ruling government. Some critics thus

argued that Hanson had unethically sided with thegovernment who could now

use his arguments to dismiss Maori claims as "merely" invented ones.
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"The tender point," Linnekin submits, "appears to be the analytic

deconstruction of authenticity when applied to cultural representations

asserted by indigenous people," (1991a:446). Elsewhere she adds:

The criticisms that some anthropologists have levelled at Hanson's

article point inevitably to the conclusion that deconstruction is

politically correct when it is applied to colonial concepts, narra-

tive, and representations, but is politically incorrect when applied

to discourse authored by indigenous people. Whether the theory

of culture construction makes for better explanations is thus

subordinated to the political issue of whose discourse is being

decentered (Linnekin, 1991b:8)

Hanson's deconstruction, however, does not simplytarget "discourse authored

by indigenous people," but also (and simultaneously) the analytic categories

which make and unmake such exclusionary and violent designations as, for

example, "indigenous people." In this respect Hanson follows Derrida, but

also Linnekin and Richard Handler. Handler (1988: 195) argues that "if the

processes of displaying, framing, interpreting culture are themselves part of

culture, they cannot be bounded and controlled in the same moment in which

they bound and control whatever it i s that they constitute as a cultural obj ect
.

"

Although Handler disavows any connection with deconstruction,'' his

point is well-taken and relevant here. Deconstruction does not accept as

unproblematic any ideal, original, deep structure somehow 'set apart' as an

analytic category (i.e., 'culture'), first, because this ideal is itself a product

(or representation) of metaphysical speculation, and second, because lan-

guage itself cannot be thought outside this fabricated structure. There is,

therefore, no exit, (dis)solution, moral imperative or injunction that would

make this complicity between our language and its world vanish "For what

such simplistic injunctions [to the contrary] overlook," Taussig (1992:52)

argues, "is precisely our profound entanglement and indeed self-constituting

implication in that screen of interpretation." In other words, since "It is

becoming clear that anthropologists too are inventors of culture" (Hanson

1989:890), we must realize that "they are never in a neutral relationship to

the society of which they purport to convey a measure of understanding"

(Fabian 1990:xv). Handler has summarized this point:

[AJnthropologists construct the 'cultures' they study in similar

fashion [as nationalists], by describing the cultural substance or
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social facts that will establish the existence of the cultures they

enclose within the cover of their monographs. (1986:4)

Having recognized the complicity inherent to any ethnographic (or commu-

nicative) practice, some postmodern anthropologists have begun, as Taussig

urges, "the long overdue task ofrefunctioning Anthropology as a First World

pursuit" (1992:5 1). Yet Taussig, may not appreciate the extent to which an

anthropology turned on its head still "operates from within the deconstructed

system. "It is not sufficient to "commence the long overdue discovering ofthe

New World in place of its invention" (1992:52). Rather it is the status of

authenticity itselfthat is under erasure andnotjust its contested designation(s).

As Kenneth Little rightly suggests, a "parodic anthropology" cannot advo-

cate a "simple reversal" ofopposition, but must perform "an inversion ofthis

dyad that dissolves an 'original' binary identity" (1991a:87).

In a commonly misunderstood passage, Derrida rejects the possibility

of moving outside metaphysics, claiming instead that "there is nothing

outside the text" (1976:1 58).
5 His point is not quite as non-sensical as it has

often been made to appear. Actually, Wagner makes a similar point when he

argues that "Our symbols do not relate to an external 'reality' at all; at most

they refer to other symbolizations, which we perceive as reality" (1981 :42).
6

In Hanson's terms, both Derrida and Wagner are arguing that "cultural

inventions acquire authenticity in the eyes ofmembers of society because the

invention ofculture is no extraordinary occurrence but an activity ofthe same

sort as the normal, everyday process of social life" (1989:899). In other

words, there is nothing outside that everyday process which might guarantee

the truth of authenticity. As a result, since everything m-the-world is

constructed or invented, and therefore inherently textual or re-presented,

Linnekin is right when she insists that "authenticity in this light is a red

herring" ( 1 99 la:5). As Little thus argues, we have to analyze our role in the

reproduction of "the romantic rhetoric we share with the subjects of our

analysis... [W]e need a deconstructive analysis of the everyday world that

questions our/their commonsense categories as we/they describe them"

(1991b:251).

If, then, deconstruction is "global" (Linnekin, 1991 a:9), it is only

because there is nothing outside the text, "globe," or context (Wagner

1981:37) that could categorically resist this deconstructive force. This is

because the imagined "real" cultural differences between us and them, Self

and Other, analyst and analyzed—although politically powerful (Taussig
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1992: 1 13)—are "always in the position of the signified (Derrida 1976:73,

his emphasis). For the death of God first announced (or recognized) by

Nietzsche also implicated the death of universal truth, of a singular reality

structured around an ultimate signified (or master narrative). Consequently,

and as Taussig suggests, this "delineates that reality as masked and inherently

deceptive, real and unreal at one and the same time—in short a thoroughly

nervous Nervous system" (1992:1 13). It delineates, that is, something like

Little's "funny edge of tilings," (1991 a:87) or Derrida's "double chiasmatic

invagination ofedges," ( 1 992 :238) both ofwhich necessitatethe deconstructive

"double science" ofTaussig's "ordered disorder, the exception andthe rule"

(1992:2). For this edge marks the boundary of a differance that exceeds Law,

Order, and System—even as it concedes its complicit power (Taussig

1992:115). Taussig puts it this way:

[T]he crucial point is that this is not so much a system as a Nervous

System. As such it resists structuralist machinery... if only

because the system is composed ofand requires copies that are not

copies. There is a fateful power for deceit and confusion at the

heart of mimesis, and yet mimesis lies at the heart of the world.

(1992:174)

In passing, it is worth notingthat Taussig's "Nervous System"—a Benjaminian

"chronic state ofemergency" that evokes a "positionless position" (1992:1 3)

—

is not unlike Derrida's "double science" with its equally nervous and

contaminating "Law ofthe law" ( 1 992 :22 1-52). And both, to which we could

add Little's "double movement" (1 99 la:77), are not entirely unconnected to

Johannes Fabian's performative etlinography in Power and Performance—
at least to the limited extent that none ofthese operations can "be pinned down

as a position for or against the powers that be" (Fabian 1990:263).

In each case, the "funny" edge of deconstructive differance radically

confounds the logical law of non-contradiction, a law which conditions the

separation between the West and its invented Rest. Consequently, the

"producers of invention are often outsiders (including anthropologists) and

insiders" (Hanson 1989:899; cf. Clifford 1986b. 19). In fact, as Timothy

Mitchell demonstrates, it is often impossible to tell the difference between

inside and outside:

Where eveiything occurs as a trace ofwhat precedes and follows

it, nothing i s determined as the original Nothing stands apart from
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what resembles or differs, as the simple, self-identical original, the

way a real world is thought to stand outside the exhibition. There

is no hierarchical order of the imitator and the imitated... Every-

thing both imitates and is imitated. (1988:61; cf Clifford

1986a:118)

Given this Derridean insight, we can no longer claim that this world—the so-

called "First"—is really first or even second, any more than we can privilege,

as Linnekin finally does, the "ontological status" of some chronologically

prior world(1991a:9- 10). More precisely, we can and sometimes do privilege

such status, but only by re-investing our faith in some metaphysical commu-

nity (as in Rorty) that is originary, natural, and above all practical. In its most

extreme expression, this can even delude us into thinking—as it does Dorinne

Kondo (1990:302-4)—that deconstructon can help us regain the "nodal

points" of our lost humanistic past. Yet the return to onto(theo)logy never

entails a deconstructive stance, but always a p re-judicial or even ethnocentric

one.
7

It is easy to fall back into metaphysical language at certain critical

junctures. For example, both Taussig and Mitchell maintain the myth not of

the privileged West, but of the rest as a natural, even unconscious, site of

montaged distractedness (Taussig 1992:44) and proto-deconstructive sensi-

bility (Mitchell 1988: 146-54). Here truth is merelymoved offshore, like illicit

income, at a safe and seductive distance in the realm of the Other. Kondo,

Little, and Fabian falter in similar ways: Kondo by privileging the Japanese

language over English as that which more closely approximates the truth of

multiple, shifting, crafted subjectivity (1990:26-33); Little by privileging the

process and "pragmatics of a dialogue" over and above meaning and theory

(1991b:90); and Fabian by privileging the hard "reality" of a "political

praxis" (1990: 18).
8

Interestingly, Fabian does not follow through with the more radical

implications of his move from "informative to performative" ethnography

(1990:18), in part because he implicitly rejects both Mitchell's "world-as-

exhibition" and Derrida's "nothing outside the text" (and its corresponding

expression in Wagner's work). Indeed, Fabian contradicts himself. He

attempts, for instance, to reject the idea that everything is performance

(1990:13) while still claiming that: "There was no stage that would have

signalled that the action takes place in a world apart from ' real life, ' no curtain

enforcing that separation, not even a clear distinction between actors and
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audience" (1990:258). Similarly, he rejects the idea that there is a "pre-

existing text" ( 1 990:266) to the performance even while admitting that there

is an "omnipresent intelligence network in which every citizen ofthe country

is caught" (1990:288, 264). Yet, in Dernda's language, it is this very

"network" which operates as an "origin which is non-originary" (1981:221),

a textualnetworkthat conditions thepower and peifonnance. So, perfonnativity

is not at all reducible to the presence of voice, praxis, or metaphysical

"coevalness" that we find in Fabian and others.

The crux of the problem is not just that deconstruction can appear

politically incorrect and must, therefore, be rejected or limited somehow, but

that the realm of the 'political' has not yet been sufficiently deconstructed.

Despite the sort of theoretical sophistication that characterizes much recent

anthropology, politics' remains a taboo subject, if not an essentialist

category. The importance of this point cannot be underestimated, since it lies

at the heart ofthe current misreading of deconstruction in anthropology and

beyond. In a convincing essay on deconstruction and politics, Bill Readings

demonstrates that "the force of deconstruction is the extent to which it forces

a rethinking oftheterms ofthe political" (1 989:225). "This is why," Geoffrey

Bennington suggests, "it has been possible to believe that deconstruction was

incapable of thinking the political and the social, and that it was far too

political to be an honest philosophy" (1993:238). Far from suggesting the

apolitical naivety or political nastiness of deconstruction, we begin to

encounter here the broad shape of a deconstructive responsibility—one that

Tyler and many others miss or regard as a late appendage of Dernda's work

(Rabinow 1986:242). In an interview with Jean-Luc Nancy, Derrida states

that:

This deconstruction (we should once again remind those who do

not want to read) is neither negative nor nihilistic; it is not even a

pious nihilism, as I have heard said. A concept (that is to say also

an experience) of responsibility comes at this price. We have not

finished paying for it. Iamtalkingaboutaresponsibilitythatisnot

deaf to the injunction to thought. As you said one day, there is a

duty in deconstruction. There has to be, if there is such a thing as

duty. I believe there is no responsibility, no ethico-political

decision, that must not pass through the proofs ofthe incalculable

or the undecidable [i e , difference]. Otherwise everything would
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be reducible to a calculation, program, causality, and, at best,

"hypothetical imperative." (1991:107-8)

Or again, in what is perhaps the clearest response to his critics, Dernda states:

"as I have often had to insist, [deconstruction] is not a discursive or theoretical

affair, but a practico-political one, and it is always produced within the

structures (somewhat quickly and summarily) said to be institutional"

(1987a:508).

Such responsibility is not reducible to a singular project, position,

perspective, or politics,
9 but always to an affirmation of the effects of

dijferance that live on through multiplication (as repetition, mimesis, itera-

tion) beyond the control of institutionalized reason. As Taussig puts it:

What we do with that radical uncertainty is the measure not only

ofour ability to resist the appeal for closure, but also of our ability

to prise open history's closure with the lever of its utterly terrible

incompleteness. (1992:161)

Moreover, this ability (or response-ability) is not really in keeping with the

sort of belated (though half-hearted) apology for the unforeseen effect of

deconstruction that we later find with Hanson (1991 :450). In this context we

need to recall, as Fabian remarks, that "anything may become a pretext [for

repression]. Oppressive powers have ways to make any show fit to wear,"

(1990:xv). By affirming the unavoidable rupture of reason in the confusion

of exception and rule, subject and object, anthropology and Other, a

deconstructive "responsibility" never demands the establishment of any

particular/7o//Y/c5 ofdeconstruction—which, in any case, would at that point

cease to be deconstructive—but only the displacement and affirmation of

what passes as Politics, Law, Order, Structure, and so on. And this Hanson

did very well, if responsibly.

What many anthropologists often try to limit, avoid, or reject in their

partial use of, or reference to, deconstruction is precisely their responsibility

to that which is impossible to the system of institutionalized reason. In other

words, some cannot issue the affirmative "yes, yes" to that very nervous

conjunction of Self and its repressed Others. And thus they do not, in turn,

seriously problematize the closed discipline that is 'Anthropology.' On the

contrary, a very narrow conception of what passes for anthropology is

typically spared, exempt from its own timely deconstruction and erasure

Indeed, it is the self-preservative politics ofanthropology which demand the
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invention ofa tamed, disciplined, andjoumalisticconception ofdeconstruct! on;

a politics or pre-judice that works in advanceto disarm the kind ofcareful self-

analysis that upsets traditional boundaries and convictions.

All of this is made perfectly clear in the aftermath of Hanson's Maori

article, especially where Hanson reminds us that the systematic misunder-

standing of'his deconstructive article was not really propelled by the popular

press, as some suggest, but by moonlighting academics in their journalistic

mode as critical reviewers (1991 :449-50). It was not, then, "just a matter of

arcane discourse escaping the confines of the academy, where it [was]

misunderstood by the general public" (1991:449). Hanson's article (which

appeared in a scholarlyjournal) was rather misconstrued by anthropologists

who used the occasion to further their own political agenda against the

deconstruction of culture literature. And thus we have to ask: Who is to

'blame' for the subsequent fiasco, and what were the issues at stake in its

sensational representation in newspapers? What these critics fail to appreci-

ate is the extent to which Hanson's deconstruction exposed a rich process of

cultural construction that implicates both sides of the debate and, in effect,

all claims to a privileged position based on primal authenticity. And even

though neither side can assume the position of Truth, it does not follow from

Hanson's article that the Maori do not deserve concessions from the

government. If anything, what Hanson implicitly calls for is a dialogue that

recognizes the complicit mutuality (or, if you prefer, impossibility) of their

respective "positions."

If the Maori case demonstrates the unfortunate and sometimes tragic

effects of what Handler calls the nationalism of the discipline of anthropol-

ogy, it also exposes its more comical side as well—as in H. B. Levine's

earnest reductio ad absurdum that, I think radically missed its intended

target. In the wake of the Hanson controversy, Levine states incredulously

that "it seems possibleto now draw thepuzzling conclusion that anthropology

is inventing, not only Maori culture, but the backlash itself ( 1 99 1 446). Far

from exposing the invention of culture literature as absurd, Levine unwit-

tingly captures the absurd truth of his own position as defender of the faith,

protector of disciplinarity. For what Levine, the unsuspecting straight-man

in this story, fails to recognize is exactly the "puzzling" truth of anthropology

as a kind of ideology Of course, not everyone can nor will get the joke; as

Nietzsche liked to say, we need ears to hear such things. Perhaps, though, that

Levine and some others fail to hear the joke only confirms that they are lost

deep within the belly of the metaphysical beast they call 'Anthropology.'
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But I am certainly not suggesting that ideology is tied to anthropology

alone. For clearly such ideology pervades the entire university structure

—

and largely for the same reasons . It needs to be stressed, though, that we have

not therefore come to the 'end' of anthropology or the university, any more

than we have magically reached the 'end' ofhistory—whatever these ends are

supposed to mean. As George Marcus puts it, "We're not talking about the

breakup of anthropology, but the reconception of its central concepts" (in

Wilford 1990:C12). I have argued that this will require, as Derrida puts it,

the "double responsibility" (1987:18) of displacing and affirming institu-

tional boundaries—a task "that does not," again following Marcus, "just

leave everything in ruins."

In this essay I have suggested that Derrida 's brand ofdeconstruction has

often been misread as a negative operation without any real appreciation of

its "affirmative" phase. Armed with this important point, I turned to

Wagner's and Tyler's work against which I compared and contrasted aspects

of Derrida's work. I then explored some areas in the invention of culture

literature that has directly or indirectly applied deconstructive insights.

Although uniquely sophisticated in its approach to invention in (or as)

culture, this literature was unable to reconcile what it takes to be the negative

politics of its own deconstructive impulse. I proposed, however, that it is not

the "politics of deconstruction" that must be addressed by anthropology

today, buttheessentialist category ofpolitics that makes and unmakes its own

boundaries as a discipline. The pre-judicial resistance to deconstruction is

read in this light as a political manoeuvre to save the discipline so conceived

from erasure. By turning to Hanson's article, I placed the "politics of

anthropology" in relief and argued for a deconstructive 'responsibility' that

thinks through these deep problems which, alas, will not disappear overnight.

Finally, though, my attempt here was not meant as a comprehensive survey

of either anthropology or deconstruction, but as a brief survey, if feeble

gesture, towards this worthwhile project.
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2. Paul Rabinow ( 1988:355-64) mentions that Michel Foucault and Michel de Certeau are

missing from the now canonical work of postmodern anthropology, Anthropology as

Cultural Critique, by Marcus and Fischer. As the editor of a "theme issue" in the journal

Cultural Anthropology (at a time when Marcus presided as the general Editor), Rabinow

explicitly dedicated the issue to the memory of the two overlooked French thinkers. In this

way, Rabinow has Marcus make indirect though quite public amends for his oversight.

Rabinow does not seem to mind, however, that Derrida's name is also registered only in

passing in that book, or that de Certeau alone (of these three) is at least included in its

bibliography.

3. In an unpublished essay delivered at a recent meeting of The American Anthropological

Association (AAA), Tyler (1992) discusses the "literariness" of experimental writing,

unpacking its political challenge to representation as well as its "urge to clean up and purify

society" by controlling representation (11-14). But once again it is hard to orient oneself

to Tyler's bizarre and haphazard thinking which must itself, surely, be experimental. Also,

part of his critique of Derrida is implicitly repeated here as he claims that we still invest

too much in "the book" and its textuality. But here, as in The Unspeakable, his utopic vision

of an oral/pictorial world is not only familiar (Havelock, Ong, McLuhan, etc.), and

unconvincing.

4. In a personal communication with the author.

5. In the original French, "D n'y a pas de hors-texte," more literally translated as "there is

no outside-the-text."

6. Interested readers might tie these threads to the "irrealism" of Nelson Goodman in Ways

of Worldmaking ( 1978) and elsewhere.

7. Linnekin gets herself into more trouble by introducing efficacy into the equation:

"Whether global deconstruction at some point ceases to be a theoretical advance also

remains open to debate" (1991:9). The notion of "some point" is arbitrary and so is the idea

of "theoretical advance," thus the "open" debate begins to sound suspiciously closed. Like

the object of its analysis, it seems that the subject of anthropology must protect itself from

the erasure of deconstruction. Hence the authority of anthropology is called upon to

adjudicate the open point of any future advance (or retreat).

8. On realism Fabian later writes: "In my view, moving in several directions at once is the

only realistic way to deal with the complex context from which Le pouvoir se mange entier

emerged (even though to invoke realism is certain to rub deconstructivists [sic] the wrong

way)" (1990:263) He's right - for here truth is maintained in the reality of a multiple world;

thus the task is to find the pieces of truth that make up the whole, inter-disciplinary truth.

But the essence of logocentrism is hardly questioned here, only the game plan.

9. In their influential essay "The Postmodernist Turn in Anthropology: Cautions From A

Feminist Perspective," Frances E. Mascia-Lees, Patricia Sharpe, and Colleen Ballehno

Cohen argue that "postmodern theorizing can bo understood as socially constructed itself...

[and] may work to preserve the privileged position of Western white males" (1989:16). In

turn they argue that "feminist theoiy differs from postmodernism in that it acknowledges
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its grounding in politics" (1989:20). Yet it is exactly the dogma of a politics, especially one

based on the assumption of a singular feminist perspective and a universal conception of

"woman," that deconstruction at least tries to problematize. In other woids, it seems to me

that the authors here are insensitive to the play of differ-once that characterizes Derrida's

work. Failing this "responsibility," they simply reverse accepted positions, remain within

the strict economy of oppression, and worst of all, become its ideological advocates. If so,

this is surely not a very thoughtful solution to some very difficult problems.
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Commentary:

Ontological Gerrymandering?

Non-Identity vs. Differance

Adorno Contra Derrida

Wade W. Deisman

Carleton University

What the conjurers of ontological philosophizing strive, as it

were, to awaken is undermined by real processes, however: by the

production and reproduction of social life. The effort to justify

"man" and "being" and "time" theoretically, as primal phenom-

ena cannot stay the fate of the resurrected ideas.

T. Adorno, Negative Dialectics

The system of language associated with phonetic-alphabetic

writing is that within which logocentric metaphysics, determining

the sense of being as presence, has been produced. This

logocentrism, the epoch of full speech, has always placed in

parenthesis, suspended, and suppressed for essential reasons, all

free reflection on the origin and status of writing.

J. Derrida, Of Grammatology

The impetus to revisit Adorno today, though no longer principally historical,

is at the same time, both historically informed and historically conditioned:

That is, it derives from deep seated doubts about the developing disparity

between the first and second generations of critical theory, it is equally the

outcome of uncertainty about the totalizing tendencies associated with the

contemporary 'communicative turn;' and yet, like a seedling, it springs forth

finally only inthe fertileforeground ofan era that feels itselfto be fragmenting

and is henceforth haunted by Adorno's harrowing analyses ofthe authoritar-

ian personality, culture industry and administered society. Cursory charac-
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terizations of the recent renaissance with Adorno in terms of a revival of

interest, may belie a much more ambitious interest in revival (Crook 1994;

Zuidervaart 1994), clearly connected to Adomo's prescient anticipation of

the problematics posed by postmodernism (Jameson 1990) 1 and made

manifest in a variety of attempts to re-deploy Adorno in the contemporary

context.

Yet, if Adomo's analyses of 'fractured totalities' bears familiar and

sometimes canny correspondences with Foucault's focus on discontinuities

and Derrida's deconstruction, it is by now bromide to simply cite Adomo as

a proto-postmodem thinker (Best and Kellner, 1991:228-234). Moreover,

alleged affinities with Derrida, however supported by some salient methodo-

logical similarities and an ostensibly parallel program for the dissolution of

philosophy, are ultimately the purview ofthe pedestrian in so far as they tend

to ignore and thereby undermine Adomo's anti-authoritarian impulses and

manifestly materialist commitments (Habermas, 1993:185). Indeed, al-

though both Derrida and Adomo take a careful reading ofthe text as the point

of departure in their critique of western philosophy, Adomo's resolution of

the problem of 'presence' found in Husserl is clearly at odds with Derrida's

^^ deconstructive turn (Dews, 1987: 36-39). Whereas Derrida denies both the

*& stability ofthehermeneutic horizon and the possibility ofanything beyond the

text and therefore urges an endless unravelling of texts, Adomo enacts a

'theoretically informed' reconstructive moment: one which not only links

forms of philosophical thought with broader social forces, but also attempts

thereby to expose the more sublime structures of reality. Both thinkers brave

the paradoxes and perils associated with the critique of reason, but they are

not guided by consonant concerns or convictions, nor ought their approaches

be seen as different answers to the same problem (Habemias, 1993: 185).

Adomo's efforts are intended to address and come to terms with the

totalizing tendencies of thought, and specifically speak to the aetiology of

fascism. For him, objective knowledge of these processes is still attainable,

but onlythrough a process ofrigorous reconfiguration which recontextualizes

philosophical phenomena in terms of their relationship to broader social and

economic relations. Derrida's efforts are intended to undercut the logocentric

foundations of philosophical thinking as an oppressive apparatus tout court

and the process of deconstruction is, itself, seen as an act ofjustice. In what

follows, I will argue byway ofexplication that cavalier compansons between

these two thinkers do not endure sustained theoretical inquiry and moreover,

that Adomo's lasting legacy resides in his resistance both to the kinds of



textually totalizing impulses ofsome post structuralism and also the kinds of

theoretically totalizing tendencies sometimes implied in the current commu-

nicative emphasis of critical theory. This thesis indicates that Adorno is in a

middling position between the internecine schools of critical theory and post-

structuralism and suggests that contemporary cultural theory might benefit

from a more sustained engagement with Adomo. The first phase of my
argument is explicative and consists chiefly in an overview of Adorno and

Derrida at the level of method. In the second stage I shall simply suggest

something of the benefit Adorno's approach brings to current debates in

cultural theory and allude to some of the shortcomings associated with

exhuming Adorno. My comments on the future of critical theory are in

closing.

***

Although Adorno comes closest to a programmatic statement of

principles at the level of method2
in his landmark Negative Dialectics, the

overall effect of his work3
is only to emphasize the degree to which a

materialist critique of philosophy effectively undercuts the distinction be-

tween theory and method. His procedure, however, is avowedly dialectical:

it encompasses a negative deconstructive moment and a reconfiguring

reconstructive movement, each of which also maintain their own dialectical

character. In the first moment, Adorno juxtaposes antithetical concepts to

produce a "logic of disintegration" and thereby expose "the irreconcilability

of concepts" with the reality they purportedly describe (Buck-Morris,

1977:63). This procedure both denies the synthetic movement in Hegel and

reflects the materialist contention that the contradictions between reason and

reality are not ultimately reconciled by the movement of thought4
. Indeed,

Adorno's insight into the architechnonic nature of capitalist cognition is that

concepts are in a perpetual process of attempting to appropriate their 'other'

but that this impulse can never culminate in a synthesis. Recalling Lukacs'

conception of reification in order to account for the fact that philosophical

concepts are seen to have a reality apart from and apriori to productive

processes, Adorno's analysis links the capitalist commodity structure to the

abstraction of phenomena from their socio-historical roots. Philosophical

idealism is thus understood both as a form of consciousness which arises out

ofthe conjunction of specific socio-historical conditions and as a kind of all

consuming rage which seeks to reconcile reason with reality through a

totalizing movement of identification (Adorno, 1966) 5
. Adorno's key

contrariant claim is that the contradictions of capitalist society cannot be
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eradicated by "means ofthought" nor can they "within thought" itself(Buck-

Morris 1977:61). Hence, in opposition to the rage ofidealist thought, Adorno

asserts that there is, in principle, a non-identity between concept and reality.

Tins principle of non-identity forms the foundation of negative dialectics

(Habermas, 1989:187).

Adomo's approach contrasts with the more mechanical 'Ideologikritik'

of other members of the Frankfurt school which inclined to an analysis of

philosophy as an expression of superstructure. Adorno calls his process

"immanent critique" and uses it to unearth and identify a dialectic process at

work with philosophical thought itself. While his initial intent is only to

"expose the contradictions which riddle idealist categories and, following

their inherent logic, push them to the point where the categories were made

to self-destruct"6
, the ultimate goal of immanent critique is to transcend

idealism by "leading its concepts via their own immanent logic to the point

of self-liquidation" (Buck-Morris, 1977:70).
7

Adomo's deconstructive movement is fundamentally informed by the

insight that the crisis of idealism mirrors the current social order such that as

"reason and reality lost touch with each other outside ofphilosophy, they lost

touch within philosophy also" (Buck-Morris, 1977:71). Hence, he argues

that Husserl gives birth to a phenomenology aimed at objective knowledge of

things in themselves but, because this mode of reasoning is riddled with the

contradictions ofcapitalistthought, he ends up in contradiction. Phenomenol-

ogy erroneously accepts natural phenomena as given immediately in experi-

ence but, in fact, is only able to achieve abstraction. Adorno argues, in

contradistinction, that objective knowledge is possible through a process of

concretion which links phenomenal formsto larger totalities. Objects are thus

made to matenalize in a sense that surpasses identity, but only by the

mediation of conceptual reflection can their relationship be understood.

In order to combat the reification processes typical ofcapitalistthought,

Adorno deploys his own principles of "differentiation, nonidentity, and active

transformation," (Buck-Morris, 1977:96) in an attempt to negate the he-

gemony ofconsciousness brought about by the mode ofeconomicproduction

An analysis of the linguistic forms of idealist philosophy provides the point

of departure for an exploration of their underlying connection to broader

social and structural forces. Here Adorno is informed by a conception ofthe

dialectic that surpasses the strictly Hegelian sense between the particular and

the universal. Indeed, according to Buck-Morns, his supposition is that the

structure of the general persists within "the very surface of the particular"



(Buck-Morris, 1977:97). Adomo's notion of the concrete particular ex-

presses this synecdoche concept of the relationship between part/whole. His

argument is thatthe imprint ofthemacrocosm can be read in the microcosmic.

Hence 'particulars ' contain cryptic codes, initially enigmatic, that are subject

to subsequent differentiation/de-differentiation in an effort to expose their

underlying structural connections. This process consists in a rigorous

separation, dissection and differentiation of the forms to derive isolated

elements. Conceptual phenomena typically supposed as similar are empha-

sized as dissimilar, while phenomena typically taken as dissimilar were

shown to have underlying commonalities. The latter process, which was

achieved by a juxtaposition of opposites worked to reveal an inner logic of

structuration at work within capitalist society, while the former, worked to

expose the false connections between phenomena perpetrated by ideology.

The method found application not only in natural phenomena but also in the

relationship between phenomenal forms and linguistic referents, as is demon-

strated in Adorno's analysis of history and nature as concepts.

The second phase of analysis, that of non-identification, consists of

Adomo's attempt to locate individual elements according to a conceptual

architecture borrowed from Freudian psychoanalysis and Marxist theory.

Phenomenal forms here are not subsumed under conceptual categories but

rather, the categories themselves are tailor made to fit and describe the form.

In providing for such phenomenal priority, Adomo is adhering to the dictates

of a method which implies the reflexive connection between thought and

being. Conceptual categories do not identify social phenomena but merely

provide for the possibility of interpretation. Hence, the principle of non-

identification denotes the fact that respective phenomena provide an image of

the concept, but are not identical to it. Phenomena are instead understood as

mimetic approximations while retaining their concrete referenial status.

The dialectical method culminates in a transformative manner. The

ideological or structural underpinnings ofthe phenomenal forms laid bear and

situated within the context ofa larger Marxist/Freudian theoretic, the isolated

pieces of Adorno's analysis are now available for reconstruction according

to the inner logic revealed in analysis. The roots of the contradiction are

exposed and what appeared as one thing is discovered to be "essentially its

opposite" (Buck-Morris, 1977:99). This transformative movement identifies

the acme of the dialectical process of reconstruction in which Adomo
reassembles the isolated elements by mediatingthem in a way that they could

become representational. The cryptic nature of the ciphers and their recon-
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stitution into constellations of concepts provided by Marx and Freud allows

for reinterpretedon and redeployment.
***

From the foregoing it should already be clear that there are some

obvious continuities between Adomo and Derrida. Both insist on a rigorous

reading and rereading of texts as the key to excavating their underlying

structure. Both are also informed by the assumption that the structure of

philosophictexts, when pushed to extremes, actually culminates in contradic-

tion. Finally, both are substantially influenced by Husserl in the critical

development of thinking about the contradictions implied by the western

philosophical project, hi Derrida's case, however, the grounds for arriving at

the claim for contradiction are substantially different from those arrived at by

Adorno. Indeed, in Adorno, a principle of non-identity between the concept

and reality infonns his method, while Derrida deploys thenotion of"differance"

in his deconstruction. Adorno identifies Husserl's phenomenology as the

apex ofidealist thought and engages in a vigorous critique ofthe transcenden-

tal associated with the epoche. Derrida, however, is not entirely content to

simply abandon the phenomenological commitment to a transcendental

standpoint with its attendant protection from the perils of relativism and

historicism(Dews, 1987:5). As Peter Dews has convincingly argued, Derrida

discovers that language emerges as the "necessary condition" of all commu-

nication while writing his introduction to Husserl's "Origins of Geometry".

Here it becomes clear that speech is not the expression of objects, but in fact

"constitutes objects" and hence, it is speech itself which is the "concrete

condition oftruth" (Dews, 1987: 36). Most significant to Derrida, however,

in Husserl, is the realization that writing is the telos of speech. That is to say,

that writing is the permanent form, independent of any specific subjectivity.

Derrida sees this finding as doubly contradictory both because writing itself

is not transcendental, but rather is historical and transitory, and also, because

speech as opposed to writing, is privileged as an intentional act that makes

meaning present intheHusserlian schemata. This insight is into the paradoxi-

cal "status ofwriting that forms the basis of Derrida's analysis ofphilosophi-

cal and literary texts"(Dews, 1987: 36). The focus of deconstruction as an

activity is to "discover the systematic incoherences within a text, rather than

striving to reveal a unified meaning, a project referred to as deconstruction"

(Norris, 1987:46). Deconstruction 'works to undo the idea, the ruling illusion

of Western metaphysics, that reason can somehow dispense with language

and arrive at a pure, self authenticating truth or method' (Norris, 1991 :34).



Though, philosophy strives to efface its textual or "written" character, the

signs of that struggle are "there to be read in its blind spots or metaphor"

(Dews, 1987:38). Deconstruction is thus an activity of reading that "remains

closely tied to the texts it interrogates", and "can never be set up as a self-

enclosed system of operative concepts"(Norris, 1991:22). In fact, Derrida

more than Adorno, maintains an extreme and exemplary scepticism when it

comes to defining his own methodology. The "deconstructive leverage

supplied by a term like writing depends on its resistance to any kind of settled

or definitive meaning" (Norris, 1 99 1 :54).

Not withstanding his own cautions about method, it is clear that Derrida

deploys the notion of differance to accomplish his analysis and at the same

time develop an alternativeway ofproceeding. That is, anew mode ofthought

that "suggests the impossibility of closing off differing and deferral of

meaning and the possibility ofa potential ofan endlessness in interpretation"

(Norris, 1991:46). Differanceas a mutablenotion derives from the Saussure's

description of language as a differential network wherein "there is no one to

one relation between signifier and signified, the word as (spoken or written)

and the concept it serves to evoke" (Norris, 1 99 1 :46). Derrida redeploys the

distinction between parole and la langue but argues against Sassaure's

spoken as opposed to written priority. Derrida argues that thi s is a propensity

in Western philosophy more generally, find in Sassaure a "blindness,which

does not recognize in language a speaking signifying system which exceeds

all bounds of 'presence' and speech" (Norris, 1 99 1 :49). Derrida sees a whole

metaphysics at work behind the privilege granted to speech in Sassaure's

methodology. As is well known in the contemporary context, Derrida shows

a whole plethora of dualisms which betray an implicit or explicit privileging

of one term over the other.

Derrida formulates a specific and "shifting battery of terms which

cannot be reduced to any single self-identical meaning" (Dews, 1987:42) to

develop a deconstructive analysis oftexts that denies this privileging even as

it undercuts it. Differance is perhaps the most well known of these, since it

sets up a "disturbance at the level ofthe signifier (anomalous spelling) which

graphically resists reduction" (Norris, 1987:46). Its sense remains suspended

between the two french verbs "to differ" and "to defer " Its Derridian

revolutionary significance consists in the extent to which the former is found

to yield to the latter: meaning is always deferred. Yet, the designation

'differance' also exceeds a solely strategic function and may identify

Derrida's own entrance into the metaphysical. Indeed, as Dews argues, the
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term 'differance' not only indicates Derrida's attempt to pursue an alternative

heading, it also represents 'the non-originary convergence of meaning and

non-meaning that is, in fact, unthinkable' (Dews 1987:5). Whether and to

what extent this really represents Derrida's venture into the metaphysical,

however, is a matter best left to another inquiry.

The critical continuities and contrasts between Derrida's deconstruction

and the procedure of immanent critique developed by Adomo can now be

developed more clearly. Principally there are five somewhat superficial

similarities which bear observation and a number of key differences at the

epistemological level which have quiet clear implications for both further

study and critical theory. Both thinkers are quite clearly engaged in an

analysis of "apparent philosophical contraries" in an attempt to show how

they implicitly or "surreptitiously depend on one another" (Dews, 1 987: 48).

This is evident in Adorno's discussion of history/nature and subject/object.

In Dernda there are many examples: speech/writing and signifier/signified

being principle. Both thinkers are also concerned with "reversing the

traditional order of these privileged dualisms is order to expose their false

foundations" (Dews, 1 987: 48). This characterization may be more accurate

in the case of Adorno, however, since he wants to reverse the order only to

overturn the inequality between subject and object that is produced by

bourgeois social relations. Derrida, although engaged in this project, appears

to see it as a stage, with the higher goal of calling into question the grounds

for the distinction. Adorno, in contrast, does not want to get rid ofthe subject/

object distinction but instead wants to direct attention to the fact that it is a

product of a specific material conditions. Both thinkers are also essentially

opposed to identity based essentialism and the attempt in philosophy to

transcend language and yield di rect knowledge ofthe transcendental signifier

.

Adorno acknowledges that this goal is epitomized by Hegel and Derrida sees

this in Husserl Yet again, they are different at this level as well . For Adorno

is quite clearly critical of identity at the epistemological level while Derrida

is critical of identity at the level of the subject. Derrida primarily asserts an

attack on the basis of knowing through subjective meaning. Still, both locate

the source of contradiction in Western philosophy in the attempt to textually

suppress or repress the meanings in an effort to produce truth claims and both

insist on using the text itself as the ultimate material for analysis and

disclosure, making a virtue of careful reading to discover what the text does

not want to say In Adorno's case, however, this technique derives from a



commitment to rework and renew the categories of thought whereas in

Derrida it derives from a desire to show volatility of textual meaning.

Despite these commonalities in approach, there are significant differ-

ences between the two thinkers that have important consequences. Namely,

Derrida's insistence on the "dissemination" of the text appears to have the

"logical consequence...not [of the] volatization of meaning but its destruc-

tion" (Dews, 1987:186), while Adorno's approach to the relationship be-

tween facticity and concept does not end in such annihilation. Meaning is

achievable through analysis and reconstruction using the process of exact

fantasy8
. Derrida on the other hand, struggles with the impossibility of even

provisional closure.

Adorno and Derrida also differ substantially in respect to their assess-

ment of experience. The former provides for a concept of experience that

mediates between subject and object in such a way that "something" is given,

but nothing is given "immediately". Derrida's appeals to experience simply

seem to imply "a lapse to a metaphysic of presence" (Dews 1 987: 1 88). This

has clear implications for the range of mobility and phenomena explored.

Adorno is free to analyze how material conditions work to determine and

mediate experience without falling into a performative contradiction. The

concomitant consequence is that Derrida seems ultimately able to offer only

a negative project for sociology, one which is appealing only in so far as it

invites insight into the multiplicity of possible readings and contingencies

implied in any reading. In contrast, Adorno's approach takes us into theory

as a practical activity.

Finally, as mentioned earlier, with Derrida "thought seems more tied to

a conception of consciousness" (Dews, 1987:189) than with Adorno's,

despite the formers claims to the contrary. The basis for this allegation

consists in the fact that Adorno establishes a schemata of identity and non-

identity as interdependent. The supposition ofa non-identity between concept

and facticity provides for an ongoing dynamic of development but is not

fundamentally grounded in a correspondence between the subject and object.

Derrida, however ironically, appears to recapitulate the very hazard he is

trying to avoid by making "differance" so preeminent as to culminate in

absolute identity. It's omnipresence in the Derridian scheme arguably negates

its impact.

There are, no doubt, other things to say about these two complex and

thinkers, and much more might be made of their similarities and differences

in a more expansive forum. For the present purposes, it still remains to turn
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to the question of Adomo's anti-authontanan impulses and more specifi-

cally, contemporary debates about the requirements and possibilities for

'critical theory'.

To revisit Adomo today, in full knowledge ofthe vicissitudes that have

accompanied the evolution of critical theory is to suggest not simply that

something of the analytical acumen of the first generation of the Frankfurt

School has been lost in more recent incarnations of critical theory, but also

a desire to regain it. If nothing else, the foregoing analysis has suggested that

the currency of Adorno's approach in the contemporary context consists at

least in part in the fact that his text driven approach does not devolve into the

totalizing abyss of endless analysis often identified with post-structuralism.

Yet, Adorno's approach also seems to resist the tenor of totalizing ambitions

often associated with communicative theory. The significance of this resist-

ance becomes clear when one considers current debates about the nature and

possibilities associated with the critique of reason. Indeed, whereas Derrida

is alleged to have perpetrated a dissolution of reason by truncating the

foundations for philosophical thought (Habermas, 1987), Habermas is

frequently charged with having reinstitutedthe authoritarianism of reason by

insisting on another metanarrative. Both camps want to lay claim to forms of

post-metaphysical thinking and both are vulnerable to critiques on the

grounds of their totalizing tendencies. Adomo offers a third way: one which

is neither premised on the endless dissembling of the text nor the straining

claims of the ideal speech situation, but on the simple claim that there is

always, in principle, a non-identity between concept and reality.

The importance of non-totalizing approaches to theorizing that still

retain a commitment to truth claims cannot be understated, not simply

because internecine struggles between postmodernists and modern perspec-

tives are ultimately incommensurable, also because, apropos of Adomo, the

kinds of social, economic and political conditions that contribute to totalizing

thinking and therefore an insurgence of irrationalism are equally apparent

today. Indeed as Stephen Crook notes on introducing a new collection of

Adomo's essays on culture.

while paranoia has been consigned to the modem side of the

modem/postmodern divide in at least one account, mere are

grounds for regarding paranoia as linked to postmodemizing

change The paranoid character of many fin de siecle concerns



about health and the environment is really quite marked: our

brains will turn into blancmange ifwe eat beef, power lines will

give us cancer, we will be boiled by global warming or fried by

ultra-violet light. Of course, the age old adage holds that 'just

because your paranoid it doesn't mean there are not out to get you

'

and our fears may be well grounded. It is not the scientific basis

ofhealth and environmental issues which is at issue here so much

astheway in which they are generated byforms ofmedia coverage

which might be regarded as encouraging paranoid thinking.

(Crook 1994:27)

***

While the future of critcial theory remains uncertain, there has perhaps

been too much celebration and too little debate among critical theorists about

that the overall implications of the movement away from a epistemological

grounding in the philosophy of the subject to one based in claims to an

intersubjectively secured epistemological grounding. The totalizing tenden-

cies associated with the communicative turn, however, are by now well

known, and include not only the attempt to universalize Kohlberbs theory of

moral development but also the claim to an ideal speach situation. Still, recent

work in critical theory suggests the situation is changing even as awareness

about the developing disparity between the first and second generations of

critical theory continues to grow. Recent work in critical theory undertake to

overcome this tendency toward polarization between the first and second

generations of the Frankfurt School (Dubiel, 1992: 5) while other works

perpetrate a rigerous critique of the more grandiose claims of the Theory of

Communicative Action (McCarthy 1991: Welmer 1986). Behind each of

these efforts there lingers Adorno's silent, but nonetheless adamant lament

that we ought to wonder about the dissolution ofthe subject that has come to

chracterize our time, and not simply embrace it.

Notes

1. Jameson develops a compelling critique of attempts to appropriate Adorno as a

contemporary proto-postmodernist. (Jameson, 1990: 4-5), and the concluding sections

(Jameson, 1990: 1-3) of the work.

2. .Although a number of works have excavated and explicated the connections between

theory and method in Adorno, this discussion draws heavily on Susan Buck Morris'
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"Origins of Negative Dialectics" which is clearly the best analysis to date on the

methodological movements and theoretical influences that underlie Adorno's approach.

3. On the question of an oeuvre, commentators differ. For example, the clear and

pronounced continuities in Adorno's work are enough to persuade Jameson to propose a

synchronous reading. Jay, however, is content to take one essay as paradigmatic of his

approach. Adorno clearly saw his work as linked and continuous. However, it is unlikely

that he would have been sympathetic to attempts to treat any part of his work as

representative of the whole. Indeed, as Jameson notes (1990:5), Adorno insisted in a brief

exchange with Benjamin that one must be thoroughly acquainted with the diversity of his

work before any attempt at assessment. This might be seen as somewhat ironic, since

Adorno's approach to other texts is that the structure of the whole is contained in the

particular.

4. Buck Morris states: "Adomo saw no possibility of an argument coming to rest in

unequivocal synthesis. He made negativity the hallmark of his dialectical procedure

precisely because he believed that Hegel had been wrong: reason and reality did not

coincide. As with Kant, Adorno's antimonies remained anatomical, but this was due to the

limits of reality rather than reason".

5. This discussion entitled "Idealism as Rage" is perhaps most informative about Adorno's

overall approach to philosophy. The spectre of Nietzsche appears as Adomo writes "the

system is belly turned mind, and rage is the mark of each and every idealism It disfigures

Kant's humanism and refutes the aura of higher and nobler things" (Adomo, 1973 : 22).

6. "It is this goal, the accomplishment of the liquidation of idealism from within, that

Adomo had in mind when he formulated the current demands of philosophy as necessitating

a logic of disintegration" (Morris: 69).

7. "the need to liquidate philosophy emerged out of the philosophical material at its present

stage of development. Adomo used terms of natural decay in his speech to describe idealist

concepts and tenets of philosophy, treating them like material objects with a life and a death

of their won, and thereby conveying there historical character and transitoriness". (Morris,

70). Again, this is an extensive discussion of in the first section of Negative Dialectics.

8. Although I have not had space enough here to detail this method, I do not mean to imply

that it is inconsequential in Adorno's overall analysis.
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Silence on Same-Sex Partner Abuse

Catherine Browning

Carieton University

Notwithstanding the efforts of lesbians and heterosexual women to

date, a review of the North American body of literature on lesbian partner

abuse from 1983 to 1994 reveals that awareness, analyses, and action have

been inhibited by silence 1

at individual, social, and community levels. My
research project will contribute evidence on how traditions of silence on

lesbian partner abuse are uniquely shaped, and broaden the existing indi-

vidual-social paradigm of same-sex partner abuse to include the level of

lesbian communities. The decision to focus my research on individual, social,

and community levels of silence was based on three considerations. First,

because most factual and theoretical writing on this subject has focused on

personal perceptions and institutional response to lesbian partner abuse,

individual and social categories effectively captured that information. Sec-

ondly, as a formerly abused lesbian I have prior knowledge of community-

based factors of silence and their effects. Preliminary investigations sup-

ported my suspicions that the role of lesbian communities' silence had been

underestimated, ifnot ignored, and that explanations for that silence had been

largely unexplored. Finally, because existing heterosexually self-referential

theories of lesbian partner abuse are inadequate, I was interested in discov-

ering whether community-based data could inform lesbian-specific theories

of same-sex partner abuse.

Methodologically, variables of silence were extrapolated from reviews

ofthe literature on heterosexual and lesbian partner abuse. In comparing the

results, 'uniquely' lesbian variables emerged, suggesting that silence is 'kept'

for different reasons among lesbians. These lesbian-specific variables of

silence were explored in semi-structured, confidential interviews with twelve

abused lesbians and one interview with a non-abused lesbian. Respondents

were either self-selected based on our acquaintance or my previous knowl-

edge of their abuse or interest in the subject, or responded to advertisements

distributed to women's bookstores, social service groups, gay/lesbian bars

and organizations, or gay and/or lesbian newspapers.

Alternate Routes, Volume 12, 1995
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Silence and the individual

As far as a framework of analysis is concerned, parallels to my
conceptualization of silence at an 'individual' level are found in the social

support work of Nan Lin (1986). According to Lin (1986:20) the most

intimate of three levels of social support "consists of relations among

confiding partners . . . [where] the relationship tends to be binding in the sense

that reciprocal and mutual exchanges are expected, and responsibility for one

another's well-being is understood and shared by the partners." While

"intimate and confiding relationships" (Lin, 1 986:20) are common to abused

heterosexual women and lesbians, the social stigma attached to relationships

outside the heterosexual 'norm' suggests that the roles of partners, friends,

and family in partner abuse cannot be automatically assumed to be the same.

Focusing research on silencing factors at an intimate or individual level

enables those discoveries.

At an individual level, lesbian and heterosexual women share many

dimensions of silencing about partner abuse. However, at least six key areas

in which individual lesbians' reality of partner abuse departs from the

heterosexual norm are suggested in the same-sex literature. These include

lesbians' particular isolation, shame, denial, love for their abuser, fear of

abuser retaliation, and concern for children.

For instance, though abused heterosexual women indicate they feel

isolated as a result of their abuse, homophobia and abused lesbians'

marginalization from society-at-large may lead to their greater feelings of

isolation. Some lesbians may experience more isolation than others: for

example, women with particular fears for the effect of abusers' disclosure of

their sexual orientation on job security (Burstow, 1992; Chicago Area

Lesbian & Gay Domestic Violence Project, 1994; Hamard, 1993; London

Battered Women's Advocacy Centre, 1993; Ristock, 1994; Snow, 1992;

Task Force on Lesbian Battering ofthe Massachusetts Coalition of Battered

Women Service Groups, 1988). Among interview respondents only one

formerly 'closeted' lesbian directly linked her isolation to a "fear that the

situation would blow up" in the workplace if her sexual orientation was

disclosed by her abuser through "phone calls. . . around outing" (Interview 4).

Another example of lesbians' differential isolation derives from their

fears that disclosure ofthe abuse will impact negatively on existing relations

with their famil les of origin, or provoke misperceptions that abuse is evidence

of the 'sickness' of their sexual orientation (Chicago Area Lesbian & Gay



Domestic Violence Project, 1993; Dopier, 1993; Dupps, 1991; Hammond,

1986; Renzetti, 1992; 1989). Five interview respondents stated that they

deliberately did not inform their families of the origin of the abuse. To one

abused lesbian "my motherwas the last person who could have done anything

about it...because she's very judgemental [and] she was sort ofjudgemental

of us as lesbians," (Interview 12). Another abused lesbian commented that

her family "don't even come to grips with the fact that I am a lesbian [so] how

aretheygoingto cometo grips with the fact that I'm a lesbian that was abused

on top of it" (Interview 1).

While four other women disclosed the abuse to their families of origin,

they tended to do so toward or at the end of the relationships. One recalled

speaking with her mother after she had recognized that she was feeling

"emotionally abused" (Interview 2). Another disclosed the abuse to her

mother at a point of crisis when she "was really at a low ebb" (Interview 8).

Still another abused lesbian reported that she waited "until the very end when

I had a discussion with my sister" (Interview 9). The potential for safe

communication appears to influencewhether or not lesbians chose to disclose

their abuse to their families of origin. On the one hand, where lesbians

perceived their sexual orientation would be or was negatively regarded, they

chose not to confide the abuse. On the other hand, where lesbians perceived

that news ofthe abuse would be met critically by some family members, they

selectively filtered those people out. Interestingly, mothers and sisters were

most often believed accepting and trustworthy.

These examples highlight some of the many ways in which lesbians'

individual reality of partner abuse departs from the heterosexual norm.

Silence and society

As unique variables underlie lesbians' silence on same-sex partner abuse at

an individual level, so too are lesbians particularly silenced at a social level

by specific fears of institutionalized homophobia and heteiosexism in the

criminal justice system, medical health profession, and shelters for abused

women. What I have termed the 'social' level of analysis captures those

"relationships with the larger community. . . [which] reflect integration into, or

a sense ofbelongingness in, the larger social structure (Lin, 1 986: 1 9). While

heterosexual women and lesbians' sense of 'belonging' in the North Ameri-

can social structureis commonly impaired by its woman-hating or misogynist

ideology, lesbians' abilityto 'belong' is particularlyconstrained byhomophobia
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andheterosexism. Research that acknowledges the differential social location

ofwomen is generally important because the concept of a 'social structure'

relies on the "premise that behaviours or actions are interpretable only in

relation to the positions of actors in social structure" (Marsden & Lin,

1982:9). Research that specifically acknowledges the differential social

location of lesbians is especially important in illuminating previously gener-

alized and obscured distinctions between abused heterosexual women's and

lesbians' silence.

For example, abused lesbians may fear that their sexual orientation,

rather than the abuse, will be seen as the problem by police services (Chicago

Area Lesbian & Gay Domestic Violence Project, 1993; KALX, n.d.), the

courts (Chicago Area Lesbian & Gay Domestic Violence Project, 1993;

Robson, 1992), medical (London Battered Women's Advocacy Centre,

1993) and mental health professionals (Breeze, 1986; Chicago Area Lesbian

& Gay Domestic Violence Project, 1993; Eaton, 1994; London Battered

Women's Advocacy Centre, 1993). One interview respondent generally

perceived that "people don't believe us. All we need is a good man and that

[abuse] will all come to an end, won't it" (Interview 6). Another woman
explained that

it's a lifestyle that's so different, so marginal, and to have the

police involved I feel the need to protect my world and to try to

solve it ourselves rather than having somebody else come in trying

to clean up the situation. (Interview 2)

The same-sex literature's speculation that lesbians' fear that the abuse will

not be taken seriously; that police will classify it as not serious (Cecere,

1986), or as a female 'cat fight' (King, n.d.; Snow, 1992); or that mental

health professionals will minimize the abuse because it occurred between

women (Renzetti, 1993, 1992, 1989, 1988; Task Force ofthe Massachusetts

Coalition of Battered Women Service Groups, 1988; Waterwoman, 1992)

further demonstrates how their social isolation differs from that of hetero-

sexual women One interview respondent imagined the police "would have

just laughed. I think they would have thought it was pretty funny to see two

women, lesbians, fighting together" (Interview 6). The two abused lesbians

who had sought police assistance, however, reportedthat "the experience was

very good" (Interview 4) and "it was a female officer and she was fine"

(Interview 8).



Four women reported being in therapy before and during the abuse,

whilefour others contacted therapists after their relationship with their abuser

ended. All ofthe first group reported positive feelings about their therapeutic

treatment and rapport with therapists. One woman described how

through therapy I came to learn how to stand up for myselfand to

defend myself and to say 'no' to that abuse. So in that sense the

therapeutic side of it helped me and was a big, positive change for

me. (Interview 2)

An unanticipated danger ofsupport, rather than a lack ofawareness was

highlighted by one lesbian's comment that "just knowing I had back-up gave

me a little more courage to stay when I should have had the courage to leave"

(Interview 9). The opinions ofabused lesbians who sought therapy after their

relationship was ended were more diverse. While one woman felt that her

therapist "wasn't the greatest" she also she noted that

the fact that this therapist knew about her . . . [and] had worked with

other lesbians that had been involved with her in a way made me

feel good that I wasn't the only one that she treated that way, and

in another way it was like. . she needs to be stopped. (Interview 5)

Another woman assessed her therapist as "patient" but concluded that

because of lack of awareness of lesbian partner abuse, more productive

therapy

has happened in [friendship] circles because I find that profession-

als who I've dealt with. . .don't even have as good an analysis as I

do about the whole thing. (Interview 3)

Despite some similarities between heterosexual women and lesbians' expe-

riences of partner abuse, these examples highlight that knowledge of and

sensitivity to lesbian lifestyles are especially important in abused lesbians'

healing, therapy, and contact with the criminal justice system.

Silence and the lesbian community

The task of defining 'community' is formidable. Indeed, while 'community'

is liberally used in documents pertaining to lesbian partner abuse, I was

unable to locate a single definition of that term. Although the network

analysis' "psychocultural" (Poplin, 1979:19) model best reflects the gay/

lesbian identity formation literature's perception of historical, normative,
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lesbian 'commiinities-as-connection', it fails to take into account particular

stresses and strains within those groups. As a result, I have, buildingon Susan

Krieger's (1983) suggestion, defined lesbian communities as diverse spatial,

and/or emotional affinities with other lesbians, ideologically grounded in

expectations ofshared support, security, understanding, political vision, and/

or sub-cultural identities 'as a lesbian' in a homophobic social world.

While lay and scholarly contributions provide some support and

explanation for silence at individual and social levels, a comparable degree

of insight into lesbian communities' silence is blatantly lacking. As a result,

the role of lesbian communities in maintaining silence and inhibiting aware-

ness, analyses, and action on lesbian partner abuse has been underestimated,

if not ignored. Further, while individual and social rationales for silence are

respectively grounded in anecdotal and empirical fact, the reasons for silence

in lesbian communities are pure conjecture. Among these speculations,

lesbians may have particular concerns for their community's external and

internal image, resist challenges to their notion of a 'lesbian Utopia' and their

gendered analyses of partner abuse, and may be uncertain how to act on the

problem of lesbian partner abuse.

Concern for the external solidarity ofthe community, for example, may
particularly silence abused lesbians. There are two dimensions to this

concern. On the one hand, lesbians may hold their communities responsible

for action on ending the silence and stopping same-sex partner abuse. On the

other hand, lesbians may feel responsible for protecting these communities

from the heterosexual world. My discussion will focus on this second

tendency. According to the same-sex literature, lesbian communities may

deny or minimize partner abuse for fear of generating "politically destruc-

tive" (Chicago Area Lesbian & Gay Domestic Violence Project, 1993:17)

heterosexual criticism (Battered Lovers, 1986; Blenham, 1991; Breeze,

1986; Brownworth, 1993, Chicago Area Lesbian & Gay Domestic Violence

Project, 1993; Closed Doors, 1987; Eaton, 1994; Edgington, 1989;Hamard,

1993; Hammond, 1986; Irvine, 1984; Kelly &Warsnafsky, 1986; King, n.d.;

London Battered Women's Advocacy Centre, 1993; Morrow & Hawxhurst,

1989;Renzetti, 1992, 1993;Ristock, 1991; Task Force ofthe Massachusetts

Coalition of Woman Service Groups, 1988; Zadkine, 1987). Tins criticism

includes the accusation that lesbians are "sick" (Closed Doors, 1987:5;

London Battered Women's Advocacy Centre, 1993). The same-sex literature

also speculates that some lesbians may fear that knowledge of same-sex



partner abuse will deter women from coming out' as lesbians (Edgington,

1989).

All ofthe interview respondents agreed that public knowledge of same-

sex partner abuse could fuel anti-lesbian sentiment. To one lesbian this

awareness was clearly "a big reason why people keep quiet about what's

going on" (Interview 7). Only onewoman felt that disclosure would wait until

"heterosexuals are far more willing to be accepting of lesbians and gay men."

In her opinion

because of general stereotyping of lesbians by the larger society,

[and] the hate that a lot of people feel for lesbians and gay

men...you don't want that information in their hands because

somehow you feel that it will be used even further against you

because you're not really safe in a heterosexual world anyway.

(Interview 12)

Perhaps becausethey had experienced its damaging effects, most respondents

opposed silence because "we're setting ourselves up playing ostriches"

(Interview 1). Otherwomenfeltthat disclosurewas "a good tiling" (Interview

5) because "certainly it will give some ofthem ammunition but (sic) I think

it will also develop a kinship in others - make us more human, less exotic"

(Interview 6). Other participants reacted to the suggestion of heterosexual

backlash with cynicism. Onewoman commented that "they already dredge up

their own goddamn ammunition," (Interview 8) while another commented

that "it doesn't matter what it is, it's always going to give more ammunition

so what arewe supposed to do, not say anything?" (Interview 1). Still another

lesbian felt that "we have our own ammunition too... [because] even in

heterosexuals there's women beating up on women" (Interview 10). Lastly,

while some women were concerned with heterosexual response to the reality

of lesbian partner abuse, they also expressed optimism that these negative

impressions could be overcome. As one woman explained

I certainly say that I don't believewe should stay quiet andwehave
to deal with this. The press and the media would jump on the

negative stuff and that's something we'll have to fight and that's

something that we'll have to educate and struggle with and make

sure that's not the only perception ofwhata lesbian is. (Interview

7)
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These and other community-based examples support the fact that traditions

of silence on same-sex partner abuse are, to varying degrees, shaped by

uniquely lesbian variables at individual, social, and community levels.

Furthermore, they highlight the need to broaden current individual-social

paradigms of lesbian partner abuse to include the distinctive features and

functions of silence at the level of lesbian communities.

The process of isolating uniquely lesbian factors of silence at indi-

vidual, social, and community levels represents more than the accumulation

of academic 'facts' on lesbian partner abuse in Canada. It also, by naming,

telling, and speaking out, begins to recognize the abusive realities oflesbians

who have been and continue to be silenced.

Notes

1. For the purposes of this project, 'silence' is defined as not naming, not telling, and not

speaking of same-sex partner abuse at intersecting individual, social, and community

levels.
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The Body Deferred:

Reconsidering Feminist

Approaches to Embodiment

Diane Enns
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Biology provides a bedrock for social inscription but is not a fixed

or static substratum: it interacts with and is overlaid by psychic,

social and signifying relations. . . . The body can thus be seen not as

a blank, passive page, a neutral ground of meaning, but as an

active, productive, 'whiteness ' that constitutes the writing surface

as resistant to the imposition ofany or all patterned arrangements

(Grosz, 1990:72).

Whileearlier feminists have cautiously circumvented any allusion to the

body to avoid both the pitfalls of sexual difference and accusations of

"biologism" or "essentialism", contemporary Anglo-American feminists are

frequent participants in what Terry Eagleton calls academic "body-talk"

(1993:7). Reasons for this shift are as varied and complex as the history of

Western ambivalence towards the body. But most significant is the advent of

post-structuralist critiques of the autonomous, rational, masculine subject,

and the concurrent feminist struggle to articulate women as subjects. The

voicing ofsuspicions against these critiques, particularly bywomen ofcolour

like bell hooks who claims they surface "at a historical moment when many

subjugated people feel themselves coming to voice for the first time,"

(1990:28) has generated a proliferation of ideas concerning embodied

subjectivity.

As Elizabeth Grosz suggests, feminists are now eager to "question the

terms in which the body has been previously theorized, as well as to question

feminist rejections ofnotions ofwomen's lived bodily specificities" ( 1 99 1 :2)

with a viewto dismantling the dualisms ofmind/body, self/other, and subject/

object, that continue to permit relations of domination. In this paper I
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problematize the claim Grosz makes that this retheorizing ofthe body moves

it away from an uncritical association with nature and otherness, and an

opposition to mind and self (1991:2). I argue that many of these new

articulations of an embodied subject continue to bump up against articula-

tions of the Body, and by association, the Referent, the Real, the Signified and

Nature. This Body is always one more layer beneath the culturally-inscribed

body, an inaccessible Ground or Beginning on which the spectre of essential-

ism lingers, rendering our efforts to speak as subjects unattainable. In effect,

despite its promise to disassemble binary oppositions, much of the feminist

work on the body inadvertently assumes the very categories it wishes to

undermine.

Hence, wl\ile Grosz is right to enunciate an "active" and "productive"

notion ofbiology that acknowledges the contingencies in which our bodies are

embedded, she simultaneously refuses contingency by invoking the "white-

ness" of the writing surface that is our flesh. The tension inherent in tins

stunning blindness to the effects of white consciousness, one of which is to

obscure these effects, is characteristic of the contemporary discussion of

embodied subjectivity. I will focus on two responses to the problem of

bringing the body back into feminist concerns with identity and subjectivity

that I believe clearly highlight the difficulty Grosz displays in conceiving the

flesh as contingent rather than fixed and immutable.

Attempts to speak with/in a body that cannot be reduced to "sexual

indifference" or to an essentially-defined meaning ofwoman, are complicated

by an uneasy shift between a demand for a theory ofthe female subject, and

an adamant denunciation of such a demand as itself contributing to an

essentialist discourse. Those who hope to articulate a female embodied

subjectivity no longer exposed to the errors of exclusionary politics, are

attempting to revalue former notions of essentialism. Conscious of the

criticism by women of colour that white feminists' notions of subjectivity

often mirror the traditional masculine model ofthe self dominating the other,

feminists such as Rosi Braidotti attempt to situate subject positions in the

contingent spaces of our bodies. To this end she states:

I believe that the redefinition ofthe female feminist subject starts

with the revaluation of the bodily roots of subjectivity, rejecting

the traditional vision ofthe knowing subject as universal, neutral,

and consequently gender-free. This 'positional' or situated way of

seeing the subject states that the most important location or



situation is the rooting ofthe subject into the spatial frame of the

body. (1993:6-7)

Braidotti argues that the feminine needs to be re-connected to the "bodily

sexed reality of the female," permitting a revaluation of what remains the

condition of possibility for political activism-essentialism (1989:93). It

allows for a politics of location that rejects global statements about women

and in their place enables us "to be as aware as possible of where one is

speaking from" (Braidotti, 1993:8). With this in mind, Braidotti calls for a

recognition of "a bond ofcommonality among women," meaning "a consen-

sus that all women partake ofthe condition of 'the second sex "' which "seals

a pact among women... the foundation stone that allows for the feminist

position or standpoint to be articulated" (1993:8). Indeed, she goes so far as

to define woman as "an umbrella term" that brings together a variety of

different levels of subjectivity and different relationships to and notions of

time (1993:7).

It is difficult to seejust how a definition ofwoman as "an umbrella term"

leads us to a politics of location, where the particularities of women's lives

are not glossed over. It appears that Braidotti's revaluation of essentialism

has not overcome the central problematic for feminists concerned with this

paradox. To circumvent it, Braidotti advocates "an epistemological and a

political distinction between 'woman' and 'feminist'" (1993:8); that is,

between real women, speaking from a multitude of different locations, and

feminist women, who must unite for political reasons. Yet a third term is

introduced, "Woman," the historical representation of the feminine, 1 a

"culturally dominant model for female identity" (Braidotti, 1 993 : 8) that must

be recognized as distinct from the reality of women's lives in order for

feminists to elaborate a political subjectivity. Braidotti concludes that "[t]he

myth ofWoman is now a vacant lot where differentwomen can play with their

subjectivity" (1993:9).

What happens to the body in the kind of separations that allow women

to play with what kind ofWoman they want to be, and at the same time (or

maybe only sometimes) decide to be feminists for political reasons? It turns

out that Braidotti's notion of the body is as fraught with distinctions as her

elaboration ofWoman. When shegets down tothetask ofdescribingjust what

a "bodily sexed reality" is, we read that:

The 'body' in question is the threshold of subjectivity: as such it

is neither the sum of its organs—a fixed biological essence—nor the
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result of social conditioning... The 'body' is rather to bethought

of as the point of intersection, as the interface between the

biological and the social... (1989:97)

In other words, this body that Braidotti puts in quotation marks, marking it

apart from what we know to be real, is not a collection of organs, tissue, and

skin—that remains another layer beneath this 'body.' Just what kind of body

is this, and how many kinds are there? In arguing that "there is a fundamental

qualitative distinction to be made between anatomy and sexuality as such,"

(1989:97) Braidotti distances herselffrom the flesh-and-blood body that she

argues so eloquently for incorporating into a theory of subjectivity.

Braidotti provides one example among many ever more sophisticated

attempts by feminists to separate the flesh from metaphorical, symbolic,

discursive, or theoretical bodies, in an attempt to givewomen apolitical voice.

The body is stuck in the middle ofthese attempts, either uncritically assumed

in its undesirable "natural" state and ignored, or re-dressed and propped up

to pose in its new position as the indicator of particularity and locale for the

female subject

A second response to the problematic of essentialist discourses of the

Iffo body rejects altogether the notion of feminine subjectivity for being in itself

an essentialistproject. Judith Butlerprovides an excellent exampleofonewho

is critical ofthe perceived political need to construct a ground for identity, that

is, a notion of woman as subject, since it is this ground that invariably

excludes other identity positions.

Butler's opponents are those who claim that "politics requires a stable

subject" to be effective (Butler, 1993:4). On the contrary, she insists, we need

to deconstruct the notion ofthe subject, not to negate it, but "to ask after the

process of its construction and the political meaning and consequentially of

taking the subject as a requirement or presupposition oftheory" ( 1 993 :4). To

demonstrate such a consequence, Butler asks how she is personally posi-

tioned as a theorizing subject: "how is it that a position becomes a positionf?]"

For is it "one that I devise, publish, and defend, that belongs to me as a kind

of academic property? Or is there a grammar of the subject that merely

encourages us to position me as the proprietor of those theories?" ( 1 993:9).

In other words, while Butler explicitly states that she does not "shirk" from

using the pronoun "I,"she is adamant that this "I" is not theoriginator ofthese

positions, but is constituted by them, for "[n]o subject is its own point of

departure" (1903:9)



Similarly, Butler states that she does not shirk from using the term

women, admittingwe have to "speak as and forwomen" for political reasons.

For "[s]urely, that is theway in which representational politics operates, and

in this country, [the United States] lobbying efforts are virtually impossible

without recourse to identity politics" (Butler, 1 993 : 1 5). Rather than shying

away from it, Butler argues we can release the term woman ' into a future of

multiple significations. . . emancipate itfromthe maternal or racialist ontologies

to which it has been restricted, and. . . give it play as a site where unanticipated

meanings might come to bear" (1993:16).

In order to facilitate this accommodation of both the destabilization of

the category and the recognition of its usefulness, Butler espouses a strategy

that is critical of the common feminist assumption of a radical distinction

between sex and gender. Originally, she asserts, this distinction was stressed

in order to free gender from the immutable natural-ness of sex, a pre-

discursive and pre-cultural given (1993:6-7). But the problem with this

distinction, according to Butler, is the assumption of sex as a natural

category.

If such a position is contested, Butler argues, then "perhaps this

construct called 'sex' is as culturally constructed as gender; indeed perhaps

it was always already gender, with the consequence that the distinction

between sex and gender turns out to be no distinction at all" (1990:7). In

Butler's view, sex cannot bethe surface on which gender, as a form ofcultural

inscription, imposes meaning. Rather, sex itself is a gendered category,

discursively constructed as a pre-discursive ground: "[t]his production ofsex

as the prediscursive ought to be understood as the effect of the apparatus of

cultural construction designated by gender" (Butler, 1990:7).

Butler's denunciation ofthe subject is clearly caught up in what she sees

as a problematicpositioningofthe body. In her notion ofsex—bywhich I think

she means the body—as culturally constructed and therefore the same as

gender, Butler effectively collapses sex and gender into one free-floating

signifier and removes them both from the body. Where do we find a

reconceived notion of the body? Where do we find any body at all?

Once the distinction between the body and gender has been synthesized,

Butler outlines a strategy for "denaturalizing" sex. She proposes "a set of

parodic practices based in a performative theory of gender acts" that allow

a subversive "resignification and proliferation beyond the binary frame" of

the body, sex, gender, and sexuality ( 1 990 :x). Since parody is understood by

Butler to mean an imitation "that mocks the notion ofan original" ( 1 990: 138)

<S>
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gender parody reveals only that there is no original gender identity on which

gender "fashions" itself. What we think is an original is really a copy, a failed

"ideal that no one can embody" (Butler, 1 990: 139). She concludes from this

that gender is merely "a stylized repetition of acts," a performance, neither

real nor true, played out by cultural and political discursive regimes. 2

Since she has already collapsed sex and gender into a single perform-

ance, we can only presume then that the body is also neither real nor true.

Hence Butler has succeeded in removing our flesh from any considerations

of identity, subjectivity, and voice. Sex and gender are merely effects of

discourse, despite Butler's lip-service to reconceiving the body "no longer as

a passive medium or instrument awaiting the enlivening capacity of a

distinctly immaterial will" (1990:8).

From these brief examples, and many others,
3

it is clear that feminist

discussions ofembodiment reveal a relentless rejection ofthe "literal," "real,"

"biological," "p re-discursive," or "referent." Indeed, the search for a way to

separate the flesh from speech, consciousness, and subjectivity, can be

thought of as seeking to position women's bodies somewhere else. As Vicki

Kirby argues:

ffo Although rethinking essentialism marks an avowed return to the

body, the reunion is always be-ing deferred. It is certainly not an

easy homecoming. Perhaps commerce with the body is considered

risky business because the border between the mind/body split...

just cannot be secured. (1992:6)

The problem facing feminist attempts to envision a re-embodied subject

arises out of the assumption of the very terms they are struggling to

destabilize: the notion of a fixed universal body that must be rejected as an

inaccessible pre-discursive reality. In effect, as Kirby claims, it is assumed

that "ifthe ground isn't solid then it isn't a ground—if it moves and changes,

then it must bejust the representation ofa ground" ( 1 992: 1 4). In other words,

the feminist anti-essentialist stance is ironically founded on an essentialist

notion of The Body, Nature, or Biology, that is absolute and immutable

(Kirby, 1992:14)

We cannot continue to talk about a female embodied subject that is

rooted in the traditional notion of the body alienated from consciousness and

the world While there are several feminist intellectuals currently engaged in

such a critical project, most notably Grosz and Kirby, ' what I think is missing

in even the most eloquent and persuasive invitations to rethink the body, is a



sustained conceptualization of the body as flesh, as inseparable from

consciousness and actively interacting with the surrounding world. 5 Once we
accomplish this, it will no longer be necessary to speak of the body as though

it were some entity isolated from minds, others, and the world we share.

The urgency of such a project is evident in Grosz's assumption of the

"bedrock" that is the body; that while viewed as interacting with social

inscription and thereby accounting for all the contingencies and particulari-

ties of life, it is nevertheless conceived of as a "whiteness." Sidonie Smith is

right to remark that the discourse of embodied woman is comprised of the

subjectivities of those "angels in houses": the bourgeois women. As the

universal, male subject is formed through the discourses of identities such as

race, class and sexuality, "so those angels take shape through the discourses

of various kinds of contaminated women, those even more 'colorful' others

who are denied the possibility of escaping the drag of the body" (Smith,

1993:17).

Notes

1. See Teresa de Lauretis, Sexual Difference: A theory of socio-symbolw practice, (1990)

for a description of her differentiation between "Woman" as cultural imago, and women, /ft)
as real agents of change.

2. For example, the practice of drag, Butler suggests, "plays upon the distinction between

the anatomy of the performer and the gender that is being performed," thereby exposing the

imitative and contingent structure of gender itself (1990:137).

3. Elsewhere I have included the work of Elspeth Probyn who makes distinctions between

a "natural" body and a "discursive" body (see "This Body Which Is Not One: Speaking an

Embodied Self," Hyparia 6:, no. 3, 1991).

See also feminist responses to Irigaray, whose discussions of female embodiment provoke

enormous ambivalence and anxiety in Anglo-American feminist writing: Maggie Berg

(1988), Diana Fuss (1989), Toril Moi (1985), Margaret Whitford (1989).

4. Tania Modleski and Moira Gatens should also be noted here. Modleski convincingly

argues against an "as if' position in her first chapter of Feminism Without Women (1991),

appropriately entitled "Post-mortem on Post-feminism," where she asks "could we... say

of anti-essentialist feminists that only those possessing vastly wider options than the

majority of women living in the world today can play at 'being if while theorizing

themselves into the belief that they are not it?" (1991:22).

Gatens points to the split between representation and reality, and the "impotence of our

political vocabulary" for articulating bodily difference ("Corporeal representation in/and
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the body politic,'' Cartographies: Poststructuralism and the Mapping of Bodies and

Spaces, North Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1991: 85).

5. I am thinking here of the work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty as well as the novels of Toni

Morrison: two examples of writers who ignore the dualities of flesh and consciousness,

flesh and object, and flesh and word, and move on to an understanding of what it means to

be sentient beings
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Reintroducing Politics:

Recent Developments in

Feminist Theories of the State

Dominique Masson

Carleton University

My research draws on recent developments in feminist theories of the

state to underscore the necessity to ' reintroduce politics ' in feminist analyses

of the interrelation between gender, women's movements, and states. This

argument stems from my concerns forthe contemporary Quebecois women's

movement and for its relationship to the Canadian and Quebecois states, as

well as from my profound dissatisfaction, as a feminist activist and as an

intellectual, with the pessimistic, disempowering and theoretically problem-

atic accounts that the now 'classical' feminist theories of the state have

offered. I begin by recallingwhat I think arethe main problems ofthe classical

feminist frameworks as they have been highlighted by what is currently called

'the new feminist scholarship on the state.' Then, I sketch the three main

avenues by which the 'moment of politics' can and should be reintroduced

into the analysis . These avenues can be summed up as follows : ( 1 ) reasserting

the possibility of politics by taking seriously the notion of conflict and

political struggle; (2) shifting the focus to women's agency and to women's

agents as the actors ofpolitics; (3) 'getting into the black box' to understand

how the politics of the state work within specific state-sytems.

What I call 'the classical feminist frameworks' for theorizing the state

are exemplified in theworks ofBurstyn(1983), Mcintosh (1978), MacKinnon

(1983) and Eisenstein (1981). These accounts ofthe interaction between the

Western liberal state and gender relations of power still inform, even if in a

refined manner, much of the current feminist work on the welfare state and

social policy (McKeen 1993). The core insight of the early socialist and

radical works on the 'patriarchal,' or 'capitalist and patriarchal' character of

the state was to identify the state and state politics as gendered. There is

unquestionably a gender dynamic present in the workings of the contempo-
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rary state, and the classical frameworks rightly point to the state's role in

institutionalizing and reproducing gender domination. Yet, there are also

major problems in theway these stories ofthe interconnection between gender

relations and 'the state' are told.

The structural-functional bias bequeathed on socialist and radical

feminist conceptions of the welfare state and of patriarchy by a particular

version of Marxism 1 poses important limits to our understanding of the

relationship between gender, the women's movement, the state, and social

change. In these conceptions, structures or social relations ofpower are seen

from a one-sided perspective as largely stable arrangements of exploitation

and domination. Fully-formed, easily grasped and pre-existing 'needs' or

'dominant interests' are inscribed in the structures of capitalism and patriar-

chy and which directly inform and impel state intervention (this with or

without adding in the play of 'structural contradictions,' or some kind of

'relative autonomy'). State action itself is viewed as always, either immedi-

ately or ultimately, functional for domination. Responses by states to

women's demands, be they funding childcare facilities, implementing pay

equity programs, or recognizing abortion rights, are then interpreted at best

as concessions, or "as compromising short-term concerns in the service of

broader, long-term goals, such as normalizing the system and stabilizing

power relations," (Rhodes 1994: 1185)that only recompose masculine and/

or capitalist domination under a renewed guise.

Short ofrevoluti on, these formulations leave very little space forwomen

and the women' s movement to make meaningful gains or to realize significant

social change within andthroughthe state. Yet, women's movements from the

turn of the century to the present have pressed their demands on states and

have obtained reforms that have undoubtedly had an impact on the way

gender relations are lived and, most importantly, have inscribed women's

participation in the very "making" ofWestern welfare state forms. 2 Account-

ing for women's effective agency in "shaping the state" is, as Yeatman points

out, an element that seriously complicates our understanding ofthe "patriar-

chal character" of the state (1990: 144).

Furthermore, classical accounts have tended to postulate a more or less

automatic correspondence between social determinants, seen in terms of

overarching structures, and a gendered, oppressive or regulationist state

intervention. •' Yet, thejob of relating 'gendered effects' to 'gender structure'

becomes painstakingly hard, and sometimes uselessly reductionist, when

confronted wi til the evidence ofthe variability with which concrete states have



historically handled gender relations and translated them into policies. As

Jenson (1986:22) notes:

The states may or may not have assumed that women provide free

labour in the family. They may or may have not have di scouraged

women's work outside the home. They may or may not have tried

to establish equality between female and male workers. They may

or may not have encouraged childbearing in a way that would

subordinate women to men, to the state, or to both.

Increasingly, empirical studies indicate that 'the state' does not occupy "a

clear-cut and fixed place in the structure of gender or in the field of sexual

politics" (Franzway, Court & Connell 1989: 41), and this seems to hold in

comparative perspective as well as internally, within states. ' How are we to

interpret this?

Recent developments in feminist theories of the state propose that the

kind of state and ofgender politics we have at a given time depends perhaps

less on the presence of 'structures of power,' and possibly more on the play

of 'politics of power.' In short, what has been missing all along is 'the stuff

of polities': i.e., the mediation of power structures introduced by conflicts,

alliances and compromises between real actors outside and within the 'black fill

box' ofthe state, a mediation that gives backtothepostulated correspondence

of the previous "input-output" model the problematic, contingent, variable

and unpredictable quality that the recent historical and comparative empirical

works reveal. What then are the avenues by which this 'moment of politics'

can be reintroduced in a feminist analysis ofthe state?
5

First, 'reintroducing politics' means reasserting the 'possibility of

polities'—that is, positing against one-sided views of 'structures' the possi-

bility that political and social struggles not only exist, but make a difference.

This can be done only by abandoning one-sided views, with their focus on

domination, rule, and regulation, for two-sided ones in which rule and

conflict, as well as structure and agency are constitutive of each other, and

where the action of social agents, not of reified structures, comes to the

forefront. In relation to gender, for example, working with the concept of

'gender relations of power' may be preferable to an orthodox reference to

Patriarchy (plagued by systemic, universalizing, and static undertones).

Thinking in terms of relations ofpower helps shift the focus from the analysis

ofthe mechanisms of domination to the exploration ofthe tensions that are

inherent in the notion ofpower as a social relation and as a balance of forces.
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Thus, this involves exploring the capacity of subjects to act as social agents

in not only reproducing, but also in contesting and altering this balance in the

always concrete and specificforms of discourses and practices into which

power relations are enacted and institutionalized. The state, then, rather than

being seen as an entity or a device of structural domination takes on the

character of these ongoing tensions. This is what is meant by current

formulations that propose to see states, their institutional features and their

policies as historical constructions: as products of specific, variable, open-

ended and unevenly deployed social struggles. Finally, rather than being

preempted from the start as an ever elusive goal, the prospects of realizing

'meaningful social change for women within or through the state' can then be

seen as residing precisely in these specific, variable, and open-ended possi-

bilities of altering the balance ofpower in favor ofwomen in concrete power

arrangements.

Secondly, 'reintroducing politics' implies rescuing from structural

oblivion the actors of politics, thus shifting attention towards agency and the

action of social agents—because agency only exists as it is embodied in people

and in collectivities of people. New developments in feminist theory and

feminist theories of the state, however, force us to a revision of the way we
mP understand the women's movement as a political actor and as a particular

form ofcollective agency. The challenge from poststructuralism and from the

Non-Western feminist critique makes it increasingly difficult, if not impos-

sible, to speak of "women's interests" in "objective" and/or universalizing

terms, or to see "the women's movement" as a unitary actor. The diversity of

women's experiences, linked to the intertwining and cross-cutting effects of

historically and spatially specific power relations of gender, class, and race

(among others) in real life situations cannot but translate into a heterogeneous

and fragmented women's movement. The unity ofthis movement, rather than

being pre-given, is much more aptly to be conceptualized, in Laclau and

Mouffe's (1985) terms, as a hegemonic (or counterhegemonic) political

project (i.e., it has to be constructed).
6

In its dealings with the state, the women's movement thus speaks with

a diversity of voices. The versions of "women's interests" and the claims

articulated and put forward vary not only in space and time but also among

the organizations of national movements. This reflects the subjective con-

struction of these "interests" on the basis (but not the transparency) of the

social placings, experiences and representations of gender of their member-

ship, and is further mediated by what is subjectively perceived by the



organizational actors as desirable, acceptable, and feasible as political

strategies in a given context (Masson 1994b). It should be noted that it is only

unevenlythatthese organizations challengetheexistinggender order. Moreo-

ver, their capacity to exert agency is also uneven, and the diverse voices are

not represented with the same weight within the movement. As Michaud

(1992) argues, some voices are more central in the constitution of this

"feminist counter-hegemony," whereas others are pushed, or remain in the

margins. Then there is the question of who—which actor or actors of the

movement—gets to legitimately 'represent women' (and wliich women), a

question that further problematizes the notion of "women's demands to the

state." My point is that there are a series of subjective, as well as political,

mediations between the more abstract 'gender relations of power' and the

reality of women's encounter with the state. Judging, for example, that a

particular policy does not represent "what women wanted" may betoo simple

an account of the process through which states respond to multiply voiced,

historically specific, and already highly mediated women's claims. This is

especially the case when diversity might very well mean, as Pringle and

Watson suggest (1990: 239) that "no one policy will be a gain for all

women." 7

The third avenue for 'reintroducing politics' is to bring the state itself

"back in" by unpacking the black box of 'The State' to understand the

concreteways in which the politics ofgender are played out within the politics

of the state. The institutional, political, and bureaucratic characteristics of

particular state-systems as historical productions and fields of ongoing

struggles become central in this proposition:

What kind of state [of welfare state, of bureaucracy, of gender

regime or gender politics] we have depends on who was mobilized

in social struggle, what strategies were deployed, and who won. 8

(Franzway, Court & Connell, 1989:35)

Social struggles are not fought only outside the state (and nor are they only

about the state, for the matter), but within the state as well because of the

resources and ofthe constitutive capacity over social relations ofpower that

the state concentrates. That's what "feminism in practice" has seen in the state

that makes it worthwhile encountering (Connell, 1990: 518). It would be a

mistake, however, to see this encounter as being solely with the state, or with

state actors: it is an encounter within the arenas ofthe state with other political

actors that articulate other sets of interests and carry with them particular

<2)
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assumptions about gender relations (and race, and class). How conflicts,

alliances, strategies and compromises materialize over specific policies and

programs within particular state-systems constitutes a level ofmediation that

makes a difference in the outcomes: it makes a difference, for example,

between passing an "equal rights" amendment or not, criminalizing abortion

or not, and so on. In addition, these outcomes alter the conditions for further

contestations, possibly giving rise to "unintended consequences"9 that may

help or hinder subsequent efforts at social change in the field of gender

politics.

The other major element we see from unpacking the black box is that

gender politics, within the politics ofthe state-system, not only pertain to how

the game offormal politics is played, but to how the game itself is framed by

the institutional and bureaucratic reality of particular state-systems. What

the legitimate actors are, what counts as legitimate gender issues, what the

institutional channels for their treatment are, andhow they areto be dealt with

in political and bureaucratic terms are all part of how state-systems are

gendered in ways that crystallize certain power arrangements and pose very

concrete obstacles to women's organizations' social change efforts. Yet, it

cannot be overemphasized that these features of state-systems are no less

historical than the rest: that they carry possibilities for change as well as

barriers or constraints to change, that they are objects ofcontention, that they

are changing and can be changed.

In short, people and their politics mediate between social structures

(relations of power, and so on) and state intervention in a way that makes

contingent, variable, and open-ended outcomes possible. That should be the

core of our feminist analyses of the state, and should buttress our strategy-

making. Broad, sweeping generalizations about "The Patriarchal" or "The

Capitalist State" might be easier to come with, but are unduly disempowering

for feminist activists and overly myopic for feminist academics. It may be a

truism to recall that reality is complex, but I insist that we ought to render

justice to this complexity.

Notes

1. Many authors have pointed to the structuralist bias and to the functionalism inherent in

these arguments. On classical feminist theories of the state see Piven (1984: 16), Franzway,

Court and Connell (1989: 20, 23), Gordon (1990: 179-180), Watson (1990: 6), Jen son

(1986: 10-13); on Marxism see Jessop (1990) and McLennan (1984).



2. Feminist works on the making of welfare states have highlighted the participation of

women social reformers and women's movements in the constitution of welfare policies

and programs. See for example Andrew (1984), Gordon (1990), Brenner & Laslett (1991),

Jenson (1986, 1987, 1989), Skocpol (1992).

3. I am indebted for this argument to Jessop (1990: 80).

4. The recognition of the existence of contradictory policies and positions in the field of

gender and sexual politics at the level of particular state-systems is not new. The internal

disunity of the state is argued in particular in Franzway, Court and Connell (1989), Pringle

and Watson (1990), Watson (1990).

5. The refraining I am advocating here owes much to what has been called 'the new feminist

scholarship on the state,' and in particular to the recent works of Fraser (1989), Jenson

(1986, 1987, 1989) and Skocpol (1992) on North America and Europe: and of Australians

Pringle and Watson (1990), Watson (1990), Franzway, Court and Connell (1989), Connell

(1990) and Yeatman (1990).

6. The recognition - and dilemma - of diversity lies at the core of the debate between the

proponents of a strategy based on "the politics of difference" (Young 1990) versus the

possibilities of more inclusive politics.

7. This should be kept in mind while analysing state intervention in the field of gender.

8. The reference to the welfare state, to the bureaucracy, and to the state's connections with

gender relations is from Franzway, Court and Connell (1989: 35). The notion of gender

regime is from Connell (1990).

9. See Skocpol (1985) on the notion of "unintended consequences" of state action. See

McKeen (1994) for an exemple of possibilities opened in terms of unintended consequences

in the EEC policies.
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Book Review:

Taking Our Informants Seriously

David Young and Jean-Guy Goulet. Being Changed By Cross-

CulturalEncounters : The Anthropology ofExtraordinary Expe-

rience. Peterborough: Broadview Press, 1994, 378 pp.

Derek Blair

Carleton University

For the past fifteen years or so, anthropologists have engaged in debates

examining the place as well as the construction of the subject in the

ethnographic project. Various positions have taken guises such as

postmodernism, interpretive and reflexive anthropology, and anthropologi-

cal poetics. Regardless ofthe outcomes ofthese debates, one can in the least

acknowledge their contribution to the anthropological project; they have

persuaded us to re-examine where anthropology has come from—and where

it is going. The exploitative nature of field relations having been thoroughly

revealed to us, we have been forced to examine our personal epistemological

constructions. Is this only 'navel gazing,' as some anthropologists argue (eg.

Polier and Roseberry, 1989)? Not always. Nevertheless, simply cataloguing

our biases (personal and epistemological) won't take us far. What we are

slowly coming to terms with is that our cross cultural encounters might be

tools for better understanding our own personal and cultural 'realities.'

Seriously entertaining the notion that self and Other are two aspects of the

same reality requires seriously considering what our cultural counterparts

have to say. It is in this respect that Young's and Goulet's Being Changed

offers an insightful perspective, one which is uncluttered by anthropological

jargon, and one which refuses to be caught up in the 'post' critical debates.

As a first step... anthropologists can begin to take their informants

seriously and to entertain the idea that an informant's account may be more

than a "text" to be analyzed. It may have something of value to contribute to

our understanding of reality (Young and Goulet: 12).

Alternate Routes, Volumne 12, 1995
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This edited compilation is comprised ofeleven essays which are divided

into four subsections. The book attempts to do three things. First, it provides

accounts ofanthropologists who havehad extraordinary experiences, or have

chosen to seriously consider extraordinary accounts experienced by their

informants. Next, it works toward the establishment of a theoretical frame-

work through which extraordinary experiences might be explained. Finally,

it explores the issue of what we are to make of extraordinary experiences.

These do not neatly fit western scientific notions and therefore might readily

be met with skepticism. How might they be conveyed to an audience which

is predisposed to a rationalized conception of 'scientific thinking?' There is

no easy answer to this question. Nevertheless, we can begin this project by

seriously considering the extraordinary experiences as reported by our

informants.

The first section: "Extraordinary Experience and Fieldwork," includes

contributions by Jean-Guy Goulet, Marie Francoise Guedon, and Edith

Turner. Goulet' s essay is entitled "Dreams and Visions in Other Lifeworlds"

and in it he documents his experiences from fieldwork among the Dene Tha

of Northern Alberta and the Guajiro of South America. He begins with

Geertz's assertion that "we cannot live other people's lives, and it is a piece

of bad faith to try," but disagrees with his stipulation that we "can but listen

to what, in works, in images, in actions, [others] say about their lives" (25).

Can wego beyond the limitations that Geertz sees for us? Goulet believes that

we can, that it is possible to experience the world of the cultural Other to a

certain degree. He recalls an experience he had while on fieldwork among the

Dene Tha of Chateh in Northern Alberta where he was sitting with some

elders about a fire in a teepee. The smoke was becoming heavy and was

irntatinghis eyes when hesuddenly found himselfstaringat a life-sized image

of himself fanning the fire with his hat. A moment later in the 'real' world, a

non-Native arose and began blowing on the fire. At this point, he was

instructed to stop this immediately, since such actions would "offend spiritual

entities and induce a violent windstorm in the camp" (30). The proper way of

fanning a fire was by the use of a hat or some other object. Goulet explains

how he envisioned the proper way of conduct among the Dene Tha—the

proper way of fanning a fire, without having had any prior knowledge of the

subject His approach to understanding foreign cosmologies entails an

acknowledgment that the reality of the cultural Other is nothing but a

transformation of his own western reality:



I understand a people among whom dreams are readily talked

about and interpreted when I can relate to them in such a way that

their dreams make reasonable sense to me, as mine to them,

precisely because they exhibit similar contents or images, are

amenable to similar kinds of interpretations, or are seen locally as

consistent with the expected consequences of ritual actions ( 1 8).

Citing Rappaport, he argues that empiricism and rationality are incom-

patible with many of the experiences associated with the world of visions,

dreams, and religion, and that 'good ethnography' should encourage us to

challenge our own rationalized assumptions.

Marie Francoise Guedon's "Dene Ways and the Ethnographer's Cul-

ture" demonstrates how she "could not learn about Dene ways of life and

language without [herself] growing into this learning" (41). For Guedon, not

only did her field experience result in personal transformation, but it also

forced her to question the adequacy and cross-cultural validity of western

conceptualizations. This is demonstrated in her discussion about western

conceptualizations ofculture andhow these clashed with those ofthe Natives

.

Western anthropologists tend to emphasize technology and material condi-

tions when defining a foreign culture and assessing the extent of cultural tfft

change (49). For the Dene, technology does not appear as a part of 'culture'

(47) since what they might consider as culture is processual, and involves

personal knowledge, stories, myths and dreams, and territorial locales

associated with these. Believingthat anthropological theory should reflect the

thought world of those we study as well as our academic traditions (62),

Guedon concludes that "The manner in which I tell and use a story will say

as much about my participation in the Dene Ways (my Dene identity) as the

story itself (61). She seems to be looking for a medium. As far as culture is

concerned, she learns that it "becomes what can be transmitted through

stories" (62). She likes Sapir's 1 924 definition of culture "not as knowledge,

nor as manner, but as life" (63).

The final essay in this section is contributed by Edith Turner, and she

tells of her extraordinary experience of witnessing the emergence of the

ihamba (tooth) spirit from the body of an ill-stricken Native while on

fieldwork in Zambia in 1 985. Had she not been able to abandon her western

conceptualizations, she believes that she might otherwise have seen this

experience as fraud or trickery. Turner does this in a manner which we have

come to expect from her—with a narrative voice, arguing that what often
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appears to be shamanic trickery really is not (89). She gives examples of

shamanic healing, such as that presented in the film Sucking Doctor, where

the shaman is seen as sucking an intrusive power from various bodies.

Western skeptics often merely state that the object, which the shaman "sucks"

into his mouth was merely secreted there prior to the healing. Turner's

chapter, "A Visible Spirit Form in Zambia" provides another view. She

argues that an informed understanding of shamanism will easily account for

these misguided perceptions and explanations.

The next section of essays is entitled "Modeling Extraordinary Expe-

rience." It contains contributions from Charles Laughlin, Rab Wilkie, and

David Young. Laughlin' s essay is entitled "Psychic Energyand Transpersonal

Experience. A biogenetic structural account of the Tibetan Dumo Yoga

Practice." Here, he describes how mystical and yogic traditions are based on

models which involve the movement of energy in the body, and he provides

a personal account ofhis experiences . These are explained in biopsychological

terms (100). He advocates a transpersonal approach to understanding such

mystical experiences. This approach allows for "participant comprehen-

sion," which "requires that more emphasis be placed upon participation, than

upon more passive observation... participation requires 'suspension of

'Br disbelief "(102). Laughlin draws on Gellhom's theory ofautonomic-somatic

integration (1967) to explain the experiences occurring in altered states of

consciousness which involve "higher experiences of psychic energy" (118).

The result is an explanation ofhowtheergotropic system (which "subserves. .

.

the physiological components of our adaptive strategies to desirable or

noxious stimuli in the environment" (118)) works with the trophotropic

system ("responsible for regulating all the vegetative functions, such as

reconstruction ofgrowth cells, digestion..." (1 19)) in both a complementary

and antagonistic manner in order to achieve bodily homeostasis. With this,

Laughlin attempts to find a middle ground between emics and etics: "Indeed

it is my beliefthat anthropological science derives from applying etic methods

and explanations of human activities to the fullest possible range of emic

data" (102).

Young's essay "Visitors in the Night: A Creative Energy Model of

Spontaneous Visions" provides a contrast to Laughlin's work. It is not as

scientifically descriptive, though it posits a framework which does justice to

the views ofthe cultural Other without forsaking theintegrity of 'science' (see

Introduction) Young points out that when informants report having had

visions, anthropologists have in the past accepted this as data, attempting to



explain it using some type ofanalytic framework in order to demonstrate how

this experience fits into the greater cultural theme (167). On the other hand,

when the anthropologist is subjected to such extraordinary experiences, he/

she often ends up disregarding it as inappropriate data. Young describes two

of his own visions, which appear to have taken forms analogous with the two

belief systems most familiar to him, Zen Buddhism and Native North

American religion. Here, he illustrates his three-stage Creative Energy

Model. The model should allowforthe serious consideration and explanation

of extraordinary experiences that would otherwise be dubbed simply as

'unscientific' and therefore non-empirical. Inanutshell, Young is advocating

an "as if approach to understanding our cultural Others and takingwhat they

have to report seriously. He argues that suspending disbelief requires

adopting the attitude that extraordinary accounts heard in the field could in

fact be true, should be approached "as if' they were, and are therefore worthy

of serious consideration. He concludes: "It is time that we as anthropologists

begin to take our informants more seriously and attempt to build models that

will do justice to our own scientific world view. . . and the world view ofthose

who see reality in a different way" (191). This does not mean that testable

scientific hypotheses are a necessary component to scientific validity.

Rab Wilkie's essay "Spirited Imagination: Ways of Approaching the

Shaman's World" deals with the question "What happens when we open

ourselves to others, specifically those who are at home in a world that to us

seems strange ?" (139). This is addressed through the documentation of a

roundtable discussion which occurred in Edmonton, Alberta. Two central

discussions are presented: one deals with an extraordinary encounter which

one ofthe discussants had experienced, the other is a reaction of the various

informants to a guided visualization. Reactions range from skepticism to

valid acknowledgment ofthe extraordinary experiences, and the point of the

essay becomes a lesson in suspending rationalized disbelief. Though a guided

visualization might seem contrived, it can certainly lead to the spirit world if

we let it, as one ofthe discussants points out. For Wilkie, anthropologists as

human beings have the capacity to be changed by "opening ourselves" to new

experiences, though what this 'change' constitutes depends on who we are

(158).

The third section of the book is entitled "Taking Our Informants

Seriously," and contains essays by C. Roderick Wilson, Lise Swartz, and

Antonia Mills. Wilson is concerned for anthropologists tfiat "failing to

change our normal ways ofperceiving, we see not what they, our informants
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and the peoplewework with, are seeing" ( 1 98). In his essay "SeeingThey See

Not," he recalls his own fieldwork among the Waorani in Amazonian

Equador to demonstrate that even our perception of colour is bounded by

western normalized conceptions. His title is from a biblical passage, Matthew

13, and it implies that because we cannot allow ourselves new perceptions,

we do not see what is before us (206). Wilson gives examples which have, in

fact, changed him. He is concerned "about the fact that my vision is so

'normalized' that I could not see what was literally in front ofmy face" (99)

and provides suggestions, sometimes similar to Young's, as to how we can

avoid perceptual barriers and seriously consider non-conventional cultural

assumptions and experiences.

Lise Swaitz's eponymous essay, "Being Changed by Cross-Cultural

Encounters" discusses how her life at sea was changed as a result ofher work

with a Woods Cree medicine man (211). In a narrative account of her

experience on board a sailing ship, she tells of how her belief in guardian

spirits and the power of a protector which she received from her Cree friend,

"grew to the point where [she] could not begin or end a sailing expedition

without making appropriate prayers or offerings" (2 1 5). She claims this is a

result of having taken seriously the advice and visions of her Cree friend,

whom she considers to be her informant.

Antonia Mills discusses the possibility of believing in reincarnation in,

"Making a Scientific Investigation of Ethnographic Cases Suggestive of

Reincarnation."
1

She believes that anthropologists can, in fact, make scientific

investigations which will allow us to assess whether a belief in reincarnation

is justified. She cites two cases of reincarnation as reported by the Gitskan of

British Columbia, and a Hindu village in Etawah, India. Though both cases

are somewhat questionable, Mills suggests that we do not cast them aside as

indicating that reincarnation is an inconceivable phenomenon. As a result of

these examinations and others from her fieldwork experiences, she admits

that the reported cases certainly do not prove that reincarnation has taken

place, but she is not satisfied with the concept of "cultural construction" (the

community's desire to believe in reincarnation which often results in the

"construction" of evidence to support it) as an adequate alternative explana-

tion. Establishing criteria for the assessment of whether reincarnation has in

fact occurred, Mills believes that current evidence suggests that reincarnation

should not be dismissed.

In the "Conclusion" to the book, Yves Marion's "The Experiential

Approach to Anthropology and Castaneda's Ambiguous Legacy" explores



the issues and controversies surrounding the work of Carlos Castaneda and

his accounts ofhis spiritual apprenticeship with a Yaqui sorcerer by thename

ofDon Juan (23). Marton deals with the controversy surroundmgCastaneda's

work. He notes Castaneda's questionable integrity as a social scientist, his

truthfulness, and his self-mystification. But Marton also argues that what

Castaneda was presenting in the late 1960's was a rather non-conventional

ethnographic depiction. In short, Castaneda's was the first extensive account

of a spiritual and extraordinary account by a social scientist (273). In this

sense, Marton presents this work as "innovative within anthropology, both in

its format. . . and in the abundance andtype ofexperiences that it reported from

the field" (274). Regardless of how one perceives the legacy of Castaneda,

Marton admits that it has certainly had an impact on experiential anthropol-

ogy.

Comment

This edited compilation is a comment on western epistemological construc-

tions (anthropology is, after all, a western phenomenon). It argues that

rational boundedness has hampered the ethnographic endeavor. An emic

viewpoint is often the desired goal of ethnography and tins usually requires |tt|

some sort of 'suspension of disbelief,' since the experience of fieldwork often

situates the anthropologist in what would appear to the western world as

extraordinary circumstances. To western societies which acknowledge only

one mode of reality—that based on physical concreteness, ideas such as

shamanic healing, multiple levels of reality, and the senousness of the

dreamworld, appear quite bizarre since our rational boundedness encourages

us to question the 'truth' ofsuch ideas. To our cultural counterparts, as these

essays demonstrate, these experiences are quite often ordinary. Anthropolo-

gists often entertain such 'extraordinary' ideas during the moment of

fieldwork, but the return to the 'commonsense reality' often means a return

to rationalism. In fact, that return is where Being Changed begins, where

"one's informants are not taken seriously" (10). This idea comes out the

strongest in Young and Goulet's concluding essay "Theoretical and Meth-

odological Issues," as well as in Goulet's own essay. The contributors to this

volume become exemplary: they have opened themselves up to the experience

and reality ofthe cultural Other. The result is that they have themselves been

changed, and the anthropological experience extends long beyond the field-

work moment since they, like the mythical hero, bring a boon back from their
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journey. This boon is quite intangible and comes packaged in the form of

experience—the result is the expansion ofthe perceptual lens and a validation

of the cross-cultural experience. In other words, these accounts are by

anthropologists who have chosen to take their informants seriously.

The highlights of the volume are the essays by Goulet and Wilkie.

Goulet's essay brings to mind how western perceptions of the dreamworld

contrast with those perceptions of the Guajiro and Dene Tha. Among the

latter, dreams a re taken quite seriously and are given a special respect. Goulet

himselfwas reassured: "yes, your dreams are true!" On the other hand, in the

western world, when our children awake frightened by night visitors, we
comfort them with the assurance that "it wasjust a dream." Thus, we deny

the reality ofthe experience. Wilkie's essay, on the other hand, provides the

reader with an informative discussion about issues of suspending disbelief

and extraordinary experience. In his conclusion, he clarifies the 'true' nature

of that Edmonton meeting: the "meeting purportedly recorded in the above

'transcript' is fictitious. It did take place, but only in the author's imagina-

tion" (162). In this sense, the essay itself, as well as its content, becomes a

lesson in the suspension of disbelief when opening ourselves up to non-

ordinary, 'strange' experiences. In fact, the reading ofthe essay becomes an

extraordinary experience. Read this essaytwice to get the point. Approaching

it first as fact causes the reader to address it and its issues with a particular

epistemological set. Upon the knowledge that it is 'non-factual,' this episte-

mological set changes, and the message is different. Embedded western

rationalized assumptions cannot allow us to take Wilkie seriously. Neverthe-

less, anthropological studies of myth, dreams, and religion, show that truth

is hardly contingent on historical fact. Here, an epistemological shift means

personal transformation. Wilkie tells us, echoing Goulet, that he cannot begin

to understand extraordinary experiences and world-views without paying

attention to his own ( 1 63). In other words, he brings back a piece ofthe field

with him, which means suspending disbelief and acknowledging the

boundedness of our cultural constructions. Even if 'the field' in this case is

a fictitious boardroom in Edmonton. Regardless, Wilkie's essay provides the

reader with an exercise in rationality.

The essays fit tightly together and it becomes obvious that the editors

went to great lengths in assuring a complementarity between them. However,

there is one exception, the essay by Swartz. Here is a writer whose entire

argument is based on her assertion that "I took my informant seriously" (226)

Nevertheless, it is highly questionable that Russell Willier, her Cree friend,



can under the circumstances be seen as 'her informant.' Swartz's 'ethno-

graphic description' is uncontextualized as anthropological research and

comes across as an extended holiday. Did she indeed take him 'seriously?'

She provides two particular instances when she was given the opportunity to

participate in a ceremonial ritual, involving fasting andpraying. Thepotential

result in the first instancewas learning ofher guardian spi rit and in the second

instance her being given a protector. Under both circumstances, she states

that "time and circumstances did not permit this" (213-214) even though in

the second case, "Russell would recommend, even if this should delay my
departure. ... that I participate in a four-day vision quest... where I would be

given a protector" (2 14). Instead, she arrangedto meet him the day before her

departure so that she could obtain this protector. Certainly one cannot be

expected to believe that Russell was taken seriously! The author's life was in

danger, but "circumstances could not allow" for her to consider either his

request or her own safety? Beyond this, the degradation ofthe four day ritual

to an adhoc meeting, is a comment regarding not only the level ofseriousness

with which the Other was approached, but also the amount of respect allotted

to the cultural traditions of the Other.

For the most part, these essays provide instances where anthropologists

have in the least gained greater self-understanding by opening themselves up

to the world-views of those they study. Thus the firework endeavor is

presented as a learning experience. Michael Taussighas recently raised these

issues in Mimesis andAlterity ( 1 993), where he documents how the concepts

of mimesis (imitation) and alterity (otherness) play off one another in

maintaining and strengthening cultural solidarities and identity. He chooses

the Kuna Indians as his example. Among the Kuna, the Self is understood

through an examination of its Alter. Thus, Kuna ritual and mythological

incorporations of European characters and characteristics have the purpose

of strengthening their identity at a personal and collective level. As an

example, C. Roderick Wilson has affirmed that his cross-cultural experiences

have strengthened his Christian views, when one might certainly have

expected the opposite (207). Similarly, the work of Young and Goulet

informs us that it is through accepting as valid the experiences of our cultural

counterparts, that we can better understand our own conventional realities.

But this will require an acknowledgment ofthe scientific limitations imposed

by western rationality.

Being Changedcan, perhaps, be considered as following in the tradition

ofTurner's and Bruner's The Anthropology ofExperience ( 1986), Benson's
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Anthropology and Literature (1993), and Brady's Anthropological Poetics

(199 1). It foregrounds the question of validity, epistemology, and experience

which necessarily arise when one immerses oneself in a culture which at a

surface level appears so veryforeign and extraordinary. These essays provide

a comment on these issues and, uncluttered by thick description and anthro-

pological jargon, a long overdue comment on experiential anthropology. The

dialogical relationship between the cultural Other and the anthropologist is

enhanced by viewing each as different aspects of the same essence, the same

reality. The result is one of the most informative and entertaining compila-

tions to come about in a long while.
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